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1. Executive Summary
Concept
A muki-Amcüonal lesKSthotel for lesddent/non-residenl tourists, travelers and outdoor
tports enânisiasts visiting the Blackfeet Indian Reservation and adjoining Watoton O lada
lintematkaialPeaœPaik presents a golden optxMtunily. The Blackfeet Tribe will build a resort
hotel named The Pikuni Lodge. It will be located on the Bladcfeet Indian Reservation in
ncxtfacentral Montana. The kx%e will provkle year rcMmd lodging, food and bevranage services.
TheP&uniLodge vnUcomiai o f

guest rooms, oon^xnoeAneeting rooms, recreational,

food & beverage fodlities. It will «qiture foe ovm:flow of park tourists and provide services
for the winto' sports enthusiasts. It will also cater to the business travelers as well as

Market Opportunity
The market opportunity for a muM-fiincHonal resort hotel is tremendous. The hotel and
tourism industry go hand in hand on the Blackfeet Indian Reservation and Olader National
Park. The touiist/travelAvinter sports enthusiast market/industry add to the eamomy of the
reservation and park and will provide economic support for the lodge. Iheresovatirai holds
great mteiest noamtybecause foe world has gamed mtoest in Native Arriertcan culture, history
and traditional activities. Its location adjacent to U. S. and Canadian national parks, near
wilctemess areas and historic trails add to its mark^ potential. Glacier National Park has
always attracted mormons numbos of tourists. In 1994, thae were 2.1 million visitors to
O lacia National Park. O lada Park, Inc. (GPl), a subsidiary of Dial Corp. located in
Phoenix, Arizona, operates all the lodges and motels of Wataton-Glada fotemational Peace
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PaiViin<Wft 25-yeflr gnivertimerrt coaitmct. GPI «ÿoys virtually no competitiau. According to
GPI, all available hotel/motel rooms are booked a full year in advance and oijoy 95%
occipancy all summer season. The hotels and motels are closed in the winter. Montana paik
visitor numbers to Olamw Park have bear out pacing growth at the national level whae
national park attendance is at an all4im ehi^ Montana visits grew by 2.5% to 3.0% in 1993.
Managematt Team
Tike/¥ib0 ff£<N^ will be inanaged fay a hotel management conqMoy. IheBladcfeet
Tribe has detamined the lodge can be managed more efficiartfy and eflfectivefy with a
pcofesâoaal liotd rnanaganeot coriqxtiqr. Ihida tiiBauspioes ofa hotel rnanagernait cai9 >ai]y,
tiie

win be viewed as la» of an iiivestinent risk. As ptmdpal owna', the Tribe, flnxNigh

a suhsidtaiy corporation called

will axtamtoajointvaiture long term

lease agreanent or management contract with a reputable hotel maof^anaticonqMuy.
Hmmcial Refnms
The total project cost of The Füuoü Lo4ge fivxn investigatay costs throi%h
construction to pre-opening is $11^80,138. The Blackfeet Tribe and a hotel management
company will invest 100% equity in the {«oject totaling $4,479^64. The Tribe wdl sedc
financing for die remaining $6,800,874. The month]^ breakeven point in doflars for the lodge
is $215,414. The yearly breakevai point in doUais is $2,584,968. Year 1 b%inning cash
balance is $200,000. Year 1 room sales are $2,804,609 vhich will result in a profiit of
$169,089. Year 2 room sales are $3,039,072 with a profit of $209,514. Year 3 room sales
are $3,151,517 with a resulting profit of $248,602. A profit is still realized after defat service
for the financed amount of $6,800,874.
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1. The Company & Its Overall Strategy
Opportunity
The need to provide lodging &cilities

tourists and travelers visiting the Blackfeet

hklianResen«&xL and a^dningWateitoiiOlader International Peace Paik presents a golden
opportunity for the Blackfeet Tribe. Tourimn, in grai^nl, has alwaj^ bear a potmüal source
(fecooomicdewWopmentferfeeBladcfert Tribe and Glad.a'National Park, dada'National
Padc generates its eoonoooyfrom tourism. The padc has a contract with G kcia Park Inc. (0*1),
a subsidiary ofDial Corporation, to operate the lo(%e8 and otha park savioM. In 1985, GPI
realized levaniaofT.S million dollars. More lecait figures put the levemœs in the 10-12
m illiai ddlar range. Tourism can play an increasing role in business and economic
development fer the Blackfert Tribe and its tribal enterprises in the years ahead. It can
speadiead the qaeadofcuhure and cultural understanding The goal, of courw, is to genaate
business. This can be acconq>lished by providing new offerings a polishing casting
attractions Wndh f^xpeal to tourists. More specifically, merting the needs of tourist in sudi
areas as food and lodging has always been at a premium. The Blackfeet Tribe is coocentratii%
its ecaunnic development efforts in the area of providing lodgirg services to tourists. A
similar resmt hotel, the KwaTaqNuk Resort Hotel Wiidr is owned and operated by the
Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes and located in Poison, Montana has bear successful.
Currmt lodging fecilities for tourists visiting Waterton Glacier International Peace
Park and foe Blackfeet Indian Reservation are filled to near cspadty in the summa maiths and
are closed in the off season which includes the fall and winter months. According to Glacier
Park, hKi. (GPI), all available hotel and motel rooms are bodced a full year in advance and
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ayoy 95% occugxmcyall summer season. Montana park visits numbers to Glacio' Naticmal
Paik have been out padog giowtti at the natknal level whae natimal paik attmdanoe is at an
all-time bigb Mcmtana visits grew by 2.5% to 3.0% in 1993.' Glacier National Paik has
always attracted axmnous numba^ of tourists. The visitas to Glacia National Paik is
inaeasing at an average yeaify rate of .5%.^ The combination of these two reasons has
pronqjted the Blackfeet Tribe to pursue the oj^KHtunity of building a lodging Acility Wiich
win attract the summer tourists and provide lo(%ii^ fedlities for the winter sports enthusiasts.
The &dlity can also be utilized to provide services fisr conferences, conventions, and
meeti:%s fer American and Ihtenmtional cong)anies and corporations. It can also be used as
a site fer tiaining by outside smnoes as weU as the Blackfed Tribe. Tb»e exists viitualfy no
business conferencerineeting fecilities onthe Blarkfeet Indian Reservation and sudi fecilities
in CHaderNational Park are limited to onty the summer monttis. The Blackfeet Tribe's lodging
fecility win be named

PUiuni L ot^e”. The lodge's name "Pikuni” is a word in the

Blackfeet language which means "Bladçfeef.
The lodge win be a multi-functional resort hotel for resi^nt/ncm-resident tourists,
travelas, and outdcxar sports mthusiasts visiting the Blackfed Indian Resawticm and
acyoining Waterton Glacier hrtemational Peace Park. It win also serve tire budness travders
and the business community in general It wiUbe lcx»ted on the Blackfeet hrdian Reservation

' Stq>hen F. McCool, "Issues in Tourism." Montana Busings Quarterly Magazine.
Spring 1994,2.
^Gerald L. Nelson, Glacier Naticmal Park 1994 Travel Yfôur Summarv Report
West GlacW, Montana: National Park Service, U.S. Departmmt ofthe Interior, West
Glacis', MT, December 1994.
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innoiihoeoÉralMoiitaDa.lt will i»ovide year round lodging, food and beverage services. The
win consist of 150 guest rooms, (xm&renceAneeting rorans, lecieatioDal, food
& bevaage Anilities.
The market ofifxxtuiiify for a inuM-fimciioaaliesKxt hotel is tremendous. Tte hotel and
tourism industry go hand in hand on the Blackfeet Indian Reservation and Olader National
Park. The touiist/travel/wint^ qxats enthusiast rriarket/mdustry add to the econmny of the
reservation arid park and win provide ecorroinic support for the lodge. The reservation holds
great irÉerestrnairily because the world has gamed interest in Native Arnerican culture, history
and traditional activities. Its location adjacent to U. S. and Canadian national parks, near
wildemess areas and historic trails add to its market potential The mountain setting provides
a beautiful, peaceful and relaxing atmosphere for conducting business meetings and
confermces for companies and corporations.
Cempargr History
TheIHkutüLo4ge, amulti-fonctional lodging fecility, will be built and owned by the
Blackfeet Itibe. The Blackfeet Tribe is governed by the Blackfeet Tribal Business Council
vddck ccmdiKts all busiiiess for the Tribe.
The Blackfeet Tribal Business Council is the duly elected bocfy enqwwered to handle
and disckaige the business of the Blackfeet Tribe of the Blackfe^ Indian Reservation. The
Blackfe^ Tribal Business Council is respcmsible for the econcanic develc^xment of the
Blackfeet Tribe as defined by the Tribe's Ccmstitution and By-laws.^

^Feral Wagner, Blackfeet Tribal Overall Eccmomic Development Plan Update:
1992-1997 (Browning, MT: Private^ Printed, 1992), 127.
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The Bladcfeet Indian Tribe was oiganized in 1935 und@r the Indian Reotganizalion
Act. It exists both as a political entity and a business <xap(xati<m. All tribal members are
shareholders in the corpmation. The Tribal Business Council Wiidi is cmnposed of nine
members conducts both flie political and business afiËiirs of the Tribe and the ccapoiaticiL^ The
Tribal Business CouncQmen are elected by secret ballot by eligible tribal members and serve
for two-year paiods. The Tribal Council elects and tq)points its own offioos and hires its
own staff. In the past, the Tribal Council has been granted broad political powas. The
Blackfeet Tribe in conjunction with the Economic Devel<^)mmt Committee and thnmgh a
subsidiary corporation called Bbid^eet Ventures will enta into a joint venture agreauent
wifli a rqwitable hotel management company will be owners of ThePUcutüLoége.
The following infonnation is pnasented hae to provide a better understanding of the
Blackfeet Tribe and the Blackfeet Tribal Business Council and their connection to economic
development through tourism on the Bladdbet Indian Reservation.
HISTORY OF THE BLACKFEET TRIBE AND RESERVATION
The modemBlackfeet Nation descended fiomferee ofthe most powerful Indian Tribes
in the Northwestan plains; the N «th Pisans, the "Blackfeet" ot South Pisans, and the
"Kainai" or Bloods. All Three tribes spokea common language. Members of these tribes lived
in the presaxt Province of Saskatchewan until about 1730, vhm tihey started to move
southward vhere the buffelo and otha^ game w ae more abundant. All of today's Blackfeet
tribal members in fee United States are "Blackfeet" w South Piegans. Although there is scane

*U.S. Department of The Interior, Bureau of Indian Affeirs, Ccaporte Charter of the
Blackfeet Indian Reservation Montana (Washington D C.: U.S. Printing Office, 1957), 1-7.
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cooliDvefsy over the origin of thdr name, "Blackfeet" is thought to refer to the characteristic
color of their blade moccasins fiom the canq>fire ashes. The Bladefeet dwelt almost
exclusively in Montana, a temtoay also occupied by the Gros Ventre and the Assiniboine, a
distant relative of the Dakota or Sioux hidians. Obsavas on the eaify hontier qxûee
enoneouisfy ofâiese two latter tribes as members of the Bladefed. Howeva, these two tribes,
along wËr&eShoshoni to the SOU&, were invderate enemies of the Bladdbd. Whaitheearfy^
missionaries and treaty-makas fast attanpted to contact these tribes, they were often caught
in Tribal wars being foug^ bdween the Blackfeet and their enanies.^
The non-Indian population whidi had migrated frran the European countries in their
quest for fteedom began their westward move fiom the eastern part of the United States in
search of ftrrs, land, and riches. The 1700's saw the entrance of the ftir trade in Blackfeet
Territory, with fee bufifelo robe becoming an inqxatant itan o{ trade and business. The
westward eiq)ansion of fee white society demanded more land fer the settlers, fur canpanies,
railroacfe and feeir businesses and military establishments necessary fer fee protection of the
railroads and settlers. The Blackfeet People's land was needed & the treaty making era b^an.^
In exchange fer land, the United States Oovanmart ratified treaties feat usually were
not kept wife the Bladcfeet People promising peace, protectimr, a^cuttural goods, services,
education, mcmey and inviolate land.

*Farel Wagnar, Blackfeet Tribal Overall Economic Development Plan Update:
1992 -1997 (Browning, MT: Privatefy Printed, 1992), 121.
‘ Ibid, 121.
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The following is a brief summaiy of these treaties:^
1851 - Tiea^ ofFt Laiamie. Althou^ the Bladkfeet were not pmsmt at this meeting and were
not iqaesented or consulted, the boundaries of the Bladcfeet Nation were limited and set for
the time bring with provisions for peace, roads to be established and civilian and militaiy
outposts to be built.
1855 - A. Gumming and Isaac S. Stevens, Commissioners on part of the United States
conduded foe &st treaty with foe BladcfeeL Peace was to be ujfoeld between the three naticms
offoe Blackfeet, Flafoead and Nez Perce. A connxioQhunting ground was established. The U.S.
Govemrrient promised to protect the tribes against the wrong doings of the settlers residing in
or pasringthroii^forir country. In exchange the U.S. was given permission to construct roads,
establish Hnesrftriegrr^ and military posts, use mataials to build their agencies, missions,
schools, ferms, shops, mills and stations. In return the U.S. promised funds and educational
services, agricultural training, and equ^xment. Many of the old people died waiting for the
fulfillment of these promises.
1865 - Unratified treaty vfoirii ceded more land to the non-Indian's govanmeoL
1888 -May 1,1888, an Act of Congress ratified and ccmfirmed an agreement with the Gros
Ventre, Northern and Southern Pisans, Blood, Bladcferi and River Crow in Mrartana vfoich
ceded more land to the United States and agreed to separate reswations. This treaty again
promised many services and goods plus funds to the tribes. It also allotted lands to tribal
manbers -160 acres fw the head of fionily, 80 acres to each riiild over 18 years of age and
40 acres to eariirinld under 18yMus of age.
1896 - June 10,1896-An agreement wifo foe Indians ofthe Blackfeet Indian Reservation and
the United States was confirmed and ratified by Congress. The Bladcfeet ceded a strip of land
vfoich was later to become dader Nadonal Pruk. This again was done in exchange fo-fimds,
goods, and services designed to promote the civilization of the Indians.
1871 - Bid of treaty making period. Congress determined that hrdians were not to be
considered foeign powers and no more treaties were to be made with them.
At the end ofthe treaty making period (1871), the United States had other mefoods of
securirig rriore land arid thror%hPresiderrtial Orders arid Congressiorial Acts (Executive Ordas
of 1873,1874,1875, and 1880) the Bladcfeet land base dwindled to its current size. From

’Ibid, 122- 123.
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an odginal tenitoiy that extended frcm the Yellowstone River to the Saakatchev^ Riva: in
Canada and fixxn the Continental Divide to the conflu^ice of the hfissoiui and Yellowatme
Rivers, the Bladcfeet's land was reduced to a small 1.5 million acre tract of land in
Northwestem Montana.
hi flie eoify^times, the buffido oontiibuted a great deal ofthe Blackfeet's ex ists» ; meat
for the st^de diet, hides for the lodges and clothing, robes for the tepees, and bones for some
of&e tools. Thebu&lo meat was supplemaated by roots, berries, and fruit The Bladcfe^ at
that time, required very little else to maintain their accustomed wayoflife.
A W ini^ tfieBlflddeet had only a minor mtereat in trqipmg, they wane skillftil huntas.

Thopefore, as the fur trade altered the Bladcfeet Territory in the mid 1970's, the bufifelo
became a vital part of the trade. In 1874 the northwest buffelo heed was ^timated at frair (4)
milhoo; by 1879,5 years kter, there were onfy a few buffelo left on the plains; in 1883-84 the
bufifofo\\ere virtual^ exterminated. Some had been killed to feed the railroad aews, but most
had bear massacred frxr their hides.
Wife friar natural econonoygon^ fee Bladcfeet became dependent iqxsi the govmunent
for food and supplies. The government was ill prepared fr»r such a crisis. Winter rations were
greatly uiiderestiiriated by agent Jdm Young. His igrKxance aixl igiiorance of the goverrunent
caused a catastn^fee during the winter of 1883-84 as the annuities for the Indians did not
arrive. Some 600 P i^m s starved or frwe to death that wint»*. Bones and bodies were
scattaed about until public health hauled than away for burial on a small ridge to the east.
This burial gtoutidbecaixie known as "Cfoost Ridge".’ At that time, the Blackfeet Agaicy was

’ Ibid, 124.
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located m the Big Badger Creek area vdudr is located on U.S. Highway 89 about 18 miles
south of the present day townsite of Browning.
The inq)act of the missionaries (m the Bladcfeet is another part of the histmy of the
Tribe. The missicmaries came to the Tribes in the early 1800's to bring Qnistianity and
education. In 1859the first misrion schod was opened fer the Bladcfeet Indians near Choteau,
Montana, wdiidi was the lesai^cm land at that time. Three log cabins were aected and
called the St. Peter's Mission, hi 1883 a small one room mission sdxwl was opened at
Robare. The Catholic» or "Blade Robes" wrie the first of the re%i<His groups to have an
inqMct on the Bladcfeet, although other religious groiq» were present.
The govemmart and public schools began providing educational Mrvices to the
Bladcfed and in the late 1800's and eaify 1900's. Willow Credc School was established by
fiiegovemmentinl892. In 1904 the Cut Bank Boarding Dorm was cpraied for 125 students.
The first government dfyahool opened in Heart Butte, Old Agency, and Starr ScAoolin 1915.
ThefirstpuMicschocdopenedatFourPersons Agency in Choteau in 1872 and closed in 1876
because of poor attmdance. Altyn cqpmed a school for vhite children in 1898 in the Babb
valley. The firi4 public school in Browning c^)oied in 1905 fer 20 studorts. Govemmmt
boarding schcx>ls off réservation such as Carlisle were the primary source of education fin:
maryyears wife many ofthe Indian children taken fiom their hmnes forcibfy to attend these
schools.'
An interesting note in the history of the reservation was in 1903-04afence was built
around the emtirereservation wife the on^ exits at Whiskey Gap on the Canadian Line, Robare

'Ibid, 125.
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onBiichCieek, and Cut Bank. Whether an Indian was allowed to leave the reservation or not
was the dedsion ofthe "agent" or Styerintendentrfihe Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA). It was
onfynecessaiy far vddtes to obtain a pass to œter. R^^ular line riders patrolled the forces to
insure they ranained

and that tho% within stayed in and those without stayed (wt.

Aooordâ%to records, the rad leascxi for the force was to insure that the Indian cattle did not
nungle with those ofthe whites; Wt,whatevar the reasons, the force was gone by 1909.
Discovery of oil in the Swift Current Valley between Babb and Many Glacier made
history. Three wdls were drilled with <xie at Bmilrter Creek finding production at 1,500 feet
None ofthese wdls proved to have corrrmercial value but did lead to later exploration and the
oil industry mqransirm on the resavatirm.
The next major impact on the Bladcfe^ People was the Allotment Act of 1907. All
ofthe2,450 Bladcfeet People on the tribal rolls were allotted land (320 acres). Some acreage
was reserved for the townsite of Browning and Babb with all remaining lands sold under the
Homestearfo Act.
The Great Northern Railroad's promotional campaign lead to more perple coming to
fois area seekirrg tbeir fortune. This in turn lead to the rteeds for tiiore <»garuzed cmnriumities.
The "Old West" with its landess, untamed ftrmtiers was over. The fermer migrated west and
wifo this came foe Old of foe open range. Towns wifo local governments, (fourches, and law
and (xder were established.
tt was during this time foat the tig^ to patent land was granted by the U.S. Government
for Indians. Those vfoo obtained trust patents (xmld now trade their land to another Indian or
sell it to anyone if he/she had obtained a fee patent. In 1919 the govanment realized that foe
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aoeage aUotted to the Indians was not enough to sustain than, so an additional 80 acres was
given to eadh hidian. Mudi of the new allotments wae in choice location and, as a result
some Indians had patents forced on them so they would be able to sell Ûieîr land. In any case,
most (^foem did riot understand vdiat the patait process was and they sold their prr^)eity for
unbelievably low pdoes. It wasn't unusual for a man to trade his acreage foar one horse. Also,
many Indian Per^le lost their lands to local machants for grocay bills and supp^ bills.
hi FeWuaiy 1919, Glacia County was formed. On Decanber 1, 1919, Browning
became incorporated and the battle for the County Seat betweai Browning and Cut Bank was
on Rrmvnif^ had the advantage o f being n ear th e center o fth e county and w as th e site o fth e

Bladcfeet Agaicy. The vote was held and a few Bladcfed who had their land patents at the
time cast fear vote for Browning, evai though the mryority of the Indians could not vote. If
feeycoddhav^ they would not have lost and Browning would almost certainly be the camty
seat of Glacia County today instead of Cut Bank. Indians were not granted fell status as
dtizeos with fee right to vote until 1924, althoi^feey did

in W<sld War I fco'the United

States prior to 1924.*°
The Indian Reorganiartiori Act (IRA) of 1934 passed by Congress allowed for Tribes
to organize a Tribal government along with othar provisions for education (Jdmsrm O'Malley
Funds), credit programs, and others. With the re-establishment of Tribal powas in 1933, the
Blackfeet formed the Bladcfeet Trial Business Council with a Constitution outlining the
powers and authority. Since 1934, the Blackfeet have made slow but stearty progress towards
becoming the proud and industrious people they were prior to the arrival ofthe vfeiteman

“ Ibid, 127.
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approximately 200 years before. The past 50 years since the IRA, the Bladcfeet Tribe has
progressed in all areas - eccmmnic (teveloinnrait, educaticm, social services, increasing the
Tribal land base, pc^nilaticm, improved health services, {Aysical systems, housing,
management skills, and other areas. The peculation has increased fiom a low of 2,000
members in 1920 after file smallpox epidemics aanbined with a massacre of many Bladcfeet
women and chOdrm to 14,660 enrolled tribal m anbas as ofFebruaiy 1984. The increase in
populatianis fcpcoximatefy a 733% increase in 76 years which is an increase of over 12,000
people"
Other congressional acts that resulted ficm various studies such as theMerriam Report
and Kennecly Sub<>cxnnaittee cmIndian Echicatkn that pointed out the needs of Indian People
w ae enacted. These included the Civil Rights Act of 1968, Indian Self-Detamination and
Education Assistance Act of 1975, fiie Elanmtaiy and Secondary Education Ac^ and others
\dnch lead to increased sdf-govemment and decision making by Ttities. These acts provided
for expanded c%xrtunities fir* inqroved education, inqroved housing, inqroved scmial
services, health care, eccmomic developmimt activities, and oth^ services that were
advantageous to Tribes.
RESERVATION SETTING AND LOCATION
The Blackfeet Indian Reservation is located inNorfiiccritral hfimtana along the easton
slope of the Rocdcy Mountains. It is bounded cm the north by the United States-Canadian
boundary and extends 52 miles south to Birch Credc. The fcmthills of the Rockies form the
western boundary which leads into Glacier Naticmal Park and the eastan boundary

" Blackfeet Tribal Enrollmmt Office, Browning, MT, 1996.
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approximates an imaginaiy line Wiich starts near the junction of Cut Bank Creek and the
Marias River aiid extends noidxwaid Within these boundaries the land is mainly h i^ rolling
prairies viuch ate iriteispreadvnth rivers and ciedcs, and numerous ponds, lakes, buttM, and
hills. The mountains found along the west^bordo^ range in altitude between 4400 fieet to
9600 feet above sea level The foothills of the Rockies support dmse evergreen and deciduous
growth (See

on pages 2-13 & 2-14).

lliereservatkmbouiidaries eodtde 1,525,712 acres, of vdiidi about 60 paoent is still
controlled by Ore Blackfeet People and held in trust fer than by the fed^al government.
A hhot^ fee title to Bladkfeet Tribal lands is fadd in fee name <^1faeUnited States, tribal lands
are not covered by statutes that

"public lands" to settlanent, nor are they conqaised

within the ruinerai laws affecting public donaaioL.
Thdianknda fell into two bioad cat%(xie8 - Tribal & Allotted lands. Tribal land can
be ddBned as land or any interest therein that is held 1^ the U. S. in trust fer a tribe or as land
acquired or any intaest thaein, subject to ferWal restrictions against aliamtirm or
encumbrance. Allotted land can be defined as land w ary interest therein held in trust by the
U. S. fer the benefit of an iridividual Indian or land acquired or any interest thaein held by an
individual Indian subject to federal restrictions against aliaiatian or orcumbrance.^^
The Bladcfeet Indian Reservation is located in Glacier and Pondera Counties in
Montana. The reswation measures 52 miles at its longest point and 58 miles at the widest
point.

“ Farel Wagner, Blackfeet Tribal Overall Economic Development Plan Update:
1992-1997 (Browning, MT: Privately Printed, 1992), 129.
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The primaiy uiban aiea in Ifae vidmty ate the Kalispell area to the west and Great
Fails to the southeast. Both areas are about 100 miles distant. Smaller (xxnmunities relating
to the reservation are Cut Bank, the oounly seat ofGlacier CouDty, and the P o n d ^ County seat
ofConrad to the south. The r%ional tra ^ centers of the reservatim inclwle Bladc&ot, Heart
Butte, Babb, East dader, and Browning

houses the tribal and Bureau of Indian Afiairs

adnunistrative (Æces. Browning is the only inooiparated town

the res^vati<m and boasts

a populati(m of over 2,000.
Although progress has been tremœdous over the past 50 years to improve the qualit)
of life and standards of living

the Bladcfeet Pec^le, a great deal remains to be ckme.

MISSION STATEMENT
The missim of the Blackfeet Tribe will be to develc^ the hotel and tourism industry
as a significant source of Tribal income and miplqyment emphasi?mg cultural values and
natural resource quality while adopting a proactive stance to guide and infiufflice the direction
and scope of hotel and tourian develqpmait on the Blackfeet Indian Resavation.
The hotel and tourism industry on the Bladcfeet Indian Reservation will provide
tribally guided and controlled access to the reservatirai's landscape, wildlife, culture and the
adjoining natiraial parks in a way:
1. That is skilled labor intensive;
2. That uses Tribal manber's skills;
3. That provides incentives to members to stud^ the Blackfeet Indian Reservation's
land base, culture and in that way helps to preserve land and culture;
4. That helps tourists and outsiders understand Tribal positirms and thus helps the
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Tribe develop siqxporiive allies on and off the Bladcfeet Indian Reservation;
5. That is decentralized, dispersed, and artrqwmeuiial.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
The Blackfed Tribe has developed a strat^y to address the econcsnic development
and tourism aspects of the Tribe whidi \sy the groundwork for the planning, development,
(xmstructiœ, and q>eratian of The Puksmi Lo4ge. This s tr a ta is «ubodied in the Tribe's
Overall Economic DevdopmentPlaiL Theplan'was iqxlatedin 1992 by the Blackfeet Planning
Department. The rqxlated plan was endorsed by the Bladkfed Tribal Business Council of
1992-94. The Tribe's Overall Economic Develqpmmt Plan set new pricaitized goals to meet
fee needs ofthe 1992-1997 era.
The econcHnic development strat%y of the Blackfeet Tribe is supported by its tribal
philos(^)fay. The ^feiloscgd^ of the Bladcfeet Nation is as follows:
The Bladdbet Tribal Business Council is the duly constituted governing body of the
Bladcfeet hidian Naticm, a sovaergn Tribal Govanment. The Bladcfeet Tribal Business
Council (ferives its organizational and managmnent idmtity primarily cm historical
rdatioofeçs and tieatios wife the United States Government, the Constitution and its Tribal
oonstüuency. Further obligation is derived fiom a mandate to address g o i ^ & special needs
<^the Blackfeet Tribe, to indude fee wdlbeir% and uniqueness of the Bladcfeet Indian NatioiL
The Blackfeet Tribal Business Council is œganized to rqxresent, develc^, protect and
advance the views, interests, education and resources of the Bladcfeet Indian Nation. The
Bladcfeet Tribal Business Coundl encourages rnaxiinumusa^ c^tribal monber*s abilities and
potential through the preservation and protection of tribal traditions, culture and history. The
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Blackfeet Tribal Busineas Council also sqiports fhe positive growlb of eadi individual in their
piepaiaticm to contribute in the future human and natural resources devel<^Hnent of the
Blackfeet Natkm.""
The <kvel<^immt and (xmstructioa of The Pihtm l^dge is fWm^ si%x»ted in the
ovefaUeconomic development strat%y of the Blackfeet Tribe through its goals and priorities.
The Blackfeet Tribe has icfentified and established the foUowiig goals and privities fea' the
neKtfive

years, 1992-1997. These goals are prioritized on an annual basis as a part of the

Annual Plan fer fee Blackfeet Tribe. These goals are listed by fee major a r ^ with economic
developnent being one of feese areas. The priorities of economic development were
{rioritized in the following (Hder:
1. BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT: Iriqaovement of fee Re^rvation business environment to
attract arxlpomoteecrmcarncdevelopmiait arid artrepreoanship.
2. CAPITAL STRUCTURES: Capital structures irpprovement to enhanw economic
develr^nnait oa the Blackfeet hidian Reservatirm.
3. UNEMPLOYMENT: Decrease unenqiloyment on fee Blackfeet hidian Reservation by
creating 500 new jobs ly 1997.
4. INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT: Stremgfeen and aqiand industrial development on the
Bladcfeet Reservation to inqnove econmnic devdqpmeDt systems.
5. TOURISM: Expand tourison develqanent economic structures.

Phüosoifey was developed ty the Tribal Organization and Managanent Ad Hoc
Working Group, utilizing fee Tribal Constitution and By-Laws, Corporate Charta, Tribal
Plan of Operations, and otha documents patinait to the Blackfeet Tribal Govanmait
Structure and Blackfeet Reservation.
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6. NATURAL RESOURCES: Expand the natucal lesKxaces industiy to impiove the economic
structure of the resavation.
7. AGRICULTURE: Expand the agricultural industry to improve the ectmomic structure.
As can be evidenced by the preceding priorities of the Bladcfeet Tribe, The Pikiuü
Lot^e will address the economic priorities of business environmart, capital structures,
unemployment, and tourism.
STRATEGIC GOALS
Strat^ic goals ofdie Blackfbet Tribe's developmart of IheTHkuni Lot^e project will
include but are not limhed to, profitability, market share, growth in sales, quality of services,
enq>loyee growth/relations, and social resprmsibility.
S trat^c Goal #1 : Profitability. 11» Blackfeetltibe will provide all necessary resources at
its disposal to insure the short and long-torn profitability oîThePUauü Lod^e.
Strat%ic Goal #2 : Market Share. The Blackfeet Tribe will annually capture 3-5 percent of
6e tourists who will need lording Acihties vdnle they visit the Blackfeet Indian Resavation
and Glacis National Park.
Strat%icGoal#3 : Growfir in Sales. The Blackfe^ Tribe will annually maintain or increase
growth in room sales to tourists at or above the rate of competitors.
Strat%ic Goal #4 ; Quahty of Services: The Blackfeet Tribe will provide the highest quaUty
of room care and savices to accommodate tourists while they are staying at The PUami
Lodge.
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Strategic Goal U5 : Social ResponsibUity. The Blackfeet Tribe will maintain the highest
possibfed^^eecrfcommitmttittoecok^cakenviranmiaital, cultural, and social cancems and
issues affecting the Blackfeet W ian Reservation, Glacier National Park, and the surrounding
communities and townships.
THREE YEAR GROWTH STRATEGY
The three year growth s tr a ta of the Bladcfeet Tribe regarding The Pikum L o ^e is
as follows:
1st Year:

(1) Develop and construct TTkgjPOhmffAÿe
(2) Maximize room occrpancy of the tourist lodging fecility through an
incisive marketing strat^y
(3) Nhxiinize all tribal resources in development and construction of the
fecility
(4) S trat^c planning fer supportive savices (i.e., car rental, bus service,
etc.)

2nd Year :

(1) Cœrect any deticimcies in operation of Jhe
(2) Craiect any deficiendes in manr%ement of The Pikuni Lodge

3rd Year:

(1) Crmtinue to inqarove operatirm and management of the fecility
(2) Continue to inaxiinize room occ(Q)aricy
(3) Continue to utilize tribal resources far inqjrovranent of the fecility
(4) Monitor & inqxrove srqportive services
(5) Strategic planning for future expansion of the fecility
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3. The Market & Competitors
n e P ik u m L o ^ e will be entaing the hotel and motel industiy/maiket and wUl be
competing in the specific area of tourist lodging. Tourist lodging is a cmnbinatimx of two
industries/maricets \^ c h are the hotelAnotel and tourism industries/maikets. The tourism
industiyAnaiketfies closefy to the hotelAnotel industry/maiket because of lodgk^ vdiidi is a
common denominatOT to both.
The hotel/motel indushy/maiW discussicm will be first prMiented in a general
overview of the industry at the national level, then at the state level and finally at the local
kvd. The local levais beir^id^tified as the Bladcfeet Indian Reserwition, Glacier Natiraial
Fade and the geognqihical area bordbring the westside of Glacier National Park. Discussirai
in file motel/hotel mdustry/maiket will be a geieral overview of fire industry at the natiraial
level and further anal^is at the state and local levels.
The tourism industry/rnaiket will be analyzed specifically at the state and local level
with the local levd being identified as the Blackfeet Indian Reservation and Glacier National
Park. The industiyAnaiiœt discussion will include factors affecting the past and current trends
and ana^rsis of fire industry at the state and local levels.

Hie External Environment
TheBladcfeet Tribe r%lizes the external environment will have a significant inqxict
on

The Tribe isconfidart that the impact will beapositiveone innature,

hianafyzing the three primary areas of the external environment, the Blackfeet Tribe feels it
has s<xne advantages in each area.
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The Economic, Legal/Political, and Social Environmmt
The Ecfmomic Environment:
The eocooooy of6 e Blackfeet Indian Res@r\«dion, Glacis' and Ptmdem Counties, and
Glads National Paik provide an ecxmccnic bas» vdikh is condodve to flte hotel business and
pfovi(tes econofnic siqjpoit ferdevelopsneiitofa multi-functional lesoit hotel.
Through ihe yearn, &e Blackfeet Tribe has been directed in its economic pursuits by
liie Federal Govenunentivhidi has ncrt been known fer consistency in its programs. Fanning
the land was the first occupation supported by the govenuncDt. That pro\W in a laige part to
be a feilure because it was conq>letefy foreign to the traditional life tife hidians bad known.
Other confoctmg policies that had an effect on develt^ing a viable eœnomy were
containment, disbursemsit, assimilation, self-detennination and tennination. The economic
situation has inqxoved over the last few years. The Bladcfeet Tribe has proven to be
progressive and has actively engaged in pursuing a lugh standard of living for its people.
The Bladcfe^ Tribe has made progress in the area of economic development over the
past 10years wife the development of the Bladcfeet Naticmal Bank, a taxation system

the

oil and gas industiy operating on the Blackfeet Indian Reservation; by stabilizing tbe Writing
Conqxtoy and its manE^onrart structure'udiidi has provided the necessary tools for potoxtial
develqxnent; and increased siqpœt for tourisnu as a congxment of economic devel<^»nent.
Although positive prepress has occured, the need to improve the economic systems 6* the
Bladcfeet Indian Reservation continues to be one of the major roles of the Blackfeet Tribe.
Recreation arid tourism do show promise. The Bladcfeet Réservation itself holds great
tourist interest. Mainly, the world has beccxne interested in Native Americans as well
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as their culture, history and traditional activities. The location of the reservation next to both
United States and Canadian Natirmal Parks and near wilrkmess areas and historic trails add
to the potential for tourism.
Because The Bladcfeet Indian Reservatirm lies within both GlacW and Prmdera
Counties, it has a direct affect on ttie ecoDomies of both counties. The county seat of Cut Bank
draws business fer its economy fixan tribal m anbas who travel thae to do business at the
courthouse. While tribal members are in Cut Bank, they also shop for consumer goods which
<x)otribufe to fee courras economy. In the area oftourism,visitrxs pass through Cut Bank on
their way to GlacW Natirmal Park. These visitras contribute to the eccmomy in the form of
gasoline and food purdiases. Tourists also sedk lodging in Cut Bank whm lodging is not
available in closer communities near the park.
LegalÆ*olitical
The kgah^pditicalenvtrontnent that The

will be operating in is largely

govraned by the laws, ordinances, and r^fulatioDs enacted by the Bladdfed Tribal Business
CoundL These laws and ordinanoes are enforced feror^ the various agencies of fee Bladcfeet
Tribe. Laws governing en^doyinrait, construction, and gm aal business are the responsibility
the Bladcfeet Tribal Enqdoyment Rights OfSce (TERO). L%al issws are handled through
the Bladcfed Tribal Court l^rstem. Environmental laws and ordinances are monitored and
enforced by the Bladcfeet Environmental Ofhce.
All other laws, ordinances, and regulations which are not under tribal jurisdiction are
governed by federal, state, and counfy laws and ordinances. Although the Blackfeet Tribe has
sovereign immunity and is govaned by a tribal govemmmt, it is still subject to various laws
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such as equal cpfxxtumiy, afBimative acticm, and civil rights as well as all other fed^al laws
a{^licable to ary dtizaa of the United States.
Mrecent years, the Bladcfeet Tribe has strived to enact l^islatim vdiidi will help to
inoease the oppoafunity for attractmg busin^ses to the lesovaticHL L%al jurisdictioa has
always been a questicoaUe area fer a business wanting to do business on tl» Bladcfeet Indian
Resavaticm. The Bladcfeet Tribe has reorganized its judicial and court system to provide a
better l%al system Wiidi will provirk a feir and equitable l%al enviroomart f(H^a business
wanting to do business on 6 e reservation.
Social ik iv in n im m t

The IffladdEbet Indian Resavation which adjoins Glaciar Naticmal Park is no stranger
to tourism Since its founding in 1916, (Radar Naticmal Park has always attracted enormous
number oftourists. The tourists crane focan all ccanas of the world as well as every r^irai of
the United States. The interaction between the local population and tourists has been limited
to primarily a business level. Tourists to Glacier National Park have limited their contact
with the Bladcfeet People because there harartheei very many efforts to provide awareness
and to educate the tourists about the Blackfeet Peqple, their culture and traditions.
In more recent years, there has been a deq> interest in learning about Native
Americans. The success

such movies as "Dancing With Wolves" he^ied to portray Indians

in a different light- Tourists are viewing Indians as a unique and inqxatant part of Glacier
Natiooal Paik and American society as a ^ o le . The preservation of the environment has also
contributed to the interest in Native Amoicans. Indians have alwys been connected to the
Mrth and ccmsider themselves the protectors of the earth. This connededness to the
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piesen^tion and protection of the eaith has helped to fuel the interest of hidian Tribes and
Üieir ways of life. These two reasons as well as oth^js have increased the tourists intaæst in
learning inore about fee Blackfeet People Wnch in turn has drawn thern to the Bladcfeet Indian
Reservation as well as Glacis National Park.
The Bladcfeet Tribe, rm the othra^ hand, has viewed tourists as people just passing
thnaigh fee resevation on their way to Glacier Naticmal Park. Tourists were not really
considered beyond their finandal «mtribution to the community- But lecentfy, the Tïibe has
taken great measures to enlighten and mcourage tourists to get to know the Bladcfeet People
and visit the Bladcfed Indian Reservatirm. It has strived to change the inopression and
reputation c^theTnbe so tiiat it reflects a more attractive and pœitive image of the Bladcfeet
TWbeard its tribal iriernbers. The Bladcfeet Ttibeooritinues to iinprove the sodalmvironiiimt
of the resavation so it can attract mrwe tourists to the resavation and ultimate^, contribute
to the reservation economy.

INDUSTRY ANALYSIS
HOTEL & MOTEL INDUSTRY ANALYSIS
Defmition:^ The hotel industry is mainly a service industry. The savices of^ed by
fee hotel industry include lodging, aitalainment (televisicm, cable, swimming pool, Jacuzzi,
relaiQition), banquet fecilities, meetirig rooms, restaurants, lounges, food and beverages, room
sCTvice, conciage savice, flee transportation, houseke^ing, and telqfeone service.

Vosqfe A. Covello and Brian J. Hazelgren, The Complete Book of Business Plans,
Simple Steps to Writing a Powerful Business Plan (Naperville, Illinois: Sourcebook, Inc.,
1995), 141.
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Hotels and motels are located throughout the wodd in all countries. Foimgn»rs own
hotds in the United States, as Americans own hotels in 6 x e ^ countries. It is an ongoing
industry that will continue to grow and be used by per^le Axever.
The madcetsegrneats that use hotds and motels are divided into people who travel fra:
pleasure/vacatioa (tourists), visiting fiirakls, convraitions, and business.
The hotel and motel industry completes direct^ with resorts and econrany/limited
service hotels. The hotd and motd industry craigretes indirectly with canqring, mobile homes
and travel trailers, apartmmts/condœ, and private homes.
GENERAL OVERVIEW - NATIONAL LEVEL
An an a^ ^ ofhistocic économie, demographic and industry data shows that the United
States kxj^ng industry is on the vrage of an ecrairanic turnaround. Positive fectras point to a
strraig recovery and worthwhile real estate investments in the industry. The lag in hotel
constructirai will result in the investmeot of mor%%e funds in refinancing. United States
econonoic recovery will probabfy result in an incxraise in craisuriier travel whidh will increase
hotel occrgxmcy and translate to hotel room rates that parallel 1988 boom levels.^
The hotel and tourism industry go hand in hand in and around the Bladdfeet Indian
Resmration and CHacierr National Park. Toutison has always been a main craxtributor to the
local economy. Lodghg for tourists to CHader Natiraial Park has filled local hotels and motels
in Glacier Nafkoal Park as wdl as the surroundh% communities of Browning, West Glacier,
Cut Bank and East Glacier. During the summer and earfy 611 months the local hotels and

Stephen Rushmore, "An ovwriew of the hotel industry: past, present, and future".
Real Estatft Finance JouroaL Spring 1994, S.
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motels are filled to capacity. More specifically, according to Olaci^ Park, Inc., the mam
coooesmmaire for Glacier National Park, the hotels and motels within the park are actualfy
booked a full year in advance. Tourists are turned away because of the lade of available rooms
in and around Glacier National Park.
Tbe hotel industry fiiced many ectmomic difficulties finm the late 1980s to the eatty
1990s. Hotel executives cannot be totally blamed for continuing to expand in the 1980s
because demand increased shatpty in diose years. In the late 1980s, hotel investmraits declined
due to the savings and loan crisis. In the early 1990s, danand for hotel acccanmodations
deceased because of the Persian Gulf War. Hotel executives should realize that aside fiom
rpecial circumstances, their industry, like othar industries, are adversety affected by boomand-bust cycles.^
The last five years, one could argue, w ae the darkest str#dr in lodging's history.
Plununeting ocaqnncies, flat or declining room rates, devaluations, banknqrtcies,
foreclosures. Bad news just got worse as the mmrths wait by
At the top of the decade, howeva, few in the industry œemed to have a hint of the
trouble ahead. In feet, chain executive after chain executive boasted about plans for broad
exparmoo,ahotd carrying their flag on every corner. It didn't matter ifthe brand was new or
established; no (me shied away from predictions of growth, growth and more growth.
Everybo(ty was wroo& some dead wrorg, about v h ae they were headed. Some of the
miscalculaticms probably reflect circumstances beyond control, including a capital shortage
and changes in ownership.

^Megan Rowe, "A l<x>k back." Lodging Hbsmtatitv. Match 1995,38.
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Chains Ûiat became smaller may have done so at the expense of "hinge" properties,
hotels with low quality assurance scores that were removed involuntarily fixan the system.
But die differences between dream and reality raise a number of questions about the
validity and vahie (^projecting out hve years into the future. They also 8i%gest that, if anycme
suspected the stonn clouds ahead, they chose to ignrae them
Ixxddng back, oWavers note that at least s<ane of the sigis were thae. "The reality
ofnBWifevdcpinent started to ts^ier offlate in Ü1B 1980s," says Robert Mandfelbaum, research
dhector&rPKF Consulting. "Finanrang had started to dry iqi, it was the middle of the S&L
crisis, and real estate leading started to dry up."^
While those circumstances did not b(xk well for growth, they did sean like g(x>d
iiiedkâne fer one little ill plagumg die hotd business vhich was an oversuppfy. With few new
properties financed, scarce financing and some healthy eoQiKxiiic growth, demand would have
outpaced siqipfy.
But the recession of the earfy 1990s and the Persian Gulf War wiped out that
advantage. The industry bottcaned out, and onfy in the last year or so have signs of a healthy
recovay appeared.
Mandelbaum doemt mtirely blame chain executives for their rose-colored view of
the future. Aft» all, he says, demand grew each year in the 1980s. "There was a growing
demand fer new hotel rooms, and everybrxly thought they should be the ones to build them,"
says Mandelbaum While the current climate l<x>ks healthy, however, everyone lost sight of
die diet that l(x%ing is a cyclical business, according to John Fox, saiior vice president at PKF

^Ibid, 38.
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Consulting.
"We went throu^ a &irfy lengthy Hq)' cycle," Fox says. "I think that lulled everyone
into complacency that it would craxtinue." The good times were fueled hy several artificial
ftxces as well Before the tax laws changed in 1986, developers and owners had an incentive
to do deals, legaidtess

their profitability. "Many d^ils were just that—tax driven, not market

diivai,"Fox says. Thar brand segmmtationtodcofiduring the last half of the 1980s.^
"To a certain extait, the market fraces came true and the industry corrected itself,"
Mandelbaum observed.
Made Lcmanno, executive director of research at Smith Travel Research, agrees that
pngectioos tend to refiect die current, riot the fixture, économie reality. But that's n<^ a sufficiait
baas. "Even thoc^ die chains had

growth projections, th ^ were based on a little naivete

was that they were going to be able to ou^ierfixm tbdr craiqi^tars and become the
brand of dioice, or at least do so in some markets."
Not surpnar^j^, each btatid thinks it does the best job of evaything. "A line we hear
firom a lot of people is, *we have such a unique product that we dont really conqiete with
anyone'," Lrxuanno says.^
Aside fiom reflecting that attitude, why bother to make statanmts about the future?
Partly it's posturing, says Mandelbaum He doesnt think potortial fianchisees would be
impressed by a company that

expects to grow to 50 properties. Partly it's necessity

because a raitical mass is needed fra: national advertising or reservations systems to make

%id,38.
‘Ibid, 38(2).
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economic sense. Partly it's just common sense. "Nobo(fy is going to predict they'll
become smaller," sa)% Fox.
While feMTfhiflnrg and tnanagemenf tyimpanies ate driven to grow ever larger, Fox sees
a d if^ e it attitude fix»n the other growth foctor-developers. "Pm talking to a lot of per^le
about new development, but them is a new level of realism on their part," he says. "In the late
8(ki, the attitude was the market be damned: I'm going to build this place.'Now th ^ want to
know: Is there a market for this fecility?'"
In the late 1980s, a dientr^jpioadied him about the feasibility ofcteveloping a luxury
bouti<pehotd, a project that never got off the ground. That same developer is now looking at
building a laigar mid^oed hotel on the same site.
Latefy, ffanebisœs havmt been as eager to make projections. Hospitality Ftandiise
Systems executrves flatly refuse to answer questicns about how mudi eadi of the company's
brands will ejq>and. Even Choice Hotels has backed down fiom its fiunous target of 10,000
properties and one million rooms by the aid of the century. But with the recait rise in
confidence, dont be surprised if the chains throw caution to the wind once again.^
Whafs ahead for the lodging industry? Obviousty no me knows fm sure, but several
possible trends emage firxu conversations with a ooss-section of industry observers. Most
agree feat technology will become even more ingxxtant. Also, industry consolidation will
continue. Others predict the luxury hotel market will strengthen, and vfeat is now the Third
World will host substantial hospitality—industry growth. As one observer puts it, "The pace
of change will continue to accelerate."

’Ibid, 38(2).
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Gerald Petitt, co-diaitman of Choice Hotels Lxtemational, predicted in 1990 that by
2000 the chain would have 10,000 hotels and one million rooms. He now says the fianchisor
wUl readi those numbaa fay 2010. The mi(%xriced segment, relative^ flat for the past five
years, wiU revive, particular^ outside the United States.
John Snodgrass, Hospitality Franchise Systems (HFS) pr^idmt and CEO thinks
consolidation will inraease and is upbeat about budget and midmaiket hotels, but is less
sanguine about luxury products. "Maybe it's because we drmt qpaate in that s%ment," he
says, "but it seans it's the most suscqxtible to economic downturn."
MadcLomanno, eKecutive directw of rewarch

Smith Travel Researdi, disagrees,

sayirg that at least in the short tarn, growtii will be in the luxury 8%mait. He states that the
demand is tirere even though the larding community still views luxury properties as a pariah
Frandiisors will push for new construction as the pool of (xmvatible prc^raties
deaeases, Lomanno says. But such a trard is a mixed blessing. Whetha the industry will
avoid repeating the mistakes of the '80s that led to ovasufph^, flat occrqrancies and flatta
rates is

to the kndmg community, Lomanno says. "The difference between the hotel industry

in 1990, when it lost $5.7 bUlion, and 1993, when it made $2.4 billion, is primarily dw to a
reductkn in capital esqrendrtures, like irdaest erqrense, and an inqnovanent in occupanry and
avaage daify rate.'
"The turnaround had little to do with executives getting smarta and operations being
more efficient," he says. "The challenge is to aqntalize on these increased revenues and
become more efficient at running properties."

*Calo Wolff, "A look forward." Lodging Hospitality, March 1995,39.
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For a diffident point of view, consider Joel Rosen, vice president of marketing for
Toronto based Delta Hotels and Resorts. "Fm not sure cmsolidatirm ever ends," be says. "It
just changes its sddn, like a chameleorL I think part of consolidation is an attenq>t to breaihe
new life into brands and improve products that have strong recognition in the marketplace.
Consolidatirai gives you a much biggar plat&am firan vhidi to grow." Ultimate^, brandmeldii% and Ê%-swapping will be the norm, Rosar says. Tart of that is ecrmomics: It costs
money to mamtam a brand, and you have to be careful not to have brand denigration. Brands
may diange tiers, though its very hard for a brand to move up."
Business travel is down, but leisure travel is iq>, he says, speculating that hotels in
urban centers will becraue leisure destinatirais. "You have to become your own (festinatirai,"
he says, but noting an increase in event marketing, in vbich Delta padcages its downtown
hotels around theat^ and sporting events.
The greatest diange in the industry will be tedinological, however. Tive years fiom
now," Rosen says, "I anticipate FU be able to sit at ngr desk, and if I want to book a
reservation at MEUiiott or Sheraton, Iriught be able to get invited into their reservation systmi
and take a look around cmmy laptop."^
S%mentation and spedalizaticm should ultimate^ bmefit the consumer and keep the
industry healthy, says Edith Weina:, president of New York based trend-management
coQsultmg firm WdrrerEdrich Brown. She says while lodging was once a cohesive industry,
it will fingment even fiirthor in the near future.
"There are inoeasing breakdowns in the fines of business and markets served, so

%id, 39.
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hospitality 6dliües will s%mait esveamore," she says. "By 2000, well see a lodging industiy
ftiat is vety niiKh int^^ded into the gbbal oommunicatioQS stiucture, with a fax in every room,
access to PCs, modems you wUl be able to plug into.
At the other end of the spectrum will be the retreat where "the lodging is the
destination, to be used fr»*a hmtasy or escape environment," Weinar says.
"These possibilities and opportunities may gow at equal rates because their potential
rrnikets are probabty of equal size," Weiner says. "The question is vdietiiar the industry will
meet the demands or squish all the markets together and provide something not particular to
artytme."
The siq>p]y of hotel rooms continues to grow fester than d^nand, howeva: thae are
sigtis feat reliefm ^ be in sight. Arthur Ancfersai Real Estate Services Grotq>'s Host Repat'
stated feat in fee first half of 1991, danand

rooms fell by 0.8%, ufeile the siq>pty rose by

2.9%. This report survtyed over2000 hotels. Demographic forecasts indicate that demand for
hotel accommodations will rise during the first 10 to IS years of the 21st century. Business
travel is also eoqpected to pidc iq>, as carqianies find that human caitact is still essmtial.^^
The hotdiridindxy's business diiuate appeared to iti^xove in 1993. Slow since the start
of the 1990s, hotels are now seeing inaeased roan occiqpancies. New carstructiai has
occurred in the gaming industry. The federal courts have allowed casinos on most Indian
reservations arkl several gaming qpetations are planned with lodging fecilities. Some new

“"Blighter outlook seen f a hotel industry." Building Design & Constructiai. June
1992,7.
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competition has introduced 24-hour gmmhlmg "
The hotd indusby is expedeodng an economic upswing in 1995 with ixxnn rates lisit^
fiister than inflation
STATE LEVEL - MONTANA
Montana's lodging industiy saw a slightly lower occupancy rate than the rest of the
nation in 1995. While the naticaiwide occiqxincy was 67.6 percœt and the mountain r%i(m
was 66.7 pacm t, Montana had a 63.6 pacent occiq)ancy rate. Occiq)ancy rates reflect
charges in both room siq^fy and dranand. Ih Montana, stqjply was iq> 3 pacent fimn 1994
compared to 1.5 percent nahona% and 1.9 percent in the mountain region. Room (kmand was
up 1.1 percent in Mcmtana. 2.9 pacent nationally, and 0.9 p^cait in the mountain regiim.
Montana seems to be building motels at a &st^ pace than the mountain r ^ o n but fltstra*than
6e visitors can fill them at flienatÛHialocciqiancy rate. In ccmqnrii^Mraitana lodging to
nei^boring states, onfy Idaho had a higher increase in room
LOCAL LEVEL - BLACKFEET INDIAN RESERVATION
GLACIER NATIONAL PARK
The hotel/motel industiy cm the Bladcfeet Indian Resavatiim and Glacier National
Parir and surrounding area fluctuates with the tourism industiy. The industiy is consistait with
die state's hotel/motel industiy if not more so. The danand fw motel/hotel acaanmodatiisis

"Ben Sharav, Geoige IH. Rho and Jeffeiy J. Baade, 'Hotel/gaming Industiy" The
Value Line Investment Survey (Part 3 - Ratings & Reports. December 3, 1993,1773.
% ana Nigro, "Turnaround time." M eetings & Conventions, May 1995,101.
‘^orm a Polovitz Nidcerson and Neal A. Christensen, The 1996 Outlook for Travel
and Tourism in Montana. Missoula, Montana: Institute of Tourism and Recreation
Research, Sdiool of Forestiy, University of MWana, Januaiy 1996.
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will continue to grow along with the inœase of tourists to the state and more specificalfy
Glacier National Park. Because the tourist season is ptimaiily seasrmal (June through
September), the greatest demand for hotel/motel accmnmodations fall within this time foame.
The off-seasGii draws rqpon the occasional traveler, off-seas<m tourists and the sports/outdow
enthusiasts. Overall, the hotdAnotel industrywiH continue to grow at the local level. Although
the demand for hotel/motel acccanmodations will increase due to the increase in tourists, the
number of romns available has renamed constant. There has be«i virtually no new
construction of hotels or motels cm or near Glacis National Park car the Blackfeet Indian
Reservation in recent years. Ccmstructicm of new lodging âuâlities in Glacier National Park
require federal govanmmt approval

TOURISM INDUSTRY ANALYSIS
TOURISM IN MONTANA
This section a ria h ^ foe tourism iridustry in Mcaitaria. The marriage between tourism
and lodgmg is evidmit in addressing tourist Icxlging in Mcaitana and lodging in general. The
tourist Icxlging industry in Montana is reflected in basically three majcar areas. These three
areas are the number of nonresidmrt (tourist) visitcas to Montana, The Montana Icxlging tax
ccillections vfoich would indicate the number of tourists utiliziog Icxlging focilities and
expenditures by ncmresident travel groups vfoich reflects the amount of mcarey tourist spaxl
on tourist lodging fodlities and othar savices. Ncairesidart visitors will be analyzed not caity
for foe State of Montana but will also be analyzed for Glacier Naticaral Park as well because
it will be one of The Pikuni Lodgé^ main competitors..
"Patricia Sheehan, Lcxlgintt Hospitality. October 1985,90.
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NONRESIDENT VISITORS
During Ifaepast e%ht years, nonresident (tourist) visitation to Mcmtana has grown at
an un{xecedentedteconl rate. Montana padc visitor nurnbras (at Glacio: and Yellowstone) had
been oulpacit^ growth at die national kvd. At Glacis, the decline was a modest 2.7 perc^t;
set against padc visitor numbers nationwide, vdiidi grew by less than 2 pacent in 1993, this
is not a major setbadc. Nevertheless, the total number of visitors to Montana inraeased in
1993. In part, this growth was due to improved methods of estimating nonresidext highway
txavd. But much ofit was real increase; it is estimated ûiat total nonresident visits to Montana
grew by 2.5 to 3.0 percent in 1993.*’
Marçr people traveled d iro i^ the state in 1993. Ihe Institute ter Tourism & Recreation
Re»ardr (TIRR) anticipated in 1994 that nonresidents will stay longa^. Longar visits mean
greatfy enhanced ectauanic b a i^ ts—but also presait extra challenges. During 1994, 7.7
million pasons visited Montana, tq> 14% from 1991 levels.
The nonresident travel industry (including direct, indirect, and induced inpacts)
supported 59,000 full- and part-time Montana jobs with a payroll of $728 million. Total
^onomic impacts firan the industry are estimated at $2.5 brUion in 1994. 49% of annual
visitation occurred during the summer quarter (July, Ai%ust, and Sptmnber 1994).
According to estimates fiom the Institute ter Tourism and Recreation Research (TTRR)
at the University of Montana, 7.9 million persons visited Montana in 1995.
Highway visits to Montana remained the same fiom 1994 to 1995. Even though travel

*’Stq>hen F. McCool, "Issues in Tourism" Montana Business Quarterly. Spring
1994,2.
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into the state fiom the east, south and west was

on all highways, the overall leveling off

shows file tremendous inqiact a 9.6 percent reduction in Canada to Montana brader raossings
has on Montana, hi &ct,mteistate travel was tq> 4.1 perçut fiom 1994 and the other primary
roads wrae up 3.3 pMC«it.“
Nationally, auto traffic was iq> 2.0 perçut. This traffic, howev^, did not come fiom
Canada. In 1995, the deoease in Canadian visits to the United States was 9.0 percait.
Montana wont right alrmg with the national average showing a 9.6 pacent decrease in
Canadian bonW crossings."
Montana was ahead of the national percoitage increase in airpmt traffic. Montana
airport deboardings through November of 1995 were iq> 8 percent over 1994 conqiared to a
national increase of 4.2 percent. Increase in airport deboardings were shown in each city of
the state with Kalispell showing the highest increase at 14.4 perceit following by Billings
with an 8.2 perceit increase. It should be noted that Kahspell is within vey close jaoximity
to Glader National Park.*'
Visits to Nfontana attractions and destinations were iq> in almost all s^ments.
However, our two most pqiular ckstinatirms displayed extrenes. While Yellowstone was
close to an all time high. Glacier v%s down. After six consecutive years of increased
visitation. Glade* experienced a 13.5 percent decrease in 1994. Marry have speculated the

‘^Norma Polovitz Nickeson and Neal A. Christensen, The 1996 Outlook for Travel
and Tourism in Montana. Januaiy 1996,2.
"Ibid, 2.
“Ibid, 2 (2).
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reasons for this drastic decline but it is apparent that the Canadian exchange rate is a major
Êu^aloog vdfh the park eqieriencing the latest opaiing season in histcxy. Other fiictors like
a statement in USA Today saying that tiie padc was closed due to construction did not help
visitation.
The following is a graphical re{xesentation fay fiscal year (1991-1994) of the
nonresident visitors to Montana Wiidi helps to support the inoease in hotel/motel
aoogmmodatiom in Montana (Source: histltute fix Tourism and Racation Researdi-Januaiy
1995):

NONRESIDENT VISITORS
BY FISCAL YEAR
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ACCOMMODATIONS TAX REVENUES
The adopfdoQoftheacxxmrnkxWcmtaxm 1987 has allowed Montana, its regions, and
local ccHnmunities to invest in promotiog what Montana has to offer. Revenue generated by
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Iiavd and tourism in Montana fiiels Ae 2nd largest sector of our econonoy. Hotels,
campgtounds, bed & bieak&sts, travel related savices and attractions have been devel<^)ed
throi^^iout the state. Our economic picture continues to brighten which is a sharp contrast to
&e finandal doldrums Montana expaienced in the 1980s. Much of this growth is attributed
to the trade and service sectors of our economy in vdiidh the tourimn industry is a major
(xmgxment.^^
Accommodations tax tevmue in Montana had bear imxeasing at an annual rate of 8
to 10 percent for the last sevaal years. But it rose only about 5 pacait from 1991 to 1992.
Room ocoqrancy rates apparœtty declined b^w e^ 1992 and 1993, though this may reflect
an increaœ in room supply rathar than a drop in demand frxrooms.^
Persistently Montana's strongest tourist seasrm, summ^, accounts for 43 p^cent of
accommodations tax revmue and 70 percmt of the visits to Glacier National Padc. Wint^
attracts the fewest nonresident guests, but they rqxHt the highest daify expenditures compared
to visitcxs in oûuer seasons Ohstitute for Tourism and Reoreaticai Research, 1995).
Accommodation tax revenues increased 5.2 percent in FY95 over FY94. These tax
revenues have increased yeatfysirice inception in 1988. This inoease is a result of three main
fectors: visitors, room rate, and population growth. Visitcnr numbers have inoeased 36 percent
since 1988. Room rates have increased 38 percent since 1988. Additionally, Montana's

'^Montana. Dq)artment of Commerce. Tmirsim and Film Marketing Plan (19951996), 2.

“Neal A. Christensen, Nancy Lee Menning and Neil Moisey, Nonresident Travel
to Mcmtana: 1991-1994 Missoula, Montana: Institute for Tourism and Recreation
Research, School of Forestry, University of Montana, January 1995, Research Note 21,3.
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population has been on the increase since 1988.^
The following is a graphical representation by fiscal year (1991-1995) of the
Accommodations Tax Revenues for Montana w&ich helps to suppcxt the increase in
hoWAnoWaccommodations in Montana (Source: Lastitute for Tourism Recreation Research January 1995):
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EXPENDITURES BY NONRESIDENT TRAVEL GROUPS
It is estimated that nonresident expenditures for 1993 may for the first time top $1
WlliorL This would represent an increase of 7 percâit over 1992. During 1993, nonresident
travel groups (rather than individual) spent an average of $87 per day Retail sales accounted

^Norma Polovitz Nickerson and Neal A. Christensen, The 1996 Outlook for Travel
and Tourism in Montana. Missoula, Montana: Institute for Tourism and Recreation
Research, School of Fmestry, University of Montana, January 1996.
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for 28% of expenditures and 27% v*%s spent on restaurants, bars, and other food service.
Lodging and gasoline expmses eadi accounted fa: 18% of expenditures.^
Nonresident visitas spW $1.2 billion dollars in Mcmtana during 1994—an increase
of 23% over 1991 levels (including both real growth and inflation).^
The direct «q)endituie estimate (^dollars spent by nonresidetits in Montana mcteased
3.3 perçoit fiom 1994. This estimate takes inflation into account, and therefiae, does not
refiect the same 1.0 percort increase in visitation numbos fiar the year. Overall, expenditures
have increased 13 perçoit in the past five years and are slowfy approaching the $1.5 billion
maik.^

^ e a l A. Christensen, Nanr^ Lee Menriirg and Neil Moisey, Nrmresident Travel
to Montana: 1991-1994. Missoula, Montana: Institute for Tourism and Reoeation
Research, School of Forestry, University of Montana, January 1995, Research Note 21,1.
% d ,l.
“Ibid, 4.
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The following is a graphical rqweseatation 1^ fiscal year (1991-1994) of the Total
Expaiditures By Nonresident Visitors to Montana which helps to snqipott the increase in
hotelAootel accommodations in Montana (Source; Institute fi* Tourism and Recreation
Research, Januaiy 1995):

Total Expenditures By Year
For Nonresident Visitors
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The following is a graphical representation of Fiscal Year 1993 for the Expenditures
By Category of Nrair^ident Visitors to Montana v tid i helps to support the increase in
hotel/motel accranmodaticms in Montana (Source: Institute for Tourism and Reoeation
Researdi, Januaiy 1995):

Expenditures By Category -1993
For Nonresident VhKots

lodgmg

OTHER FACTORS AND ISSUES
Several foctors craxtributed to Mcmtana tourism's mixed results in 1993. For
one foing, potential vacaticm travelers from Midwestern madcets were distracted ly major
flooding all summer long. Montana's summer left a lot to be desired too; it was short, late, wet,
and cool. These seasonably cool and moist conditions may have discouraged travelers, <mce
here, fiom enjoying the state's outdoor-based reraeational product. Finally, a variety of
uiikiiown but random foctocsrnay have come into play; no industry, including tourism, should
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be expected to show c(mtmuous iqnvard growth.^
Oveiall,Mcxiiam tourism did gCDWin 1993, thr»]^ less than ejqiected, and somevdiat
slowor than the scraching pace of previous years. This break may be a blessing in disguise,
however. As any fast-growing enterprise knows, unremitting success can bring its own
prbWems. The press of visitors to Mcmtana is straining civic resources in some areas~not to
mention some residents civility. And this has long-term iir^lications

the industry and the

state.“
The Institute of Tourism and Recreation Researdi (FTRR) r%ularly polls Montana
industry leadas and (kcisirm-makers about thdr expectations and crmcans for the coming
year. The 1993 surv^ idmtified several foctors inRwnciog travel to Mcxitana in 1994. Most
fieqiKntty cited were national eccmomic conditions; ecrmomic conditi<ms on the west coast;
«(change rates, particularty in Canada; and the price of gas.
Ofoer foctws mentioned

more than one respoadmt included weather and climate

considerations; movies and popular culture; and the influence of urban orime on vacation
destination choices. Interestingty, the crime foctor was mentioned by a fourth of the
reqxmrknts, and it's flie first time it has rq^ieared at all.
Several Montana-specific foctors were cited by 1993 respondmts. Weatha; wfaidr
always ranks high, led the list; followed by citizai "attitudes" toward tourism; stable use of
accommodations tax revmue; changes in Montana's reputation for being a fliendty place to

“ Stephrai F. McCool, "Issues in Tourism" Montana Business Quarterly. Spring
1994,3.
“ Ibid, 3.
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visit; and the state's travel promotion efforts. 1993 respraideats' concerns underwent a
notable shift "Ihfiastructure" problems ccmtinued to worry srane, but more pressing to many
industry leaders was Montanans' reputation for bang Mendfy. Friendliness—like a wwld
class destination—is an important resource for the travel and tourism industry. It has to be
cultivated and protected, and if lost, is vay difScult to recovar.
Despite these concerns, nearly 80 pacent of responcknts indicated th ^ w ae "\ay"
or "srana^rat" optimistic about 1994.
The 1994 outlook indudos continued political stability, the strength of the U.S. dollar
{gainst foreign currencies, and growing interest in western and Native American culture
(especialty in Europe and Pacific Rim countries) will affect visits to Montana. Hi-Line
communities suchas Biownir^ m^need to devdop new inaiketing efforts and pricing retirais
(such as Canadian dollars at or near par).”
The national travel and tourism scene for 1995 showed an ovmdl growth of 3.0
peioentover 1994. Growth occurred in almost aU sectors. It was a good year, but not a banner
year for the natiooal travel and tourian industry.
Montana, on foe (Aer hand, was even slower in its growth of nonresident visitors. The
1.0 poeent inaease over 1994, was the slowest growfo since 1986. These visitors spent
$1.22 billion corrpaied to the $1.19 billion fiom the previous year. Be cautious however.
These figures represent travel to Montana without the numbers showing the impact of the
federal govanment shutdown. Optimistically, it is hoped the growfo is 1.0 percent.
Tourism is an economic development tool, one that can, for example, enhance our
27-Ibid, 4.
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standard of living and qualiiy of lilb tiu o i^ increases in labor income. The conditions are set
for an excellent time in Montana's tourism and travel industiy. The economy is functioning
better than it has since 1990, travel promotion efifoits continue to be effective, and markets are
intaested in our product.^
Touiimr is one of Montana's largest and fostest growing industries. Strmgth and
growth in the industry are r^ected in greater numbers of visitors and increasing econcanic
impact vdien considMed ovw time.

HOTEL/MOTEL MARKET ANALYSIS
BLACKFEET INDIAN RESERVATION
The market for hotel and motel accommodations on the Blackfoet Indian Reservation
varies fiom season to season. The hotelAnotel accranmodaticms increases during the summ^
months (June to September). About half (49% in 1994) of nonresidart travel occurs during the
surrmrerrixaiths. Ehirmg the ofkeason, the rrunaber oftourists drops off dramatically vhidi in
turn reduces foe room occaq>ancyrates ofmotels and hotels on foe reservation. The off-season
is defined as the months fiom October to May. The nonresident visitors to Montana are
reflective of the number of nonresident visitors to the Blackfoet Indian ReservatiorL^

% nd,5.
®Neal A. Christensen, Nancy Lee Menning and Neil Moisey, Nonresident Travel
to Montana: 1991-1994 Missoula, Montana: Institute for Tourism and Recreation
Research, School of Forestry, Unversity of Montana, January 1995, Research Note 21,1.
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The following table pies^its the numba: ofnonresident visitors to Montana from 1991
to 1995 (Source: Institute for Tourism and Reoeation Research, January 1995):
NONRESIDENT VISITORS TO MONTANA -1991 TO 1995
YEAR

NUMBER OF VISITORS

% OF CHANGE

OF

(MILUON&f)

OVERALL YEAR

VISITORS

YEAR TO YEAR

im

6.77

Unavailable

1992

732

&2 90

1993

IM

1 3 06

1994

7.71

3 3 06

1995

7S0

2.0 06

The trend the table presents of nooresident visitrss to Mmrtana is reflective of the
Blackfoet Indian Reservation and Olader Natimal Park and shows there is definite growth.
The increase ofviators has varied in diange fiom year to year fiom a low of 1.8% fixxtn 1992
- 93 to a high of 8.2% fiom 1991-92. It is evident the number of nonresidart visitors will
increase in the future fisr Montana and subsequaitfy the Bladcfeet Indian Reservation.
GLACIER NATIONAL PARK
An analysis of the number of visitors to Glacier National Park is inqxxrtant because
foe number of visitors to the park will have a direct inqiact tqxm the room occiq)ancy at The
Pikuni Lodge. It is evidait that the number of visitws to Glacier National Park who require
motel/hotel room accommodations for exceed the supply available within the park. According
to foe main concessionaire. Glacier Park Inc. (GPl), the hotels in the park are booked at least
a year in advance and are filled to near capacity during the summer vacation months (June to
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S^tember). Cancellations ate minimal The hotels ate closed in the paik for the off season
( October to May). This provides an opportunity to capture off season room accommodations.
The number ofvisitors to Glacier National Park constitutes approximate^ 28-30% of
&e total numba: of nrmrasiidknt visitors to Montana during the five year period 6mn 1991 to
1995. Approximate 3 out ofevery 10 nomesidait visitcxs to Mcmtana visit Glacier National
Park. This number ofvisikxs is signiScant because a vast numb^ of these visitors stay in and
around Glader National Park utilizii^ available room accommodations. According to a visitor
stu e conducted by the Institute ofTounsm and ReaeationReseaidi (August 1994)ofGlaci«r
Natkmal Park, use of motel and hotel facilities within the park was the Acility of choice fix
summa: and fiiU respondents.
The following diait presents the number of visitors to Glacier National Park fiom
1991 to 1995 (Source: National Park S^vice, 1994):

V isitors to G lacier N ational Park
1091 -1 9 9 5

1SS1

1992

1993

1994
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SUMMARY
From a natiooai perspective, the hotelAnotel industiy is in an upswing and the recovery
of the industiy seems to point towards a more productive and profitable future. The Pikuni
Lodge under the auspices of the Bladcfeet Tribe and the Blackfeet hidian Reservation will
baiefit fiom this upswing and lecovay.
his evident by the statistics and infbimatioa presented that the hotel/motel industiy
will continue to increase in proportion to the tourism industry in the State of Montana,fhe
Blackfeet Indian Reservation, and Glacis Natiimal Park. As the number of nonresident
visitors increases, the quantity of hotel/motel accommodations will also increase. Likewise
fee amount of expaiditures fer lodging will inoease and ultimately increase the amount of
revalue gaierated fioomtourists and lodging.
The Pikuni Lodge, the Blackfeet Tribe and the Bladcfeet hidian Reservation can
capture part of this revenue throu^ the development, construction and managemait of a
hotdfinotd fedlity. The number of nonresident visitors/tourists will provide room occupancy
adequate to support the fecility as well as generate enough revenue to cover its costs.

ENTRY BARRIERS
The piimaiy barrier to aitry will be financing the project. Accwding to Vernon L.
Clairmont, Executive Treasurer, Crmfederated Salish & Kootenai Tribes of the Flathead
Reservation, it cost the Salish and Kootenai Tribes approximately $6.7 million to construct
the KwaTucpMuk resort hotel in Poison, Montana vfeich is similar to the type of hotel the
Blackfeet Tribe is planning to construct.
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COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
Ihe motels and hotels The Pikuni L o ^e will be competii% against are of three (3)
types. These three types are those motels and hotels located within Glacier National Park,
those located within the Blackfeet hidian Reservation and those located adjacent to the
Bladcfeet Indian Reservation and Glacier National Park.

Motels & Hotels - Glacier National Park
ThelHkum Lot^é% primary (xmçehtor within Glacier National Park is Glacier Park,
Inc. which is the prime concessionar for the paric. The National Park Service, U.S.
Department of the Interior, has a 25-year govemmait contract with Glacier Park, Inc. to
operate all &e lodgir% 6dliti«i within the boundaries of Glacier National Park. Glacier Park,
Inc. is a subsidiaiy c^Dial Corporation whose corporate headquarters are located in Phoenix,
Arizona.
Glacier Park, Inc. operates eight (8) hotels and motels in Glacier National Park. The
hdels and motels are A p ^ Village Lodge, Glacier Park Lodge, Lake McDonald Lodge,
Many Glacier Hotel, Prince of Wales Hotel, Rising Sun Motor Inn, Swift Current Motor hm,
and Village hm.®
The four most popular properties are Lake McDonald Lodge, Many Glacier Hotel,
Prince of Wales Hotel and Glacis Park Lodge. Th^ are rustic and grand in design with large,
yet cozy atrium-hke lobbies. Room amenities are spartan, no TVs or radios, no fancy soaps

^®Mark K. Mullins, Todging & Dining" Glacier National Park Magazine, Summer
1995,35-38.
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or lotions and no room service. But guests don't seem to mind when they can look out their
window and see a 9,000-foot peak rising over a deq> and saene icy lake or fixHU their
bakxay ait and watdi a big ol'gyizz^ tumbling through the bushes on a nearhy hill. While all
he GPI properties are rustic and woodsy, each possess^ its own diaract^. The cranpany's
holdings include:
* Lake McCkroald Lodge —Once a private fishing and tourist canqp owned by furrier
John Lewis, the 100-room lodge was built in 1913 at a cost of $48,000 (mostfy for
tranqxatatian of materials by water and ice). Ownership passed to the park in 1930. Lewis
left his influence on the lodge vhich today displays an abundance of mounted rate, wild
animal heads vhidi have hui% there since 1914. Nighty studmteotertainmaft and guest sii%alongs by the massive lobby fireplace Imd a homey atmosphere.
* Mary Glacier Hotel —With 208 rocans, this Swiss-theme hostelry is the largest in
the park, located on the shores of Swiftcurrent Lake in the heart of Glacier. Hotel histories
note that uhen the Great Ncathem Railway started the hotel, 400 men worked n i ^ and day
fiom May through September, 1915 to con^lete the main structure. Betwem courses in the
cavernous trraindiiiing toQin, young waitas and waitresses dress in Tÿrolean-style uniftams
belt out tunes straight from The Sound o f Music. Some guestnxans feature fioor-to-ceiling
stone firq)laces with hardwood floors ad hooked rugs.
*Prmce ofWal% Hotel —Crossing the header into Alberta, Canada and onto the site
of the 82-room Prince of Wales Hotel, one expeiimces the European tradition wifli such
British civilities as daily high tea service replete with scoaes, caeam and cakes; employees
attired in kilts and tartans; a gift shop that offers English bone china and fme woolens; and a
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view of the mountain-simounded lake not unlike those in &e highlands of Scotland. Friday
talaÉ n%bts aie big-time for the would-be oocmers and Las V^as-style comedians among
anplqyees and guests vho entertain iq) to 200 attendees.
* Glacier Paik Lodge —Located at the eastern gateway to the park, this lodge is an
imposing structum with mammoth Doutas Firs ovar 800 years old, 40 feet long and rqp to 40
inchifô in diameter forming the sui^XHts in the lobby. When it was built in 1912-13, the local
Blackfeet Indians, overwhelmed ty the size of the trees, named it "Big Tree Lodge." The trees
stiHr^ain fear original bade. Hoping to attract anall business meetings, this 154-room lodge
has spruced

its meeting rooms. The belhoom seats 300 and four other rooms accommodate

125 persons. For recreation, there's a nine-hole golf course, swimming pool, horseback riding
and hiking trails.
*Rising Sun Motor hm is located in the St. Mary’s Valley of the park. It is adjacent
to Going-to-the-Sun Road on the eastern side of Glacier. The inn has 72 motel and cabin
nxxns. There is also a coffee shop, campstore, public showas, gift shop, and boat tours.
* Swiftcurrent Motor hm is just a short walk ftom Many Glacier Hotel. It has 88 rooms
and private cabins. This fecility was built as a rest stop for car travelers whai the automobile
becarne a popular inode (^traiispottation in the 1930s. It later added a general store and more
motel rooms as the Many Glaciar Valley’s popularity increased.
The lodging fecilities in Glacier National Park are open during the summer months
which is Mid-June to September. The average room occupancy of the facilities 85% - 95%
c^padty during the peak tourist season which is the summer months (Mid-June - September).
(Hader Park, Inc. roistered a 30% increase in overnight stays for their in-park lodging Pikuni
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&cilities during the 1994 season.^‘ The &cilities are closed during the rest of the year from
January to Early June and October to December. This limited use of the lodging hicilities
during tiie tourist off season months present an opportunity for providing lodging facilities to
tourists and other prospective customers.
The following table (Table 3-1) is a summary of the lodging facilities in Glacier
National Park. The in&onation summarizes &dUty name, locaticn, number of rooms and room
price range.

TABLE 3 -1: Lodging Facilities - Glader National Park
NAME OF
FACILITY

FACILITY
LOCATION

NUMBER OF
ROOMS

ROOM
PRICE
RANGE

Glacier Paric Lodge

East Glacier

154

$ 99 - $ 187

Lake McDonald
Lodge

On Lake McDmudd

100

$ 5 5 -$ 100

Many Glacier Hotel

Many Glacier Valley

208

$81-$156

Rising Sun Motor
Inn

Rising Sun Area

72

$56-$70

SwiftcuiTMit Motor
Inn

Many Glacier Valley

88

$21-$70

The Village Inn

West Entrance

36

$ 9 4 - $ lll

Prince of Wales
Hotel

Waterton Town Site

82

$ 125 - $ 281

50

Over $60

West Entrance
Apgar Village Lodge
(Source: Glacier Paiic, brc. -1995)

^'Gerald L. Nelson, Glacier National Park 1994 Travel Year Summary Report
West Glacier, Montana; National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, West
Glacier, MT, December 1994.
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STRENGTHS
GkderPaik, inc. possesses several sbmgths Wuch make it more <xmg)etitive within
Glacier National Park than Jhe Pikuni Lodge, These strengths are as follows:
1. Glacier Park, hac/s govanmeot contract with the Natiraial Park S%vice gives it a distinct
advantage over any other craiqjetitors because there really is no conq)etition within Glacier
National Park. Basically, the contract gives Glacis Park, Inc. a monopoly ovw locking
dualities in the park.
2. Glacier Park, hic. is a subsidiaiy of Dial Coiporation and as sudi has access to greats
finandal resources tiian other con^)etitors and gives it a decisive advantage in bidding fix'tiie
govanment oraxtract to opiate the lodging &cilities inthepaik.
3. GPI, as the primaiy ccxicessicxiaiie, under a 1965 federal lawr governing concessi<xis,
eigoys an almost guaranteed l i ^ to renewal (^its contract if it matches the fxice of conqjeting
bids. Even if GPI losses its contract, under a provision known as possessrxy interest, it is
^titled to govecmnoDt crmqiensation for any {Aysical imjxovements it has made to its
operations in the paik.
4. Glacier Paik, Inc. has extensive experience in opaation and managanmt of the lodging
fircilities in the paik because of the long-term cmtract with the National Paik Service.
5. GPI has an advantage in marketing its lodging facilities because of the bmetit of an
advertising advantage through the National Park Service and the State of Montana. GPI
advertising expoiditures are not as geat because of this marketing advant^e.
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W EAKNESSES
Althon^ CHacier Paik, kc. has several strengths that may give it an advantage over
computers, it still has sevaal weaknesses. These weaknesses are as follows:
1. darâerPaik, hic. <^)ciaies the lodging facilities in the paik only during the summer tourist
season. The lodges are c^)en from mid-June to Septembo: with the remaining months of the
year being closed to occupancy. The severe winter weather contributes to the limited use of
lodging frtcilities in the park.
2. Due to government r%ulation, GPI cannot eiqwrnd its lod^ng &cilities wifrtin the park
wiAout going th ro t^ a lengftçr ^xproval process. This limits the number of rooms available
for ocoqMncy. The set number of rooms available limits revenues gaierated by the focilities
vhich results in lost revalue due to unavailable nxans fcnr tourists. The demand fur rooms far
exceeds the limited suppfy of lodging fecilities available in the paA.
3. Due to govanment r%ulatioo, ŒT is limited in the rate of rooms for lodging facilities. The
National Paik Service must approve any room rate increases. This dqxrives GPI of int^eased
revalues that are lost due to the inability to increase room rates.
4. Glacia: Paik, Inc. loses revalue during the winta: months for being closed. The revenues
that could be generated from winter lodging service would (x could <xxne from the winter
sports enthusiasts.

Motds - A djai^t to Glader Park & Outside the Blackfeet Indian
Reservation
Motels adjacent to Glacier National Park and outside the exterior boundaries of the
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Blackfeet Indian Reservation are &e second type of competitor to The Pikuni Lod^e. The
geographical area includes the town of Cut Bank which bordas the Bladcfiset Indian
Reservation on the Eastside and the townsite of West Glacier on the westside of Glacier
National Park and the townsite of Essex Wiich is on U.S. Highway 2 badeting the southern
part of the park. Qnty these areas are considaed competitors because th ^ are within &c
immediate area and attract many of tibe tourists to Glacia National Park.
The town ofCut Bank is located about 50 miles fiom Glacia National Park and is on
Highway U.S. 2 which is the main route to Glacia National Park. Cut Bank has Seven (7)
motels that are available fiar tourist lodging. The seven motels are Comer Motel, Glacier
Gateway hm, (Maciar Motm: hm, Nmthan Motor hm. Parkway Motel, Point Motel and
Tenace Motel.
The fbUowing taWe (Table 3-2) presents infcamatirm about the sevm motels including
the lodging fecility name, local address, number of rooms and room rates:

TABLE 3-2: Lodging FacfMties - Cut Bank
Facility Name

Local Address

Number of Rooms

RormiRate

Comer Motel

210 E. Main St.

7

Under $40

Glacier Gateway
Motel

1121E. Railroad
St.

19

Betweai S40-S60

Glaciw Motor hm

15 1st Ave. SW.

53

Under $40

Northem Motor
hm

609 W. Main St.

61

Between $40-$60

Parkway Motel

7 3rd Ave. W.

5

Under $40

Point Motel

1109 E. Main St.

8

Under $40

17

Undar $40

Terrace Motel
11 9th Ave. SE.
'Source: Travel Montana Planner, 1995-96)
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The price range of the motels are in the low to moderate range. The motels total
capacity is 170 rooms priced between $40-$60 pa^ night.

STRENGTHS
The lodging &cilities in Cut Bank possess sevaal strengths in the local lodging
industiy. These strengths are;
1. The lodging facilities are located on the main route to Glacier Natioml Paik and are
convenient]^ located for easy access

tourists going to the paik and needing nxan

acctanmodations.
2. The focilities are located close to other businesses Wiich the tourists may want to utilire,
i.e., clothing stores, grocery stores, fast food restaurants (McDonalds, Pi2za Hut, etc.).
3. The locking focilities are mediately priced and are not in direct (xm^titiim with
accommodations closer to the paik or reservation.

WEAKNESSES
1. Accessibility to Glacier National Paik is a weakness due to the distance firom the main
entrances to the paik.
2. Limited occupancy in the winter months due to the severe winter weather conditions in
Norfoem Montana.
3. Location is a weakness in terms ofbeii% located off the main interstate hi^way system.
The townsite of West Glacier is located on the west side of Glacier National Park. Its
geographical location is at the immediate west entrance to the paik. The townsite's roots are
founded in the tourist industiy of Glacier National Paik. West Glacier is located on U.S.
Highway 2 vhich is the main highway access to the paric.
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The following table (TaUe 3-3) is a presentation of information regardiog the lodging
Anilities in West CHadâ:. The information includes Anility name, number of rooms and room
rate.

TABLE 3 -3: Lodging Facilities - West Glacier, Montana
Facility Name

Number of Rooms

Room Rate

Glacier Highland Motel

33

Between $40-$60

Great Northern Whitewater
Resort

12

Over $60

River Bend Motel

33

Between $40-$60

26

Between $40-$60

Vista Motel
[Source: Montana Plarmmr, 1995-96)

STRENGTHS
Strengths of lodging Anilities in West Glamor, Montana are:
1. Location. The lodging Anilities are strategically located in West Glacier because they are
readily accessible fmr lodging Ar touiisA mxtering and leaving Glacim National Park.
2. Room Pricing. The room rates for the Acilities are in the low to moderate price rax^e
making them attractive to price conscious tourists visiting the park.

WEAKNESSES
Weaknesses of the lodging Acilities Ar West Glacier, Montana are;
1. The Anilities' occupancy is limited by the seascmality of the tourist season. The Acilities
must refy on Ae sports enthusiasts (cross country skiers, etc.) for winter occiq>ancy
2. The Aced number of romns limite the amount of revenue generated by the facilities.
The townsite of Essex, Montana is located off U.S. Highway 2 along the souAwest
border of GAcia* National Park. The AcAties located at and near Essex are Denny's, The
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Half-Way Motel and kaak Walton Inn.
The Mowing table (Table 3-4) presents information about the locking facilities at or
near Essex, Montana. The inAmnation includes the Atcilily name, numbo: of rooms and room
rate:

TABLE3-4:Lodgimg Facilities - Essex, Montana
Facility Name

Number of Rooms

Room Rate

Dainÿs

8

Under $40

The Half-Way House

4

Between $40-$60

Izaak Walton Inn
35
[ Source: Montana Plaimer, 1995-96)

Over $60

STRENGTHS
The lodging &dlities at Essex, Montana possess the following strengths:
1. Location. The lodging Acilities are located on the main route to Glacis Naticaial Park.
2. Accessibility. The Acilities are located adjacent to the park and within easy acc«3s of the
entrances to the park.
3. Room Pridng. The prices are low to moderate which are attractive to tourists.

WEAKNESSES
The lodging Acilities at Essex, Montana have the following weaknesses:
1. Limited number of rooms. The facilities have a fixed number of rooms which limit the
gaieration of additional revenues fixxn more rooms.
2. Seasonality. This is a weakness to terms of tourists but is not afiected Ity winter because of
the use of the Acilities by cross-country skiers and snowmobilers.
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MOTELS - Blackfeet Indian Reservation: Browning, East Glacier, Babb
The lodging &dlities located on the Blackfeet Indian Reservation are located in three
towns and townships. These locations are the Townsite of Browning, East Glacier and Babb.
The total number ofroom accommodatioos available to tourists/visitors to the Blackfeet Indian
Reservatim and Glacier National Park are 98 rooms. The room rates are between $40-$60.
The feUowii% table (Table 3-5) presents information regarding the lodging fecility's
name, location, number of rooms and room rate:

TABLE 3 -5: Lodging Facilities - Blackfeet Indian Reservation
Facility Name

Locatirm

Number of Rooms

Room Rate

Thronson's

Babb, Montana

14

Between $40-$60

Two Sisters

U.S. 89

7

Between $40-$60

Glacier Motel

Browning, Montana

9

Between $40-$60

Kiowa Motel

Browning, Montana

4

Under $40

War Bonnet Lodge

Browning, Mcmtana

40

Between $40-$60

Weston Motel

Browning, Montana

25

Between $40-$60

East Glacio Motel

East Glacier, MT

17

Between $40-$60

Jacobson's Cottages

East Glacier, MT

12

Betweei $40-$60

Mountain Pine
Motel

East Glacier, MT

25

Between $40-$60

P.J.'s Motel

East Glacier, MT

8

Between $40-$60

Porter's Alpine
Motel

East Glacier, MT

13

Betwem $40-$60

Sears Motel &
Can^pground

East Glacier, MT

16

Between $40-$60

East Glacier, MT
Whistling Swan
Motel
[Source: Montana Planner, 1995-96)

7

Between $40-$60
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STRENGTHS
Strengths of the lodging facilities! on the Bladcfeet Indian Reservation are:
1. Location. The locking 6cilities are located adjacent to the Glacier National Park.
2. Accessibility. The facilities are readily accessible to tourists visiting the park who are in
need of room accommodations during their visit.
3. Room Pricing. The room rates are reasonable and within accqrtable room rates for tourists.

WEAKNESSES
Weaknesses of the lodgir% htcilities on the Blackfeet hidian Reserwition are:
1. Limited Occupancy The fecilities suffer reduced occupancies due to the severe winter
weathar conditions.
2. Limited number of rooms. The facilities are fixed in the number of rooms available to
tourists and travels.

SUMMARY OF COMPETITORS
The lodging fedlitiescon^rdikxsvho are in competition with The Pikuni Lûi^e vnü.
continue to provide room accommodations to tourists and visitors now and in the fiiture. It is
evident that the competitors have strengths and weaknesses vhich wUl affect their ability to
attract tourists and visitors to the reservation and the park. The Pikuni L o ^e, in all
likelihood, will have these same strengths and weakenesses. The key to strengthening the
competitive position of the lodge is to find innovative waj^ to attract and retain custraners.
This can be done by capitalizing on the existing resources cmthe reservaticm and the park.
Such resources can include but are not limited to Native American culture Awareness &
cultural events, sightseeing, scenery, improved services and extended occupancy time.
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CUSTOMER ANALYSIS
j%mdl«(ggi8 6xamb%ibWmM9(mAetomi9tl(x%mg Wushyandassuch
will be taigeting the customer base composed of non-iesideiit and resident tourists and
Yacationers/tigvelers. Other potential customers will be the sports enthusiasts and business
travelers.
To ft%cmbiaœflie potential that tourism de!velopment and its related components can
ofifer to an area, planning the id e that tourism might play requires an undnstanding of the
present and potential toiflism madœt This 1 ^ ofunderstandii^ involves idoitifying the typra
of tourists an area attracts and their demand or preference for tourism resources sudh as
lodging.. The cunent level of tourism dfevelopmmt is an inqxstant determinant as an
economic development tool fer the lodge and the Blackfeet Indian Reservation..
A study conducted by the American Hotel Foundation and Procter & Gamble of
Êeqpent travelers ini the U.S. travel market presented interesting information about travelos
and foerrpreferences (Whitmore-Wilson, 1994) for lodging fedlities. Findings foom the study
were conpared to 1989 hi 1994, the study was conducted by mail among 1,365 frequent
travelers (5 or more nights away fiom home in tiie past year). They were identified from a
represaitative panel of 19,000 male and female heads ofhousdiold.
The 1994 fiequmt travels profile has changed somewhat fiom 1985 and 1989.
Females now rqsesent 44% of frequent travelers, qp fixan 34% in 1985 and 39% in 1989.
Frequent travelers are sli^itfy older in 1994 than foey were in 1989 and have sranewhat higher
incranes.
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Business travel levels are down marginally fiom 1989 and vacaticm/pleasure travel
is

sli^btfy.
Business travel in connectiosi with conventioos <»:meetings lias decreased fiom 13.3

Dibits on avraage in 1989 to 12.8 nights in 1994 (a decrease of about 4%X Wiile business
travel connected to convadions or meetings iqjpeais to have declined finm 28.4 nights in
1989 to 23.4 nights in 1994 (a drop

about 18%), no doubt lefiecting réductions in travel

budgets in cocporateArnenca. M eanv^e, vacation/pleasure nights q)«it in hotels or motels
have increased by 4% (fiom 13.0 nights in 1989 to 13.5 ni^ds in 1994).
In the 1994 stWy, travelers were fiar the first time asked to compare travel activr^
ovo’the past year to the prior 12 rrionth period. Encouragingly, in all cases (business travel
bothinoonoBctionwifirconventioas and rneetmgs arid not, as well as vacation/pleasure travel)
respondents claimed to have spent more nights in hotels/nx^ls in the immediate past 12
months than in the prior year, albeit marginalty. Ihis bodes well for the lodging industry.
Frequent travders contirrued to make lodging choices of vay basic grounds. Hie top
fiueefiKtors affecting thar initial chmce of a propoty continued to be: 1) Clean appearara»,
2)AiceAeasooaMe rates, and 3) Convenient locadorL The top three considerations affecting
their decision to return to a propaty also continued to be: 1) Clean appearance, 2)
Price/teasonable rates and 3) Convaiiait location, with Good service not fiur behind. If
anything, the irrportance of reasonable room rates seems to have increased slightly, again
reflecting the times.
Considerir^flie importance fiequmt travelms place

lodging services and fecilities

based ipoQ their indicating how oftm they would use them, again fee basic needs and cmafcffts
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ofbonieseemmostiinpodant. Tliexnostlikefytobeused WESCyinotder, 1) television, 2) TV
lemote oontid, 3) choice of smddi% <xn<m-smddiig rooms, 4) soap/bar soiq)/toilet soap, 5)
ck)dcradio/ialaim,^complimentaiybieakfest,7)mo(retbantwDtowd8,8)wake-iy calbaiad
lestauraot/ooffee

and 10) fiee local and 1-800 calls.

As in 1985 and 1989 studies, fbeieseaiGhprobed "peiSKXial care amenities" for further
detail. As always, &dial and deodorant so t^ are the most desired amenities, immediate^
followed fayhair care and oral care products. Guests continue to ask for oral care products in
praftreooe to file often-provided but seoningfy^ unwanted showo-caps, rowing kits and shoe
shine doths. When asked abcxit specific soap and shampoo attributes, fiequraittravelefs were
more in^Messed with product peafoonance and reoc^nizable brand names than packaging.
Aocoidii^ to the American Hotel & Motel Association (AHMA), the tyjncal lo<j^ing
cuMomeris 36% offlie time onalôrore trip, 26% of the time are transient bunness travekra,
25% area attending a coofereoce, 6% ofthe time have other (personal/femily) reasons for their
stay, 2% account fera job^tesidence move, and 5% are on govanmentAnilitaiy business. The
typical business room night is gmerated fay a male (75%), age 24-34 (33%), enq>lqyed in a
white collar occupation (53%), earning an average bousdtold income of $58,300. T h^ travel
alone (77%), malm réservations (88%), and pay $67.50 p » room night The typical leisure
room night is gmarated by two adults (53%), over age 50 (39%), earning an average
household income of $50,000. They travel by auto (73%), make reservations (77%), and pay
$60.80 per room night. For a hotel stay, 42% of all business travelers spoit one nigjht, 23%
spent two ni^its, and 35% spent three or more nights. Fear leisure travelers, 51% of all leisure
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tmWcM spent (me

24%

two nights, and 25% qientfbiee Of moiemgbis.^

Tobetto’undastanidl the potential cust(%ner market, it has bear found that it is more
bénéficiai to the tourism markets foat segn^ntation by use of &mographic, ge(%r^dnc, and
(XHisuiDa'(draractedsticsbeused. Based <mwork in inatketing arid a(lvntisiiig, the tourum
industry has recent^ (tescnbed its market segments by psychological, socnal, and activities
(ziteda,rn0 moonirrioofy known as psycfaqgriQihics. Psychographics offers a way of describing
consumers, (hatting new trends, and continuing the further developmait of consumer
typrdogies.^
The types ofcustomers that

will attract are basically of two types.

The two types are nrmresidait visitors (tcairists/travelers) and local or in-state
vacationetsdravelets who ate on vacation. These two types of customers can be broken down
into evoi mote specific types of cusfaanas.
CUSTOMER TYPE - NONRESIDENT VISITORS (TOURISTS/TRAVELER!^
The histitutB for Tourism and Recreation Reseatdr (October, 1994) provided a c^wrt
wfaidi described the mark^ 8%ments of vacationers to Mmtana in 1993. The reprst
segpoented vacatknersaoootdirig to the beoefitsfliey sought fixxnthnrvacatioirL The benefits
measured included relaxation, solitude, ergoyment of nature, excitanent, and learning new
foires.
Marketers often segment vacationers based on the activities m vhirdr they partioqiate.

^American Hotel & Motd Associatirm, T.odpinp Todustrv Profile Pamphlet. 1995.
^ .S . Dqiartment of Agriculture, Forest Service, General Technical Rqxxt INTGTR-323: Linking Tourism, the Ehviropment and Sustainabilitv, (Washington D C.:
Government Printing Office, 1995), 36.
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However, for many pecfd^ an activity is sinq>fy a means to an end-fhe end bdng fbe benefits
th ^ are seeking. Ckmsequmtty, dififeraxt people may be using the same activity (e g.,
mowmobiling) to seek dififeient benefits (e g., solitude, excitement, etc.).
Segmenting tiie madæt by tiie benefits soug^ helps to understand thedif^nati
eaq)erieDcestiiatdiflferant vacationers sedc. PnmdiDg for aq>eriences, in addition to activities,
allows fiir a product tiiat more dosety meets the needs of tiie vacationer.”
Knowing the benefits and experiences desired can also help us better market our
products by creating the iqjpropriateiinage of the products. Vacationasmt^ find a product
inore desirable if they thmk it will provide the benefits they are E»dking.
The report examined tiie characteristics of eadi of the five market s^ments Easygoing Expkxers, Enthusiasts, Esciqnsts, Advmitmers, and Passive Phyas. It showed
some of tiie dififeraioes among the s^ments, and si^gested how to target these markets.
The foUowir^ gn^hs

present infimnatimi about ncmiesident visitrxs

(tourists/travelas) in relation to their season of vwit, summer, &11, spring and winter
vacatiooer profxirtions.”
As one would eiq>ect, more than half of all vacation travel todc place in tiie summer
(June, Jiity, and Ai%ust). More vacationers visited in the 611 (Sqrtanba, October, and
Novanbâ) than in wirxter and spring coittbined.

”Brian MBi<xano, Market Segments of Vacationers to Montana: 1993. Missoula,
Montana; Institute 6 r Tourism and Recreation Research, School of Forestry, University of
Montana, October 1994.
”lbid,l-8.
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Summer Vacationer Proportions
J ü H w y - D e e e m b tr I M S

Source: Institute
fer Tourism and
Reoeati<m
Reseaidi, 1993.

In the summer, not many Adventurers visited Montana.

Winter Vacationer Proportions
iMHuy-Ommi^ IMS

Source: Institute
for TourUnn and
Recreatiom
Reseaidi, 1993.
tnrtaazn

The winter market consisted mainly of Passive Players and Advmturers.
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The foUofwing table (Table 3-6) presents the S^meots and Tbdr ChaiatAaistics:

TABLE3-6: VACATIONER SEGMENTS & CHARACTERISTICS
sapient
C3iaracterigtic
Benefits
Songjrt,

SeaBODof Visit

Common
Qroap
Characteristics

Vacattofier Sapient (tane
Enqrgoing
Etqdonis

Endmriasts

Escapists

Adventurers

Passive
Players

*malmieExp.
*kaniiiig
new things
*tdaxatkn

♦ nature Bqt.
♦fdaaatk»
♦sditnde
♦encitement

♦stditude
♦lefanEBtion
♦nature
experience

♦excitement
♦teaming new
things

♦ twwfrttg
not
ingxntatd

♦large
pcDfKMtioo o f
AH
vacatiooers
♦«mall
proportion o f
winter
vacattenetB

♦ptoportiooal
visitation year
round

♦large
pcoportiottof
AO vacationers
♦ « " a ll
proportiomof
winter
vacationers

♦large
proportion
winter
vacationers

♦Imgest
portion
of
winter
vacationers

♦fwoactaitB,
no children
♦(dderAan 55

♦twoaduhs,or
two adults with
children
♦between 36&
55 yearn (dd
♦houschcdd
income less
flnm $40,000 a
year

♦ older than other ♦large gpmpe
winter
♦young
vacathmers
♦high income
and education
♦no adult
females or
children in
winter

♦trnvri
wife
ddldreo
♦older
retired

♦ «"Mill

proportion o f
summer and
AH
vacatiooers

vacationers

AcfivifiesYear Round

♦photogrei*
mature
♦vin t (Hackr
Park
♦visit historic
rites
♦stqrin
campgrounds

♦virit
Yrikwstone
Paric, national
fixeiÂ,
wildemess
areas
♦ study nature,
day hike, float
rivers, visit
museums and
historical
trails

♦fhh, Awt
♦visit Amity
md friends
rivers, day
♦snowmobile
hike,
or downhill
badcpacK
ca n ta ta
ski
primitive site
♦visit fimnds
and Amity,
picnic
♦virit
Ydkwstone
Park or
historical areas

♦virit
friends
♦1cm
IHo^yto
parti^ate
in
activities

Etqteodfiurcs

♦highest trip
espemditnres
o f summer
vacationers

♦highest trô>
caqtenditures
o f winter

♦ A h tyh i^
expenditures

♦loweri
year
round
daily
expenses

vacationers

Source: bistitute for Tourism and Reraeatim Research

♦hiÿtdaity
expenditures
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CUSTOMER TYPE - LOCAL OR IN-STATE VACATIONERSORAVELERS
llie second type of custcKO^

'will be attracting are ÜIBin-state (»:

leskknts ofMoolana vAo are vacationeis/traveleis. To better design a maiketing stiat%y to
attcMt these auNomem^ it is inqxxrtant to piesmt their chamctaistics. The Montana lesidads
vntt he^ to meet die room occnpancy needed in the off season primarity in'winter sports and
recreational activities. The jHimaiy fixnis of The Pikuni Lo4ge will be to cater to their
outdoor recreational wants and needs eqiedalty in lodging accommodations.
A studty «mducted by the Institute for Tourism and Recreation Reseaidi at the
University of hfontana (October, 1991), surveyed the diaiacteristics of Montana residents.
The yeaity individual recreation activities w ae surveyed. Current partMpation rates of
residents T^particqiate in outdoor recreation are useful indicators of the demai^ for future
needs forfocilities suchas lodgii^ Popular adult activities iududed pioiicking (73%), hiking
(63%), fishing (59%), canqnng (52%) and hunting (43%). All these outdoor activities are
activities whidi can be found in connection wifo areas sudi as Glaciar Natimial Park or
similar areas. These activities would attract residents to areas fiiat o£fer this type of activity.
Theywould siibsec^ienityttfflize focilities teadity accessible for their recieatkxial needs, such
as a lodging fodlity. Of the winter reoeational activities, cross-country skiing was the most
popular snow-based activity next to downhill skiing and snowmobiling. All these outdoes:
recreational activities will draw Montana residents to a fodlity such as ThePU uuüLo^e
vdiile they are participating in the activities.
In r%ards to resident travelers, lake fishing was the most pqailar travel-related
activity for the raitireyear (13%). Big game hunting was the most popular travel related
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activiiy in tiie M . (13%X

day hiking aiid picmddng w «e âie xnost popular in summo:.

IhehoïKrdiddtravdchaiBCÉeristics of üie stucty indicated that the avoage nnmha- of
people Wio went on a trip was 2.2. The highest percentage of trips (36%) included two
people vdiile 31% of tibe trips were made by ringle individuals.
IheniBnberafnigbts away fiotnhome on a trip varied widefy, from 0 to 60, but 90%
offre tiÿs woe fbr two or fewer nig^its. Ovemig^tripsofonenj^btfrleogfr were ll% ,and
79% were fer twoni^its. The average number of ni@)its away from hcnne averaged 0.9 frr all
sançled tiq». 58% offre stuc^ households took one or more trq» during fre stutjty wedc with
50%

those trq» bdng in-state tiq».
Themost common puipose for trips identified was vacation or recreation feUowed by

visiting frimds or relatives. Pleasure trq» (vacationing & visiting accounted for over 50%.
Msummaiy; fre avenue numba^ of nights spmt was gmera% IMS than one wifrtiie
exception of meeting/convention tiq>s, wfridi avaaged 1.1 n ig ^ . Pleasure trq^
(recreationAucation and visiting friends and relatives) wae gatoally longer than other types.
Ahfaor^buMness trips were shorter frian pleasure trips, they resulted in mote ni^its spent in
hotdfrootel rooms. CorwentionAneeting trips, followed by vacation/recreation trips, included
fre most p eo ^ per travrignap. Children were less like^ to be included in trips takm to go
shopping or on business tr ^ . The average number of adults per gtoip fr>r all trips was about
2.4, and the average group size overall was 3.1.
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llie fidlowing g ts ^ shows âie purpose and penseobige of the av«age trip fer in-state
resident tr ^ :

Purpose of Average In-State Trip
1989-80

Shopplns

Source: histitute for Tourism and Recreation Research
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Thechaiacknsücs ofbo&ixm-ieâdent and résidait vacad<met8/tiavelers and tourists
indicate that these are the types of customers that 7%e Piktmi Lodge will need to attract to
siçpori the b(%ing6d%. The summer season will attract both typM of customers and thoe
seems to beeway indication that fliere will not be much of a problem in fiUii^ the locfee with
customera. The t^pes ofcustemets particqxiting in tlœ outdoor recreational activities will need
lodging facilities Wiile tbey are egyoying their respective activity Wiether it be hiking w
sigbtsedng in Glacier National Paric or the Bbdcfeet Indian ReservatikHL
The off season is the area in v^iidi the lodge will need to attract a particular type of
customer. The diaiacteristics of in state travelers that parti^iate in sprats is the most Idæly
customer type to provide the needed occupancy to cany the lodge thira%h the off sraison.
These ^pes of custranras are the travelers who partit^nte in fishing and hunting. The
Blad(&et hidian Reservation is rapidly acquiring a repirtation fix'its tn^ifay fishing. Ofiier off
season customers will be conqiiised of the sprats enthusiasts who eryoys the winter outdoor
recreational activities sudi as cross counby skiing and snowmobiling.

lodge will be able to provide convraitian/meding Acilities Wudi would be attractive to
businef»es needing a place to craiduct thdr conventiraiAneeting. This can apph^ to both nonlesideot and resident businesses. While at the lodge, the businessmen can indulge in outdoor
recreatiooal activities all year round. This indudes summer, 611, winter, and spring seasons
with thdr respective type of reraeational activity.
Meeth%planners should note that there is an economic upswing in the hotel industiy
in 1995. Hotds haw shifted thehbookk^strat^yfiom one charactoized by an indisraiminate
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acc^tance of aiy deal to one v tid i involves a moie selective process wdieie value plays a
major ide. Indus sttuation, vdiidi is a sdW s m aik^ meting planmas would have to learn
to be flexible in die piioe diey aie willing to pay axid diey have to book locuns and conventioii
sites way ahead of sdbedule.”
It is

evidad that the wide variety oS nom^esidmt and lesidmt

visitoisAncationas/lourists of and to Montana will provide an ackquatecustoma base to
srqipoit Ih e PUumi Lo4ge all year round.

challenge will be in attracting die needed

customer base to die hx^ing fluûlity. The answer lies in devdoping and implanaiting a
marketing strat%y that will be appealmg across all the dif&rent types of non-resident and
resident visitas to Montana, Glacier National Park and die Bkukfeet Indian ResavatiaL
Understanding non-iesidart and resident diaracteristics, travel and activity patterns

travelAonrismmadceL This in&rmation can be used to better understand the needs of tourists
and can lead to more effective markding efforts. Whme pec^le go, how ds^gddiae, and
W iatdi^doaieall inqwrtant questions that the travel, tourism and lodging industries must
be able to answH* in ada* to b d to serve these visitas and to aisure stable growdi within
the industries.
Aiioflier very irryortant aspect ofirirstatevacatioriers/travelas is die amount of maiey
diat is esyended during dieirtrys. The total gross eiqiendituie for lesidmt pleasure travel was
$293 million. The percentage ofiiioney expended by rMident vacatiaiers/travelers flu*lodging
was 7%. This amounts to $20.5 milliai dollars bdng spent on lodging by lesidaxts.

^anaN igro, "Turnaround time.” Meetings & Conventions. May 1995,101.
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The following is a g is ^ of 6 e «cpenditure lype by pinpose of trip for resident
vacationeis/bavelas:

Trip Expenditure Spent by Category
ByPercentage-188d-80

dlOOHfN

jRwteWBg

Source: Institute fer Tourimn and Recreation Reseaidi
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4. Marketing Strategy
MARKETSCOPE
The mariœdng strategy The PUaud Lodge

to inq>len^ ibcuses (m 6 e type of

customers the ûuàlity 'will attract in the tourist industry. Ihe types of custmnexs are non
resident and resideot visitms to Glacier National Park and the Blackfe^ Indian Reservation.
The non-resident visitors are identified as Eatygoii% Erÿlœers, Enthusiasts, Escrqnsts,
Advaxturers and Passive Players.* Ihe types of non-resident visitors and the activities th ^
particqnie in deatty identity the type of maiketing strat^y the io (^ must use to attract these
potential customers. The types of activities the non-residart visitors paitidpate in are critical
to the focus (^tiie lod^s marketing strategy. Most of the activities revolve aiourid or mdude
most activities fmmd in and around Glacier National Padc aito The Blackfeet Indian
Reservation. There activities include day sightreeing, hiking, visiting museums, historical
trails, backpacking, picniddng, visiting fiiends/relatives, snowmobiling, al{âne skiing ami
visiting histmical sites.^ The maiketii% s tr a t^ to be utilized by the lodge wiH focus rm
promotii% an outdoor recreational type ofenvirorunent that is rqipealing to foere types of nonrésidait visitors vfoo would stay at 7%e Pikum L o ^e ^ lile visiti%% and paiti(^>ating in
activities in Glacier National Paik and tibe Bladrfeet Indian Reservation. The lodge will
develcq) prcanotiraial and advatising stiat^es focusing (m non-residerd visitors and their
types of activities.
*Brian Maioiano and Neal A. Chisfensen, Maiket Segment of Vacatiaaers to
Montana: 1993. Missoula, Montana: Institute for Tourism and Reaeation Research,
School of POTestry, Univasity of Montana, October 1994, Research Note 20,2-3..
%id,6-7.
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The maikedng strategy must also include the maikd; sèment composed of the resident
visitors of Montana. The in-state iesi(Wit visitws are idaitiûed as vacationas & travelers.^
The Tqx>it presented the activity participation rates during 1989-90 of skiing, hunting,
watendding, and off-road Montana residaits. Resident parti(^pation rates Aar swinmiiog &
dcwnhffl skiing have increased in lecent years. This maik^ segment is inqxntant because the
resident visitopgAiacatiopere are more ^ to partkipate in activities (hunting, fishing, etc.) that
would h ^ to support the lo(%e during the off-sauson vhennon-iesk^ visitors/tourists are
at its lowest level The lo(%e will promote advatisarients that will attract residmt visitors
parti(^)ating in these types of activities.
The fiiird market sèment the lodge must focus its marketing s tr a ta on is the nonresident and resident businesses. This market sèment is vayirrgxxrtant because it will help
to siqpport the lo(%e along wifo the non-residmt and résidant visitors/vacationers/travelers.
The type ofmariœting s tr a ta fer this maiket sèment will promote the lodge in such a way
as to attract businesses in general and film'conventions/trreetings, corporate training and other
businessrdated activities. For example, according toarqxathy, meeting planners respond
best to singde direct advertising by bezels, according to leseatdr conducted by Dana
Communicatioos and Resprxrse Anafysis Corp. M erth^ plannas prefoned large ads with
basic infiamation onfy. Having the price printed in the ad was not inpœtant because the
{dannerseiqrected to nf^otiate for price anyway. The optimal arrangement was a single clear

^ e a l A. Christens^ hfidiael, Stqihen McCool and Neil Moisey, The Montana
Resident Pleasure Travel Study. Characteristics and Economic Impacts. 1989-1990.
Missoula, Mcmtana; Institute fix' Tourism and Recreation Research, School of Forestry,
University of Mcmtana, October 1991, Research Note 16.
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ad followed by related direct mailing giving any needed details *
The fiequent business traveler, v4k>devotes more time <mthe road and is res^x»isible
for nootebusiness foan the ccoventioDal traveler, is a veiy inqx»tant part of the travel industiy.
The business traveler is a vital part of the $130 billion ooiporate travel industiy. 50% of the
frequent business travelers rety on the travel agents with thdr plans vhile 60% obtain
assistanoe from traW agents rBganhnghoW selections. 75% aie contented with arranganmts
made by travel professionals.^
AfrKitor feat will infrueoce the types ofpromoti(maladvatisemmts is the seasonality
of the touiist industiy. The lodging industiy associated with tourists is (kpaxWfr upon the
seasons. The summer and spdng seasons aie the highest for nw-iesident visitors. The fell and
winter months are more indined to attract the resident vacationer/traveler but more so in
activities such as snownaobiling, siding, hnntn% and frshing. The business sector is year round.
Seasoaahtywüld^hûtefyplay an inqxxtant role in the types of advertisanents promoting the
use

Ih e K km ü Lodge.

SERVICES OFFERED
The services of^ed by Ih e m uuii Lodge are in the tourist lodging industiy. Ih e
Pikuni Lodge will be a full-service lodging fitdlity located on the Bladcfeet Indian
Reservation. The piimaiy is^rvice of the lodge is to provide room accranmodations frxr
tomists/vintoisAravekra to Glacier Natiimal Park and the Bladcfeet Indian Resavatiim. The
^Howard Feirtag, "Report o f ^ insight on hotel advertisement" Hotel & Motel
Management June 8,1992,14.
Belinda Bush, "Understanding the $130 billim customer." Hotels. October 1993,
74.
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support services to roam accommodatioDS provided by the lodge mclixie aitertammmt
(televisions, cable, swimming pool, Jacuzzi, relaxatimi), cooArence and meeting rooms,
restaurants, lounges, food and beverages, romn service, ccfod&rge (custodial/janitorial)
service, transportation, and communicati(m sévices induding tel^ibone, computK and £uc
services. All locking service offered will be conducive to the tourists and visitors to Glacier
National Park and &e Bladcfeet Indian Reservation.
The PUauü Lod^e will differentiate its lodging Acilities services from surrounding
hotds and moWs by providing an atnaosphere which blaidst*%rtber the outdoor recreational
atmoqhere generated by dre sceinc beauty of Glacier National Park and the Native American
historical and cultural mg)ortaix»(€ the BladrfrrtTkibe and its history, culture and traditioris
as they relate to dre park and the reservation. Ibn andllaiy lodging services will have a
Native Aiiierican dietriemtetwovenwilfacorrventianal means. For eiranqple, entertainment may
include exhibitirm of Blackfert Traditimial dancers and drummas, Blackfeet artists and
rmxsicians, etc. The surrounding rric^lsar&d hotels cm^pronrote Native ArriKicanawarerress
on a very limited basis csr not at all. With the advent of increused interest in the Native
American cmlture. The Pik$uii Lo4ge and the Blackfert Tribe are positive the Native
American theme ofdie lodge win defindei^ differentiate it from other hotels and motels in die
area as wed as give it a conopetitive advantage in marketing strat%y.
Another very important area of differentiation wiU be the availability of rocan
acxximmodations on a year round basis. The year round room accommodation avaikbUity
gives die lodge a distinct advantage over immediate competitcns in the park because all the
lodgii^ fecUities in dte park cdose during the late fell and winter months. Other loc^ng
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&dlities onüieBlacybet Indian Reservadoii adjacent to the paik (i.e.. East Glacier, St. Maiy,
Babb) also clo% during the late 611 and wintar months.

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
hdekmÉmngWnAdistnbuüw channels to utilize in promoting and advertising The
Pikuni Lo4g0j ihe BlacJcfeet Tribe felt the most advantageous are those that are already
established. The lo(%e rfecided to participate in trade and coosumer shows vhidr are
sponsored by well ^tablisbed organizations in the lodging industry.
Ik e Pihm i Lodge will paiticÿate in the annual crmventimi/meeting of the primary
lodging industry assodation in Montana. This organizatirm is the Montana Innkeq)ers
Association located in Helena, MT. The oTj^inization is a rnernber of the Arnerican Hotel and
Motd Association (AHMA). Attoiding and participating in this annual convdtion/meeting
will help to promote the lodge and its services. The Püuuü Lod^e can strengthen its
promotional efforts by also becoming a manber of the Mrmtana Lmlreepers Association.
The loc^ wiUpartidpate in the AH&MA Fall Coriferdce/lhternational Hotel/Motel
& Restaurant & 0 W. The conference and show provides for the presentation and information
about hotels, motels and restaurants throughout the world lodging and restaurant industries.
This participation will help to promote the lodge on an international and national level.
Anofeer convention and show fee lo<^e will participate in to prranote the lodge is the
annual AHMAAtmual Convention & Show. In 1996, the 85fe Annual AHMACorrvention and
Show will be in Anchcaage, Alaska. By participating in the annual AHMA convdtirm and
show, fee lodge will furthc: strengthen its promotional efforts in the lodging industry Also,
The Pikuni Lodge can become a membc of the American Hotel and Motel Association
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(AHMA). This membeidlip wiBbeben^daltopmmoting the lodge because of the extensive
influence oftbe AHMA. Ibe AHMAis afedetatkniof state and regional lodging associaticuis
wtfli woddwide influence conqxised of more than 10,000 properties, rqxesenting almost 1.4
million rooms. The AHMA provides (^>eratiooal, technical, educational, marketing and
communicatimis services, and governmental afibiis representatimi to the lodging industiy.
ThePUuoûLo4ge will paitidpate in the Oovemcn's Annual Con^^moe on Tourism
and Recreation. The conférence he%)8to build industiy awarmess, consensus fw the direction
ofthe state's travel industiy and provides maiketii% tips, reseaidi about current travel trmds
and practical "how-to" wrxkshops. The 1996 conference will be held in West Yellowstone.
The lodge plans <mjoining or acquiring a membaship in one

the many flandnse

afiGliations in the lodging industiy. Smith Travel Research, lists the 25 laigest U.S. diains.
These 25 chains in <»d^ of the total number of rooms is Holiday Inn., Best Wertem, Hilton,
Sheraton, Days Ihn, Ramada, Maniott, Quality Inn, Howard Johnson, Motel 6, Ityatt, Comfort
Inn, Econo L o c^ Si^gier 8, Travelo(%e, La Quinta, Radiss<xi, Embassy Suites, Westin Hotel,
Red Roof Inn, Hanqiton Inn, Rodewayhm, Stoufifer Hotel, Residence Lm and Courtyard by
Maniott Acqdm^ a fianchisea£Bliati<Hi will help pnanote the lodge and enable it to bw^et
less fermariceting and adveitidng. A fianchise affiliatimit will also help to convey the 'image'
ofthe lode's operation, its operating style and philosqplgf. The fiandhise will be able to give
he lod^e some ideas fer special events, and provide collateral materials for advatising, such
as logos, photostats, and ad slicks. It will also help to gœerate room nights with suggested
programs for coipoiate groups, cmvmtions, tour gioiq», and other target markets, such as
senior citizens.
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A final distribution channel the lodge will utilize is Travel Montana. It is the state
%ency responsible for statewide tourism develr^nuent and prcxnotioo. As part of its ovaall
madceting strategy. Travel Montana is &cilitating tourism-related efforts between state and
tribal agaicies. Travel Mcmtana, in partaaahip with the Montana Coordinator of Indian
Affairs Office, works closety with Montana's American Indians on tourism planning,
maiketir^ and promotion. Travel Montana campaign utilizes twai^-five different magazines
and four television network areas to promote tourism in Mcaitana. The lodge can work in
cmyunctirm with Travel Montana in promoting room accœnmodations for tourists at The
PUuiniLot^e.
Other distribution channels the kx%Bwill utilize are the mi(Mlanmi of the hotel/motel
industiynhidi ate:
1. Travel ^ « rts : Thi^ will sell directly to their cliarts.
2. Sales ferce: They win target markets and convince them to stay at the lodge.
3. Wwd of mouth: People vdio have already stayed at the hotel will r e ^ others to us..
4. Franchise affiliation réservation syston: Guests will contact the reservation system on their
own.

DIRECT MARKETING
7%e/^(ltiiiu

will use direct rnarketmg to the esdent of its own intemal rnarketmg

department The lodge will have an internal dqxntmait Wtich will promote advertising of the
lodge and will be responsible for ad campaigns and ov^all promotional efforts. The
madceting department will develop a mailing list ffom past customers and target them for
return visits to the lodge. 7%ei%fti0ii‘ZrM^mark^ing(^)artment will also work closefy with
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Travdi Montana and local ixteikfs to picxmote the lodge. The inaiketingdepartmrait will wodc
with the Blackfeet Tribal Econranic Develc^Hneot <x»mmttee and Planning Dq»artment.
Distributioii channels that can be developed internally are post cards, ftyers, radio &
television oommeicials CIhe Blackfe^ Tribe has a low hequmcy local TV diannel), and
other promotional efW s. All these direct maiketing tedmiqoes will be specific to Indian
Qjunliy especial^ the Bladcfeet Tribe and its reservation. The direct marireting by the lodge
will also encompass advertising to other Indian tribes and reservations in Montana and
throughout the United States. This can be accomplished through the Internet and more
spedfically the system called "NativeNet".

ROOM ACCOMMODATION PRICING
The average nx»n price was iq> 4.2 pereentthioi]^ October, 1995.*^ The lodge plans
to keq> up with conpetition by providing reran rates conpaiable fer the area. They will be
bighar fean the budget hotels and conparable to the same grade hotels m Glacier Natiraial
Paik.
In determinn% a reasonaWe and acoeptaWe reran rate that would be tppealing
to visitorsAncationers/travelers to Glader National Paik and the Blackfeet Indian
Reservatirai, the current loran rates of its competitras was anafyzed (See Sectirai 3 - The
Maricet & Conpetitras) along with the seasraiality fector. The reran rates varied firan a high
of $187 fer a suite (1 or2prason)toalowof$81 feraaeconoDoyioran(l person) or $87 (2
people) at fee CfiackrPadcLodg^ Lake McDonald Lodge and Mary Glacier Hotel. These are
'Norma Polovitz Nicrason and Neal A. Quistensen, The 1996 Outlook Travel
and Tourism in Montana. Missoula, Montana; Institute fer Tourism and Recreation
Research, Sd&ool of Fraestry, University of Mraitana, Januaiy 1996,1.
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the hotels which will be considered comparable to The Piktmi Lodge. Budget motels and
hotels in the paik ranged 6om a high of $ 105 for a 2 bedroom suite (2 pe<^le) to a low of $
21 Ibra 1 bedroom cottage no betti(l person). Other budget motels and hotels in surrounding
areas on and offthe Blackfeet Indian Reservation were priced from Under $40 per room and
over $60 per loom per nightThe Actor in determining a loran rate scale was dq)eodent iqxm the seasms of the
year. It is noted that Ae highest room occiq>an( 7 will come in the qxiing and summer months
vhaeoccupanny will beat w near full c^)acity. This is important because this is the time
ofyear vheoi die loc^ can diaige a higher room rate. The All and winter months occrpancy
will be lowK due to the loss of the summer visitraB/vacatiraietB/travelas tnit will be
stabili2sdhy business/ooqxaate custonKr and the winter sports enthusiasts. The lodge would
need to adjust the room rates due to die low^ nxan occipancy in w W to attract the
All/winter customer.
Another very inpratant Actor in det^mining loran rate was the cost of s^vicing the
debt for Ae construction of the lodge i^hile covering fixed and variable <perating costs. In
ord^ to maxüniæ room rates to service debt, it was decided to utilize a variable roran rate
vdnchis dependbmt ipon dianges in occipancy. The use of a variable room rate system was
furtha: sipprated in analyzing the B«3t Westan KwaTa^uk Resort Hotel in PolsraL In a
meeting widi the general manager, it was obvious that a hotel such as KwaTaqNuk needed to
utilize a variable room rate. The dianges in occipancy were dépendait upon the seasraiality
adjustment for the time ofyear. It was obvious in anafyztng the information firan KwaTac^uk
that tbe peak seasrais of late spring, summer and early fell had the highest room occupancy. Of
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couts^ this is due to the &ct that moie visitors come to Montana in the summer months Wien
6e weather is more inviting. Ihe lowest level in room occupancy occurred in the off season
vduch included the late &U, wintor and eaify spring months. KwaTaq^uk adjusted its room
rate acoonhng to the time of year. The highest room rate was inq)lemeated in the late spring,
summor and ear!^ feu mcmths because of the hig^ demand for rooms, the lowest ro(xn rates
were applied during the off season whidi inclwkd late 611, winta: and earfy spring months.
This form of sliding scale for room rates has wcaked for KwaTaq^uk and would work for
The Pikuni Lodge.
Ihe room rates for 77tojratiiitiX,0tfÿe are high but will be o f ^ h y other means. Ihe
kx^^just like ofoer hotels, instead of having lowo: room rates, will attract business thror%h
inproved pedes. Some of these paks would be airline discounts, foee long-distance calls and
breakfosts and rqpgraded fiequent-traveler prr%rams. Fw eararrqple, Marriott Corporatioa's
Maniott Hotels, Resorts and Suites offors gtrasts 500 airline miles per stay, a prranotion
equaled by i r r Sheraton's $1 millian iç)graded fieqpjent-traveler club. The cairqMiigns of (rther
hotels chains have similar perks.^
Although the lodge's toran rates are oongrarable to its craiqwtitraa, the lodge would
continue to monitor the rates to insure foey are conq)^tive but at the same time are in a price
range vdiidi will keep the lo(%e profitable. Ihe lodge wül craitinue to adjust its room rates
accordingly in keying with the evar changing economic and social trmds of the industry.

^Christy Fisher, Hotels embrace value, abandcm price pitch" Advertising Age.
Septemb^6,1993,26.
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Based iqxm &e anafysis c£conqj^ors and other 6ct(%s influencing the room rate for
will daaige the knowing room rates based upon internal &cility
location (Lake view or Mountain view rooms), numba- of ocaqunts and seascms:

PIKUNI LODGE
ROOM RATE SCHEDULE
LAKE VIEW ROOMS
SEASONS

MOUNTAIN VIEW ROOMS

ROOM
RATE
1 PERSON

ROOM
RATE
2 PERSONS

ROOM
RATE
1 PERSON

ROOM
RATE
2 PERSONS

JANUARY
1
TO
APRIL 30

$59
PER NIGHT

$69
PER NIGHT

$74
PER NIGHT

$84
PER NIGHT

M AYl
TO
JUNE 15

$74
PER NIGHT

$84
PER NIGHT

$86
PER NIGHT

$96
PER NIGHT

JUNE 15
TO
SEPT 15

$94
PER NIGHT

$104
PER NIGHT

$107
PER NIGHT

$117
PER NIGHT

SEPT 16
TO
OCT 31

$74
PER NIGHT

$84
PER NIGHT

$86
PER NIGHT

$96
PER NIGHT

NOVI
TO
DEC 31

$60
PER NIGHT

$70
PER NIGHT

$75
PER NIGHT

$85
PER NIGHT

( PLUS 4*/* LODGING TAX)
Childiai Age 12 & Unda* - No Charge in same room
Extra Person: $10.00
Rollaway:
$12.00
Crib;
No Charge
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PROMOTION
The Pikuni Lodge will utilize an effective media mix to f»omote the lodge and the
services it has to offer and will have a i^neigistic effect on its conqxments. For instance, if
consumées see a newsp^)er ad fer the lodge, hear a radio spot, and see scanething on TV, the
influence Mlthose poteotiai consumers is fer greater than had they seen cmty the newspaper ad.
The lodge will use a well^damied media mix in vdiidi the total advertising program becomes
greats than the sum of each of its individual parts.
The lodge realizes feat initial^ every media used in the mix may not work effective^

customers, and the strmgths and weaknesses of each medium The inherent strengths and
weaknesses of eacfe advertising medium can phy an important role in the success of the
lode's madceting strat^y. 7%ei^ifafifi£<N^e will use a media mix consisting of television,
radio, newspapers, magazines, outdoor advertising and the yellow pages. The fellowing
information presmits eadr advertising medium, how it will be used and its strmigths and

TELEVISION
Television, with $28.4 billion in revenues, is the second largest advertising medium
in terms oftotal advertising volume in the U.S. In 1990, TV advertising accounted for 22.1
percart of all advertising.^ The lodge will work in corgunction with local TV stations and
national networks to promote TV commercials about the lodge and its savices. TV

bellow Pages Publishing Association, Yellow Pages And The Media Mix (Troy,
M idii^n: Privately Printed, 1994,1-2.

Pikuni Lodge - Maikedng Strat^y_________________________
adveitisements will be run (m a regular basis whose fiequency will be depended iqxm the
amount of maiketing ftmds available in the budget.
Tdevûdon is unquestiioiiabtydie iDOstc^nainicofallfiHms of advertising. It combines
visual actrvi^ and sound —high^ effective fOTcatching the attaiticm of «xmsumaa. Ks broad
iqjpeal and laige auchence aie definite strengths. Mcae than 98 percent of all U.S. households
own a TV, and avaage viewing time is ova^ seven hours a day.
Strengths

use of TV by the lodge mchicfe appeal, immediacy, fiexibiliiy, ability to

taiget audiences, prestige and bfoad auchenoe. Weaknesses ofusing TV aie h i^ cost, audiraiice
too broad fer some services, low recall of ads among (xmsumers, fiagmentation of maiket and
downscale danc%nqfeic of viewaa.
RADIO
Radio is the most universal of all media. Virtually everyone in the U.S. ownsmhas
access to a radb. The average American housdiold has six radios, and most cars are equq)ped
with one as wdL Radio reaches more than 78% on a daily basis. Radio generated $8.7 billion
in advotising volume in 1990. This acccHinted for 6.8 percait of total advatising
eqiœditurBS.'
The lodge will air radio spots pcmnoting the lod^e on local radio stations (KZ96FM
& KSEN - Shelby) as well as radio stations in Great Falls and Kalispell. The cost of radio
advertising is relative^ low.
Strengths of using radio ads are wide availability, immediacy, flexibility, cost and

"Ibid, 2-3.
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abilily to taiget audioices. Weaknesses include fiagmmtation of maiket, need foi iq)etiti(m
and low recall am<Hig consumers.
NEWSPAPERS
News^)^)eis are one of the original advertising mass media. They also are the largest
advertising medium, at $32.2 billian. NewspapeiB accounted finr 25.1 percent of total ad
volume in 1990. Growth in the newspf^per industiy has been relatively flat, with the total
number (^daify piqpers in die U.S. dedining almost cue percent in eadi of the last three years.^
Ih e PUauü Lodge will place ads, coupons, flyers in local and r^ o o al newspapers
such as the Great Falls Tribune, The Ihterlake (Kalispell), The Missouhan (Missoula) and
newspapers in Helena, Butte, Bozeman, Havre Billings. Local newspapocs will include the
Indepenctent-ObservOT (Conrad), The Pioneer Press (Cut Bank) and the Glacier Reporter
(Browning). Other major newqMpers ttuoughout the U.S. will be solicited in coordination
with Travel Montana because Travel Montana alrea^ has established access to these
newspapers.
Strengths ofusii% the newaprqaers are wide availability, immediacy, flexibility, dioice
(^advertising fixmats and reader loyalty. Weaknesses include high cost, shixt life ipan, need
6)riq)etitian and low recall ofadsamor% consumers.
MAGAZINES
Me^azine advertidng accounted for $6.8 billion in 1990. This was 5.3 percent of total
ad revenues. Even thou^ there has been a 19 percent increase in the nurnber of inagazines in

Ibid, 3-5.
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the U.S. over Ae last ten years, TnagaTane revenues have remained relatively flat.^”
The l o ^ will utilize advertisements in magazines throughout the U.S. The lodge will
weak in collaboratian with Travel Mcaitana to ineh»le ads promoting the lodge. The magazines
that Travel Montana has established access to are New Choices, Ladies Home Journal,
Advarture West, American Heritage, National Parks, Historic Preservatim, Mens Journal,
Gourmet, Mature Outlodc, Home & Awrgr, Equinox, Concte Nast, Fly Fûherman, Travel
Holiday, Bon Apetit, Friendly Exchange, McCalls, Sunset, Sierra, Outdocsr Photc%rapher,
Nation Geo Travels, Travel & Lmsute, Outsick and Western Outdoors.
Strengths in using magazine ads fisr the Icxlge are prestige, iq)scale danogmqhics of
readers, abdity to target audimces, long life qxm, reader loyalty and association with leisure
time activities. Weaknesses include feagmentaticm of market, high cost, lack of immediacy,
lack of fl^dhility, need fer rq)etition and Icmg lead time.
OUTDOOR ADVERTISING
OutdcMradvertisingaccountedferSl.l billion in revenues in 1990 —.8 pacerd of all
advertising. AlfeoughoAenciverlcxkedincliscusmonofaclvertisingmeclia, outckxx- advertising
has an important strength in its ability to sustain visibility fer a well-known product w service
th io i^ large, eye-catching visuals that are accessible 24 hours a day. This could be a
drawback, hough, for new products or savices. Many eiq)erts say that billboard copy should
be limited to no mme than six words. While this is acsceptable for an established advotiser
with good consumer recognition, six words geoeralty cant accpraint people wife new or

10Ibid, 5-6.
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itnfamiliar products or services."

Tbe kx%e will use outdow advaüsing on a limited basis to detamine effectiveness.
Several businesses in and around the paik and reservation use outdoor advertising and its has
been quite affective. The lesavatirm does siqiport a strcaig position of protecting the
environment and would srqiport outdow advwtising on a limited basis. Billboards would be
posted on U.S. Hi^iway 2 and 89. The% two highways are the most accessible routes across
the reservation wifli U.S. Highway 89 actually being the main route to The Pikuni L o ^e.
Strenghis of outdoor advertising are high ^'ifiâhility, available 24 hours a day and strong
reanfbicenient fer wdl-known product or service. Weaknesses of outdoor advertising include
limited viewing time, limited space available, no ability to taiget audimce, copy is limited,
inoeasing i^^tive image among consumers, and increasing government regulations.
THE YELLOW PAGES ADVERTISING
The Y d k w P a^ is a growing advertisii^ medium. Its total ad volume in 1990 was
$8.9 billion, 6.9 percent oftotal advatising e]q>enditures. Yellow P%es advertising functions
in a manner that is inhaartly dif^ent fiom the other media. Television, newspapers,
magazines, direct mail and outdoor advertising all sell products or savices by creating
awareness of and demand fer feeuL The Yellow P*%esgmaally is notamedium that oeates
awarmess w demand. The Yellow Pages is called a "directional" medium because it points
willing ccnsuinecs in a diiectionvdi^e their purchases can be roade. Production costs for ads
in a Yellow Pages directory can be relatively low, particularly Wien the life span of a

"Ibid, 7-8.
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dnectoiy is takm into account. ^ The lodge will utilize the Yellow Pages in local and r%ional

Strengths ofthe Yellow Pages aie wide a\^ilabihty, acts as final "link" in the birring
cycle, siq>p(»ts and leinfoices advertising in other media, long life span, high percentage of
use among consumers and dioice of ad sizes. Weaknesses of the Yellow Pages indude
fiagnientation ofthe madoef, lack (^imniediacy, lade of flexibility, kmg lead times and riot seal
as a creative medium.
OTHER ADVERTISING
The Pikuni Lodge will inoplement various sales promotions such as but not limited
to the following;
1. SrpersaverWedoend Program: Conq>etitivewedcend rate program: r^onally determined
for Friday, Saturday, and/or Sunday nights; available on a space-available basis.
Target Market: Att leisure travdeis, induding extended busmess trips and amateur and

Ouest Benefits: Low siqiersava^ rate.
2. Corporate Rate Program: Provides corponate travelers with fovorable rates, guaranteed for
the full calendar year.
Target Market: Individual and corporate business travelers.
Consumer Bendits: Guaranteed room rate fca"full calendar year, last room availability.
3. Promotional Program; A 10 percent discount off applicable rates to approved afiUiated
organizations.

“Ibid, 8-10.
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Taiget Maiket: Leisure trav els maiketed through afBliated oiganizatians via travel
clubs, ooiqxm bodes, and newsl^ters.
4. S«iiw Citizen Program: A 25 perçoit discount off {^Ucable room rates available on
limited space basis; proof of age 60 or older or moubership ID from senior's association.
Taiget Maiket: Leisure travelers, 60 years of age o: oldor.
SUMMARY
The Pikum Lodge will be utilizing a wide variefy of maiketiog and media mix to
promote the lodge to its custmners. As a new business, the lodge will need to evaluate the
^fecthioiess of the ads in Üie various media and find out

ones are most cost effective

over time. The lo ^ w ifl budget sufficient funds for the marketing plan to be effective in both
response rate and cost The lodge will monitor the maik^ing canpaign on a yeaify basis and
adjust it according]^. The maiketing s tr a ta will be Ae primaiy responsibility of the

ÏTHaeasinglydiveisiSedaidwerfising reflects a maiket that will continue to e?q)and. The
U.S. hotel industiy is cm an upswing as profits and cxxiiqutncy increase. Caution was used
when increasing advatising expenditures because of the uncatain maiket potentiaL Now,
inaik€tii% programs appear to be genaating an accqitable maiket response.^

"Cailo Wolff, "Do hotel ads weak?" Lcxhang Hospitalitv. Jufy 1994,24.
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5. Design & Development Plan
The design and development of The Pikum Lodge is presented in this section. "Ite
design

lodge was based upcm tbe co n c^ of projecting an ^^leaiance associated with

a comfijctabie and relaxed mountain outdoor atmosphere. The lodge's development is based
this desigri concept in ocxgimdkn wifli a Native Amedcan flieoie. Ihe d e s ^ of Ü» lodge
win be coodudve to the tourists and travelers to Olacia: National Park as well as the business
travela and the outdoor sports enthusiast.
SITE LOCATION DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
Pifami

will be located at St Mary's Townsite in Naihcenttal Mcaitana

on the Blacdcfeet Indian Reservation. The fiuâlity site location will be just off the Lower St.
Maiy lake road. The l%al descaqition of the land is a parcel of land located in the Southwest
CkxnerofRat^H West,Towriahq>35Notfi), ccaitaming twenty (20) acres more or less. The
site Icxaition will be located due West of U.S. PB^rway 89 and adjacart to the Southern
pcahon of &e Lower St Mary's lakeshcae road (See map cmPage 5 - 2.). In developing the
prefect sdte, caution and care wiU be taken to r^ain as much of the natural surrounding trees
and vegetation to insure a natural mountain environmmt This will also aid in soil
conservation arid protecting ()fthe enviromnent The site location is covered with riatural trees
arid vegetation arxl is within walking distance of St. Mary Lake, Divick Credc and the river
ccmnecting Uj^ier and Lowa- St. Mary's Lakes.
EXTERIOR DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION
The Icxlge's exterior will be designed with a mountain resort appeal. The &cility will
contain large thamopaned windows for mergy efSciaicy and viewing the countryside. The
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Source: Blackfeet Natural Resources Office, Browning, MT
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exterior finish will be native stone and natural pine, cedar and redwood. All exterior doors
willfxovide excellait viewing and will be thamopaned and paneled to ackl to the energy
efficienfy of the &dll1y as well as access (See Front & Left Elewition Drawings (m Page 5 4.). The overall structural desigi of die duality will represait a &cility vdiich fits into a
mountain setting (See Perspective Drawing - Extaior View (m Page S - S.).
INTERIOR DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION
The âcQity will contain spacious iriterior balconies and riiain lobby area. These areas
win be open-spaced all the way to the tqiguestnxnn floor levels (See Paspective DrawingView Frran Front Bitty on Page 5 - 6. ).
ThemWÎQ be seven guestroom floor levds which will craitain 150 guestrooms varying
fiom sÉigles to suites. It will contain three full levels of rooms lan^r^ fixnn 40-45 rooms p a
levdL the otha levels will contain the remaining 150 guestrooms for the lodge as well as some
rooms f a permanent staff and personnel working at the lodge (See Floor Plan - Typical
Guestroom on Page 5 - 7.).
The main floor level of the lodge will contain all the fiuïilities f a recreaticnal and
aridllary visita services. These &dlities will include the firya and main lobby, recqrtion and
front <tesk area, rartaurant and Idtdien areas, lounge and bar, gift, apparel and crafts shops,
management offices, public

and emplryee lavatories, elevatas and stairways,

confœnce/meeting rooms and lobbies, indoor swimming pool, sauna, Jacuzzi and exercise
rotan, service areas and corridors (See Floor Plan - Ground Level on Page 5 - 8.).
The housdceeping, maintenance and laundry services wUl be located in a separate
building but connected to the main lodge (See Site Plan on Page 5 - 9.).
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FACILITIES PROGRAMMING - SPACE ALLOCATIONS
Mdesigoing and develqpang fbe lodges ihe Bladdbet Tribe considered space allocation
needs. For exanq>le, the square footage needed for guestrooms may vary between 68 to 69
percent and 82 to 83 percent of total focility square footage; 16 to 17 percent of space for
public needs (lobby, food & beverage fodlities, etc.); 2.2 to 2.4 percent for administration
areas (executive offices, fiont ofBce, sales & accounting); and 7 pacent for service areas.
The pfdüminaiy sfpace allocations for the lodge were based on the basic thumb rule tables for
space allocatimi (American Hotel & Motel Assodation, 1995) and the textbook, Hotd
Plfltininp and Design by Walter A. Rutes and Ridiard H. Penner, 1993. The final space
allocations will d if^ fimn the preliminary allocations because of variances due to q)erator

The prdiinioaiy design r^the lodge which is reflective of the actual space allocations,
needed a list ofrevenue-producing and service areas. A summary of major fiidlities included
the following;
Guest Romns - Numba; of romn "keys” (separate rental units)
- Number of room bays (total equivalent room modules)

- Typical room and suite configurations and dimensions (includir% baths, closets, etc.)
Lobby and Public Areas - Ardbitectural image
- Amount of retail shop space
- Administrative and fiont office program

Food and Beven^e - Restaurants (with capacity, quahty level and theme of each)
- Lounges (with capacity, quahty level and thmre of each)
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Other - Function space (conference and meeting rooms, exhibit areas, etc.)
- Reaneational fecilities
- Parking requiremaxts
Based upon the above information and applicable local building code requirements,
and other needs that the Tribe felt would be beneficial to the design and development of the
lodge, laeliminaxy space allocation needs were developed for the facility.
The following is a preliminary space allocation chart for The Pikuni Lot^e:

PRELIMINARY DESIGN PROGRAM
FOR
THE PIKUNI LODGE
Subtotal SF

Total SF

PARKING
- Provide 225 spaces minimum
GUEST ROOM FLOORS
-150 guest room bays
- 28.5' X 14.0' overall bay size
-18' clear x 13.67' clear oversized bedroom
- 5.5' double loaded corridors
- 4' X 14.0' balconies
- 7 floors of guest rooms
GUEST ROOMS FLOORS - TOTAL SF

88,314
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN PROGRAM
FOR
THE PIKUNI LODGE
(CONTINUED)
Subtotal SF

Total SF

FOOD AND BEVERAGE
- Lounge (85 seats @ 19 SF/seat)

1,615

- Freestanding Restaurant

3,500

- Pool Snadc Bar

210

- Siqqxxrt (Toil^, Circulation, etc.)

500

FOOD & BEVERAGE - TOTAL SF

5,825

FUNCTION SPACE
- Four con&rmceAneeting rooms

5,000

- Function foyers & ante rorans

1,400

- Si^>p(nt (Toilets, Circulaticm, etc.)

750

- Function space storage

700

FUNCTION SPACE - TOTAL SF

7,850

INDOOR RECREATION
-Indoor pool

1,000

- Exercise room

420

- Sauna & Jacuzzi

900

- SiqjpOTt, storage, etc.

500

INDOOR RECREATION - TOTAL SF

2,820
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN PROGRAM
FOR
THE PIKUNI LODGE
(CONTINUED)
Subtotal SF

Total SF

GENERAL PUBLIC
- Main entrance lobby & foyer

2,450

- Circulation

840

- Support

400

GENERAL PUBLIC - TOTAL SF

3,690

ADMINISTRATIVE
-Front desk and reservations

700

- Conqniter

250

- Accounting

650

- General Administration
- Sales & Marketing

1,260
650

ADMINISTRATIVE - TOTAL SF

3,510

FOOD & BEVERAGE PREP/STORAGE
-MainkitchMi

2,450

- Food & beverage storage (Ehy)

490

- Food & bever%e ston^e (Retiigerated)

250

- Misc. sui^xjrt

150

FOOD 6 BEV PREP/STOR - TOTAL SF

3,340
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN PROGRAM
FOR
THE PIKUNI LODGE
(CONTINUED)
Subtotal SF

Total SF

GENERAL SERVICE AREA - TOTAL SF
EMPLOYEE FACILITIES
- ËDC^>lqyee dining room

500

- Enq>lcyee lockers & offices, etc.

900

EMPLOYEE FACILmES - TOTAL SF
HOUSEKEEPING AND LAUNDRY - TOTAL SF
BULK STORAGE - TOTAL SF

1.400
2,100

900

ENGINEERING - TOTAL SF

1,100

BACK OF HOUSE CIRCULATION - TOTAL SF

2.400

MECHANICAL SPACE - TOTAL SF

2,900

GROSS BUILDING SQUARE FOOTAGE

127,099
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The following is a budget ofthe total project cost for

based in part

on an aitide enhtled "How to budget for a hotel project” by Olivia Neece, Lodging Renrints:
AStEpbvStepAppaoachtoHotelDeveiotanenL American Hotel & Motel Association, 1995:

PROJECT BUDGET
FOR
THE PIKUNI LODGE
BUDGET LINE ITEM
INVESTIGATORY
Travel & Miscellaneous
Feasibility Study
TOTAL
LAND ACQUISITION COSTS
Land
Closing Costs/Land Purchase
Broker Fees
L%al for Acquisition
TOTAL
INITIAL COSTS
Travel & Nfiscellaneous
Utility & Cmtour Survey
Geotech & Seismic Consult
ArdiitectFees
TOTAL
INTANGIBLES
Accounting (Year-End)
Frandiise
Constructirm Financing
Lender Points
Title Insurance
Financing Fee
L ^al
Financing
Partnership Agreement
TOTAL

SUBTOTAL
$
$

TOTAL

2,156
6,654
$

8,810

$ 977,225
$
651
$
9,772
$

6,000

$ 993,648
$
$
$
$

6,000
1,015
4,000
7,530
$

$
$

18,545

5,000
20,000

$ 117,657
$ 20,403
$ 58,829
$
$

10,000

1,998
$ 235,887
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PROJECT BUDGET
FOR
THE PIKUNI LODGE
(CONTINUED)
BUDGET LINE ITEM
FINANCING FEES
Financing & Canning Cost
(Before Construction)
Interest
Finandng & Carrying Cost
(puling Crœstructirm)
Interest
Taxes
Insurance
Other
TOTAL
PROJECT SUPERVISION
Developer
Fera
Reimbursable
Payroll & Partner Stqrervision
Rdmbursables
TOTAL

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL

5,000
$ 176,486
3,732
$
4,983
$
$ 10,660
6,000
$
$ 206,861

$ 320,000
$
5,000
$ 57,500
$
5,000

PROFESSIONAL FEES: CONSTRUCTION
Architect
Fees
$ 149,233
Rambuisables
$ 10,000
Bigineer (Mediaitical/Electrical/Structuial)
Fees
$ 37,500
Structural Reimburse
Civil Fees
$ 17,500
Landscape Design & Architect
Fees
$ 8,625
Inspection Fees
Reimbursables
$ 25,000
TOTAL

$ 387,500

$ 247,858
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PROJECT BUDGET
FOR
THE PIKUNI LODGE
(CONTINUED)
BUDGET LINE ITEM
CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Coostniction Contract
Original Contract
Other
Permits (Construction)
Pamits
D e s ^ Review Board
Other Pamits
Utility Tap-Li Fees
Sewa (Holding Tank S^Aan)
W ata (Well & Storage Tank)
Electrical
Otha
Survey
Improvement
Bluqmnt & Fhotr^raphy
Testing
Conaete
Structural
Otha
TOTAL
PROFESSIONAL FEES: FF&E
In ta ia Design
F ea
Otha
Kitchen
Fees
Telqibone Communications
Fees
TOTAL

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL

$5,475,810
$ 47,984
$
$

6,985
4,806
2,000

$

88,480
50,394
1,760
2,700

$
$

4.000
5.000

$
$
$

4.000
4.000
7.000

$

$
$

$ 5,704,919

$
$

35,000
7,500

$

1,250

$

9,000
$

52,750
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PROJECT BUDGET
FOR
THE PIKUNI LODGE
(CONTINUED)
BUDGET LINE ITEM
FURNITURE, FIXTURES, CARPET,
DRAPERY
Coder &
Pre-Function
Flooccovedng
Furniture
Dr^eiy
WaUcoveiing
Conidos
Floorcovoing
Furniture
Dr^)eiy
WaUcovoing
Other
Enq)lcyee Dining /Lockers/Offices
Floarcoveting
Furniture
WaUcovedng
Guest Rooms
Flooicovoing
Furniture
Drapery
WaUcovoing
Decor & Accessories
Suites
Floorcoveiing
Furniture
Drapery
Wallcovering
Decor & Accessories

SUBTOTAL

$ 24,000
$ 162,000
3,500
$
$
1,250
$
$
$
$
$

26,400
43,000
7,600
9,000
3,800

$
$
$

300
2,500
750

$ 31,500
$ 229,500
$ 49,600
$ 35,000
$ 32,800
$
$
$
$
$

1,300
19,500
1,700
1,100
1,000

TOTAL
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PROJECT BUDGET
FOR
THE PIKUNI LODGE
(CONTINUED)
BUDGET LINE ITEM
FURNITURE, FIXTURES, CARPET,
DRAPERY
LoWy
Floœcovenng
Furniture
Diapeiy
Wallcovaing
Decor & Accessories
Offices
FlcfHcovering
Furniture
Dr^)oy
WaUcovering
Other
F&B: Gift Shop
Floarcovering
Furniture
Wallcovering
F&B: Bar & Lounge
Flo(Hcaveting
Furniture
Drapery
Wallcov^ing
Kitcbai & Savice Area
Flooicovering
Wallcovering
Swimming Pool (In-door & Outdoor)
Furniture
Exercise Room
Furniture
Drapay
Wallcovering

SUBTOTAL

$
$
$
$
$

8,500
86,000
14,000
3,700
20,000

$
$
$
$
$

5,700
26,000
1,500
210
800

$
$
$

2,900
1,500
750

$
$
$
$

3,600
70,000
700
500

$
$

10,000
5,500

$

18,000

$
$
$

3,100
1,000
1,300

TOTAL
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PROJECT BUDGET
FOR
THE PIKUNI LODGE
(CONTINUED)
BUDGET LINE ITEM
FURNITURE, FIXTURES, CARPET,
DRAPERY
T«mis Courts
Furniture
Signs
Exterior Signs
Otha:
Installation Ccmtracts
Purchasing Fee
Sales Tax
Freight
Storage
Other
TOTAL
EQUIPMENT: GENERAL
BUILDING SYSTEMS
Conqnitffl^ System
Television/Radio System
Télécommunications Systan
Purchasing Fee
TOTAL
EQUEPMEST: OPERATING
Front Office Equipment
Cash Roisters
Safe & Deposit Boxes
Office Equipment
F& B Equipment
Kitchen Equipment
Other
Ice Machines
Audio Visual
Maintenance
Exercise Room Equipment

SUBTOTAL

$

1,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

75,000
20,000
35,000
120,000
110,000
135,000
5,000
50,000

TOTAL

$ 1,543,360

$ 150,000

$ 200,000
$
2,000
$ 352,000

$
$

$

27,500
4,500
20,000

$ 150,000
$ 15.000
$ 12,500
$ 50.000
5,000
$
$ 25.000
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PROJECT BUDGET
FOR
THE PIKUNI LODGE
(CONTINUED)
BUDGET LINE ITEM
EQUIPMENT: OPERATING
PoolEcpiipanent
Laundiy
Vdiicles
China
Glass
Flatware
Utensils
Linen
Unifoims
En^loyee Facilities
HbUowaie
TOTAL
SUPPLIES
Administration
Lfointenance
Rooms
Housekeeping
Printing & Stationary
Restaurant, Lounge/Bar, Kitchen
PurdiasingFee
TOTAL
PRE-OPENING
Advertising & Promotion
Travel & Entertainment
Other
Dues & Subsoiptions
Employee Recruitment
AgmcyFees
Employee Relocation
Office Forms & Supplies
Gaieral Office
Postage

SUBTOTAL
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$

TOTAL

1,000
60,000
30.000
25.000
7.500
10.000
2.500
50,000
12.500
2.500
17.500
$ 528,000

$
$

12.500
1,500

$
$
$
$

35,000
5.000
5.000
26.500
$

$
$
$

5,000
32,500
2.500

$
$

7.500
20,000

$
$

2.500
2.500

85,500
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PROJECT BUDGET
FOR
THE PIKUNI LODGE
(CONTINUED)
BUDGET LINE ITEM
PRE-OPENING - CONTINUED
Office Fonns & Siqjplies - Continued
Printing & Stationary
Travel & Bitatainment
Proparty
Corpœate
Salary &W%es
Payroll
Casual Labor
Taxes & Boiefits
Telephone
Testing & Training
Trash Removal
Other
TOTAL
WORKING CAPITAL
Cash
CONTINGENCY
PROJECT TOTAL

SUBTOTAL

$

2,500

$
$

2,500
2,500

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

60,000
10,000
15,000
5,000
5,000
2,500
9,500

TOTAL

$ 114,500
$ 750,000
$
5,000
$ 11,280,138
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PROJECT IMPROVEMENTS
Project in^xovements vdiidi are planned for The Pikuni Loi^e are pnmaiily reraeational
site inqxrovements and ancülaiy business develc^œa^xL Ibe recreational site inqxovranents
will include the developmait of a nature trail system in and around the site location. The
nature trail will also sorve as a waUdng^ogging trail. Also, a nine-hole golf course will be
developed to the north of the lodge. Ancillaiy business devel<^xnent will include the
development of sudi sévices as a shuttle bus service, car rental and row/sailing boat dock
and &cilities. Other services will indude the development of a cultural ediibitirm carter, a
visitor center and horsdradc riding tours.
The name The PUuuU L of^e and development of a conqrarry logo will be r%istaed to
insure against any drqrlication of the conqrany name and l(%o by pmrent and hiture
(xm^retitors.
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6. O perations P lan
LOCATION/AREA OF OPERATION
The INkum Lodge will be situated <m the Bladcfeet Indian Reservation vdtich is
located in Northcentral Montana. Ivfore specifically, the lodge will be located near the
towntiteofStMaiy, Montana, on the reservation. St Mary is located at the East Entrance to
CHaderNational Park vdtich is immediate^ adjacent to the Blackfeet Indian Reservation (See
maps onpages6-2. & 6-3.).
The Lodge's location is situated such that the visibility of the lodge fium the East
Ehtranoe to tiie Rude gives tourists and visitors entering and leaving the park an excellent view
ofthe lodge. The proximity ofthe lod^ to Glacier National Park and its East Ritrance is very
advantageous because it will draw the tourists and visitras to its services. The Park East
Erdrarioe roadway mtersects U.S. Highway 89 vhich is amainthoroughfiue for the park and
re s e rv a tio tL

TheFUmdLodge'^ft^i be located just off of U.S. Hi^way 89 whidh is the main

route for entermg Glader National Park

the Eastside of the park. U.S. Highway 89 is also

tiie main route for Canadian visitors entering the United States fixan the Provicbnce of Alberta,
Canada (See map <mpage 6 - 4.). The highway is maintained year round and would provide
accessibility to the lo(%e during all seasons of the year. U.S. H i^v^y 89 winds along the
shore of Lower St. Mary Lake and also intersects with the Bureau of Indian Af&irs (BIA)
highway called the Duck Lake Road. The Duck Lake Road is the main access route to Duck
Lalæ. Both St Mary Lake and Duck Lake provide excellait fishing. These two lakes as well
as otiiers onthe resavation are rapdfy gaining a reputation for trophy fishing in Montana and
the nation.
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LODGING FACILITY DESCRIPTION
JheKkumLodge'wiSLh&A 150-iocmtouiMiesofthotel with cmifereaceaiidmeetii^
room &cilities. The lodge will include indoor recreational facilities such as an indoor
swimming pool, ex cise room, sauna, Jacuzzi and 9-hole golf ccnirse. Outdoor recreational
&cilities will include an outdoor swimming pool and tamis courts. Ancillary 6cilities in
support of guests wUl include a main lobby, food and bevaage cmtlets (Le., coffee sh<^,
restaurant, lounge, etc.), administrative ofSces, food prq)arati(m 6cilities (kitchens),
receiving and stor^e areas, eaq>loyee areas, laundry and housëœqnng, security and
wiflmtfirMmcfVimgineeriTig The lodge's extericx/intmca: cksign will reflect a Native American
thane with a mountain/ outdoar accart (See D e s ^ & Development Plan Section).
Guestrooms will indude a mixture of king, ckuble-double, handicaj^ied rooms and suites.
OPERATIONAL METHODS
The loc%e,tinougha contracted hotel management company, will contract with leading
supply conq>anies uho will provide day-to-day necessities as well as major purchases.
Siqjplias to tbelodg^wUl also utilize U.S. Highway 89 and the Duck Lake Road as the main
supply routes to the lodge. Both routes are readify accessible year round but the Dimk Lake
road is rnomaccessd>le during the wint^mcmths. Siqipliers hx the town of St. Mary provide
supplies to local businesses and have encountaed very little problem in delivery of goods.
It can be ascertained, suppliers to the lodge will not encounter any |Xoblems in delivery or
year round accessibility.
The labor pool for en^loyees for the lodge will come horn the Blackfeet Indian
Reservation and Glacier County According to the Blackfeet Employment Rights Office
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(BIERO) Wiich trades employment on the Blackfeet Indian Reservation, the unenq>loyment
rate cnthe reservation is 40-50 pacart. The BTERO also keeps an updated list of business
and individuals Wio would be qualified to wotk in the hotel/motel industry positirms, for
exarr^le, cooks, maintmance workers, construction workers, etc. These individuals are
capable and able to provirk adegiate labor for the day-to-day operations of the lo(^e. The
Bladcfoet Communify Cdl%e also is training tribal mambas in the hospitality industry.
The collie provides classes to studarts wanting to enta the ho^itaUty industry and would
ptovidb a well-qualified pool of labor fia the lodge.
Accadir^ to a report fian the Montana Butam of Business and Economic Researdi
(1995), Glacia County has the highest unanployment rate in Montana. The unanplaymait rate
is 12.2%. The Bkddeet Indian Resawtion encorrqrasses ap^aoximatety 90% of Glacia
Qrutity. Individuals vho ate urierrqjlqyed in CHada Courity vho are rioa-Iridian would provide
anotha pool for lodge workers.
DAY-TO- DAY OPERATIONS
71^ PftifmZrMÿe will operate 24-hour lodgmg services to customers on a year-round
basis. Rooms wiUbe filled orraresavatiori basis and ^rending upar cancelled lesavations,
the lodge will accept walk-in room requests. Services associated with direct guest service
will operate orra 24-hour basis, such as focihties maintenance, fiont desk, guest savice, etc.
All otha savices wül operate on a daily basis during predetermined hours of operation
whidr will vary with the seasons.
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The oveiall operation of

lodge will be conducted ly a hotel managemait cmnpany

vdiich will coatiact with die Bladdfeet Tribe in opaatii% and managing the lo%e (See Section
7 - Management Plan).
The lodge wül provide the following operatirmal services for and support of guests
<ma day-to-day basis:
1. Administrative Services including CEO/General Manager and support staff
- Front Office/Guest Room Services
- Sales and Marketing Services
- Accounting & Finance Services
- Yield Management
- Human Resource Services
2. Food & Bevmage Services
- Room Service
3. Housdceqiing & Laundry Services
4. Facilities & Grounds Mainteriance/&igmeeririg Services
5. Confoence/Meeting Roams/Otho' Facilities Services
6. Recreational Services
7. Security & Receiving Services
The day-to-day operations mentioned above will be provided by the employees of the
lodge who will perform their duties according to their respective job descriptions. The
Pikuni Lodgés labor force will consist of a CEO/General Manager, Assistant General
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Manager, Department Supervisors & staff in administration, sales & marketing, 6ont
ofHce/guest savice, accounting & finance, human resources, food & beva^e services,
housekeqang & laundiy services, &cilities & ground maintenance, reaeatiaial services and
security & receiving savices. The CEO/General Managa and Assistant Genaal M anila
will ovasee the aitiie day-to-day opaations of the lodge. The CEO/Gaieral Managa and
AssistantGaiaalManagawillbe sd^ected by the hotel manr^emait company, the Bladcfeet
Tribe and otha investors. All supavisa positiais and depaitmaxtal enq>loyees will be
selected fiom the available pool of anplpyees on the Blackfeet Indian Resavation and
Glacia County by the hotel management conqpany in conjunction with the Bladcfeet
Employmart Rights Office (BTERO) and the State &iq>loyniait Office for Glacia County.
A typical day at TheFUatm

consists of day-to-day canmunications fer taking

lesavatiais, cleaning and maintaining the lodge, renting roans and serving the custaner's
needs in room accommodations, transportation, recreation and roan service. Otha

caifaenceAneeting rooms, swimrniog pool, exarise roan, etc. Equipment needs f a the lodge
include standard commercial equipment sudi as washing machines and dryers, vacuum
cleaners, office equqsnent, ice and vending machines, maintenance equipment and tools, and
kitthenequqxnent Thae mry beneed

some elaborate equipment such as a Jacuzzi, sauna

and swimming pool purification systems but at a vay mmimml level.
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7» Management Plan
ThePUaoü L o ^e will be managed ly a hotel management company. The reason the
Bladkfeet Tribe will utilize this method of management is because the Tribe doesn't have the
necessaiy hotel/motel experience and expertise in managing a 150-room resort hotel. Also,
investors or potential investors are more likely to view

prc^)erty as less of a risk if it is

managed by a professiooal hotel management conqjany. hr some cases, the hotel management
company may become part owner in the property and therefore has a greater incentive to
provirte quality savice. As principal owna, the Blackfeet Tribe through a subsidiaiy
corporation called Blackfeet Vaitures unda vhich The PUatm Lod^e will be placed, will
enta into a joint vaiture agreement wife fee hotel managanent conq>any. The agreanent wUl
b eath a a laig tarn lease a managanent contract.
The lo(%e will also be affiliated wife a franchise aganization. A large numba of
hotels today are affiliated wife both managanait compania and franchise organizations.
The selection of a hotel management conq)any by fee lodge and Tribe will be
conducted thnxgh a consultant vho is knowledgeable ofhotel managemari and femilia wife
fee hotel industry. The consultant will research sources f a finding a suitable management
conqtasy fer the lodge. Two suggested sources frxr research are the American Hotel & Motel
Association's (AH&MA's) aimual Directory o fHotel &Motet Systems and fee membership
list ofthe AH&MA-affiliated Ihtemational Council of Hotel-Motel Management Companies.
The Systems Directory lists conq>anies, internationally, that operate three a more
hotels, motels, or resorts. AH&MA's new address is 1201 New York Avenue, Washington
D C. 20005. The hotel consultant and the Blackfeet Tribe throu^ research will find 'which
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hotel management conq)ames are best suited to manage and operate The Pikuni Lodge.
Determination of vdiich con^>anies are best suited to operate the lodge will be those having
the hi^iest level in reaching the commeidal market, convmhon market and the leisure market
The Blackfeet Tribe will need to consider certain criteria in determining wfaidi
company is the best suited to manage the lo%e. The areas the Tribe will consider in
(Wamining a managemmt conqrany are (AHMA, 1995);
1. Proper^ Standards and requiremeits of the management ccanpany sudi as size, layout,
design and decor.
2. Total numb^ of properties and rooms the conq)any currently operates plus the following
related inhmnatirm:
- Geogr^rbical areas vhere the firm has a presence.
- How the ccanpar^ is structured fcH*r^cm al siq)^visioiL
- The overall size of the firm and its financial c^xacity.
- How mudi financial assistance it is able to give the Tribe.
3. Expansion plans of the conq)arry.
4. The number <^i»Yq)^es owned (h: partially owned

the company (to give an indication

of their willingness to contribute to equity).
5. Markrting abilily of the congiary wife information on its national sales offices, stafiing and
its advatising budgets.
6. Operating statements for the hotels the company manages whidi emphasize revenue in
relation to dq>artmental and operating expenses and budgeted results versus actual result
(forecasting ability).
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7. Fte-opening services the conqiany offers with technical services in such areas as food and
beven^e c^terations, personnel and labor relations, marketing and property tax
repiesmtation.
8. Typical fee structure (including reserve for rq>Iacements and application fees); whether
the conqnny is willing to subordinate aiQ^ or all fees to debt service and/or ground rart.
9. The management comparons wiUingness to invest in initial waking capital, inventories,
fiimiture, fixtures and equipment.
10.

oon^niQr has a fiaiichise divisioa, how naanyrooms arid properties are affiliated vvith
the drvision, and how many are prcyected to be affiliated within the next three, five and 10
years.

11. If the company has a firandiise division, Wiat is the percentage of roan nights at
affiliated properties booked through the system.
H o tel M a n a g e m a it C om pany M an ag em en t T eam Q u alificatio n s

The Blackfe^ Tribe will determine a hotel management company's management team
to be qualified based upon the following criteria:
Top Executive positions (CEO/General Managa & Assistant Genaal Manager) will as a
minimum

possess the following qualifications:

* 10 -IS years of experience in all aspects of hotel managemait
* At least a BadreloPs Degree in business, accounting or equiwdent field, a Masta of
Business Administration (MBA) pr^erred
* E^q)erience working with minority hotel/motel businesses is desirable
* Knowledgeable of Yield Management
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Department Managers and Supervisors will as a minimum possess the following
qualifications:
*5-10 years of e}q>erieoce in thdr respective areas of expeitise (i.e., madceting, sales, etc.)
* At least a Badielci's D^ree with an oiqdiasis in their respective area of eiqjaiise (i.e.,
human resources, marketing, etc.).
* Knowledgeable of every aspect of their givm area of expertise
The Tribe should then evaluate the maniement ccaipanies on the abovaneotiooed
areas and perform a market anafysis whidr will ddamine vdridh managanent cranpanies
would genaate (1) the hi^rest market share and (2) the greatest revenues for the lo(%e
(AHMA, 1995). A fia ccmpleting the market ana^is and preliminary evaluaticm, the Tribe
can then conduct a formal evaluation utilizing a questionnaire. Afiar evaluating the
questkxrnaires fiom prospective rrrarragemeot companies, the Tribe will select a oonpargr and
enter into formal contract n^otiations.
hi pursuing a fiandiise affiliatirm, the Bladcfod Tribe will again utilize a hotel
consultant to select a fiandiise that will attract the nrm-resident and resident
visitor/travela/vacatimxa and business s^m ait to the lodge. The hotel consultant will help
the Tribe to identify critical issues sudi as vhich cotrpanies have fiandiise products that
would benefit the lodge in upscale, mid-jaiced, and budget level of the markeq>lace; whidi
ÊandûsM are best recognizable to the public in terms of identify that is foirfy new or is a well
established fianchise name; request proof of the marketing and financial stability of the
conpaoy; researdi the fiandnse's trade record in relation to selling image, national problems
such as the energy aisis, abilify to deliver promised benefit, conopany propafy
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priorities, restaurant fecilily arrangements and strategic plan for system growth. The hotel
ccnsuhant wül also be able to determine the cost/benefit relationship in comparing prices of
various fiaxrchises. Generally the oldar the coixq>any, and the more upscale the hotel customer,
the higher the fiandiise fee. But this will vary with the range of services off^ed. In any case,
the Tribe should be ocDvmoedtiiatfiiese services will increase the bottom line beyond the cost
of the fiandiise. A typical fiandiise fee structure fidls within these bounds (AHMA, 1995):
Initial Licaxsimg: $250 to $300 per room, with a 100-room minimum.
Royalty: 1 to 5.75 percent of armual gross.
Advertising: 1 to 3.5 percent of annual gross.
Reservations: $1 to $3.75 fcH*each resavation, plus equipment charges.
Also, a fee fiir logo itrais sudi as signage, other in-roran materials, and public area
identifiers would typically be included.
The lodge would aiter into a fiandiise agreanent with the selected fianchise
organization

successful n^otiations. In detamining the contractual agreement between

the Tribe and the fianchise organization, the Tribe should consider agreement terms such as
length of the ageement, transit of ownaahip, contract renewal procedures, fee increases,
I%al content of the contract and contract entitlement to the Tribe to prevent other properties
on the reservation or immediate vicinity fium affiliating with the fianchise (taritorial rights).
Thel^luatt Longés managarKut objectives for the lodge which are the responsibility
of management ate to;
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1. Develop maiketing programs that will increase room sales, particularly in paiods of low
occupancy

2. Create Êtvoiable market awareness in the minds of the public ty providing fiiendfy service,
pesonal attrition, and clean, quality accommodations at a reasonable price.
3. Be aware of economic, business, and social dianges that afifect the hotel/motel industry
travel patterns and profits.
FUNCTIONS OF KEY PERSONNEL
Administrative Positions: There will be two administrative positicms, the CEO/General
Manager and Asdstant General Manager. Other managers, directors, supervisors will consist
of a top perscm in each department to oversee the daily operations in their specific
departments, i.e., housdceeping, fiont desk, maintmance, etc.
All administrative officers and managers firom each department will conduct weekly
(or as rœeded) rrreetirigs. Each departriient will have its own rneeting conducted ly the manager
of the department, then eadi week all departmart and administrative heads will meet to
discuss vhat is hrq^pening in each department. Evayone wiU listen to other's suggestions and
have an infiumce on the final decisirms.
S tajf employees: the job desoiptions and duties of staff enq>loyees wUl be brokm up
according to dq»rtments. The lodge wifi have 27-33 aiqployees, depending rqxrn the seascm.
The lodge's management team wUl be governed fay aU respective local, state and
feckral rules and regulations governing employment, i.e., equal opportunity, affirmative action,
etc. The employees wUl be subject to any and aU rules and regulations required faythe hotel
managanent company and the Bladcfeet Tribe's Personnel Policies and Procedures Manual.
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8. Overall Schedule
The followiug diait presets the major events for the pre-construction planning and
develr^Huent of the Pikuni Lodge for Year 1 of the project.
YEAR 1: PRE-CONSTRUCTION PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT
SCHEDULE OF MAJOR ]EVENTS

Description of Major Event
1. Blackfeet Tribe's Articles of
Incorporattonas a business mtity.
2. Bladcfeet Tribe's developmmt and
approval of die Articles of Incorporatirm
for the Blackfeet Ventures Corp.
3. Approval 1^ Tribal Council to develop
The PUatni Lodge project

Time Frame of Major Event
Completed
3 Months

Completed

3. Idmdiy project site location and legil
description from the Blackfeet Tribal
Land Office.

Completed

2. Obtain approval of preliminary project
site locatitm from the Blackfeet Tribal
Business CoundL

Completed

3. Finalize approval of hotel site utilities
connections from local utility
companies, preliminary approval has
already hem obtained.
4. Finalize approval of project omstruction
by an Environmental Impact Statem^t
from die Tribe's ^ivirmunental Office.
Preliminary approval has already bem
p v«i to cmxstruct <mdie project site.

2 Months

3Mondis

S. Finalize Developm ^ of ardiitectural
drawing} and specifications.

6 Months

6. Begin process of securing project funding
from investors.

12 Mondis
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The following dmrt presents the major events for pre-construction
plaiming/develofxnâit, and <q)aatian and managanmt developmait oîïbÉPihaii Lodge for
Year 2 of the project.

YEAR2: PRE-CONSTRUCTION PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT OF
OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
SCHEDULE OF MAJOR EVENTS
Description of Major Event

Time Frame of Major Event

1. Finalize approval of project site location
from Ae Bladdeet Tribal Business
Council

1 Monti:

2. Finalize all architectural drawings and
spedBcatians.

2 Montiis

3. Secure fmancmg of project from
investors.

6 Months

4. B e ^ solicitbig of a frandiise
organization.

6 Months

5. B^in soliciting of a hotel managemmit
company.

6 Montiis

4. Draft and Finalize all docum«ds for
construction bid requests.

3 Montiis

S. Solicit construction bid requests.

3 Months

6. Notiftcatimt of successful bidder and
awarding of construction contract

1 Mmifli

7. Pre-construction meeting.

1 M<mth
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The fottowing chart presents &e major events for construction and management of the
Pikuni Lodge for Year 3 of the project.

YEAR 3: CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT
SCHEDULE OF MAJOR EVENTS
Time Frame of Major Event
Description of Major Event
1. Construction of project

12 Months

2. Finalize negotiations witii selected
franchise organizatirm.

6 Months

3. Finalize negotiathms with selected
hotel mana^mmt company.

6 Montiis

4. Begin advertising campaign for lod^.

6 Montiis

S. Implemoit Sales & Mariceting Strategy.

3 Montiis

The following chart presents the major events for construction, operation and
maniement of the Pikuni Lodge 6a: Year 4 of the project.

YEAR 4: OPERATION & MANAGEMENT
SCHEDULE OFM^LJOR EVENTS
Description of Major Event

Time Frame of Major EvMtt

1. Construction of project completed &
accepted by owners.

1 Mohtii

2. Operation of lodge begins under cimtract
with a hotel management compargf.

On-going

3. Sales and marketing strategy.

Ongoing

4. Strategic Long-Term Planning & Goals.

On-going
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT OVERALL SCHEDULE
The overall sdiedule of the project will take tqiproximat^ four (4) years. The
schedule was presented in a year to year numb»: fonnat because the actual start of the project
rnay not comddewifo foe rnoQthsofananaal calendar year. That is, for exanq>l^ the project
could start in Year 1 begmoing in June and go to MfQr the next year. In vdiidi case, the tune
fiame for eadi year of the project would be foxn June to May. Actual dates will be assigned
to each major evenfs start and finish

its durationtiine. Several different majraevoits of the

project will be transpiring simultanerajisfy. For «canq)le, the solidting of a fiandiise
organization and a hotel management conqiaay could be performed at the same time.
The creation of the subsidiary corporation called Blackfeet Ventures will requite the
development of the craporate charter by the Blackfeet Tribe's L ^al Department with final
approval by file Blackfeet Tribal Business Council Blackfeet Ventures will be a stand alone
corpraation wifii a Board of Directors which will oversee all Bladcfeet tribal revenue
generating businesses including The Pikuni Lodge. The creation of a subsidiary corporation
is important because it will help to insulate the lodge fiorn political and external fectors that
may affect the ovoall success, productivity and profitability of the lodge.
The Bladcfeet Tribe will be file princÿal owner of file lodge with investments fiom
otha^ investors (See Financial Plan Section). The Bladcfeet Tribe as the principal owner is
very important because it has certain benefits as an "Indian-owned" enterprise. For exanple,
the "Indian-owned" status allows the business to qualify fiir certain forms of financing and
preferwice in certain purchases.
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Provided that Ihe appic^xiate fimding is secured, üm lodge, through Blackfeet Ventures
and Ae Tribe, will (xmykte the appn^aiate forms in order to obtain a fianchise and conq>lete
ah ofiier requirements. The cost ofthis process is a one-time initial licensing fee of $250-$3SO
per room, a royalty fee of 1 to 5.75 pacent of annual gross, an advertising fee of 1 to 3.5
percent of annual gross and a reservation fee of $1 to $ 3.75 for eadi resavation, plus
equipmait charges. The tarn of the fianchise agreemart will be for a n%otiated number of
years.
The Bladcfeet Tribe plans to keqr the Imtel at 150 roans. The size of the lounge,
restaurant, confeiaice^iieehng rooms, etc. will be k ^ the same f a at least 5 to 10 years afia
the opening. The only restructuring of the hotel wül be remotfeling on a finequent basis of
every 7 to 9 years. The reason fire hotel will not be aq)anded is that the Tribe is planning on
the lodge as a first of margr properties. The Tribe will be in the hotel business as an
investment opportunity^ and the kx%e will be a starting blodc. The long-term goal of the Tribe
is to expand into new hotel ventures on the reservation. The specific goals of the lodge are:
1. To raise room rat% firom startup rates by an acceptable percentage within two years, not
includir% the estimated inraease due to inflation each year.
2. To have a good and reliable staff to give the guests excellent services. To have enough
enq>lqyees to fiilfill the guests' needs in a timety and efficient manner.
3. To refirrlnsh the hotel pmodically to keqp up with the changing trends in the industry.
4 To offa: new services and new technology to the guests and the enq>loyees.
5. To increase the oocrqiancy rate ova: the industry competition and industry growth rate each
year.
6. To inaease overall sales in all dq>artments (rooms, lounge, meeting rooms) by an
acceptable parentage par year.
7. To offa* a conplete benefits package to existing employees: a raise based upon the
industry average and a pacentage to keep up with inflation
The Blackfeet Tribe is confidart it will fiilfill these long-term goals through the
assistance ofa rqiutable hotd Tnanagemcnt ompany and a well known fianchise organization.
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9, Critical Risks & Problems
CytWnsk8aidpR*km8 7%gj%Mm2^w^inayexxxMidermimplanmtmg its hotel
business may be in the aieas of ÜieeconKHiiy, tourism maiket and project fmandfaog.
The hotel/motd industiy is affected by fluctuations in the ecoomny. The lelationship
between the hotdAnotd industry and the econonty are directly px^xjrtional. That is, when the
economy is growing <x there is antidpated growth, the industiy will have an tq>-swing in
growth. On the other hand, when the economy has a down turn, tW industiy also has a down
turn in sales whidi reduce revenues. As the econainy becomes unstable, consumers tmd to
hang on to their moo^ and are kssrypt to spend iL^the economy becanes too unstable, it can
go into a recession vhidi has h^)pened in recent times. During these lecessionaiy peiiods,
flie hotel/motel industiy has suffered along with other industries. During flie recessions, the
hotel businesses are in jeopanfy of losing there ability to gmerete adequate cash flows.
The causes of the economic difSculties vdudi tixe hotel industiy fliced from the late
1980s to flie e a ^ 1990s were due to several frctors. Hotel executives cannot be totalfy
blamed for continuing to «qpand inthe 1980s because demand increased shaipfy in those
years. In foe late 1980s, hotel investments declined due to foe savings and loan aisis. In the
eai^ 1990s, (femand for hotel accommodatirais decreased becaure of the Posian Gulf War.
Hotel executives should realize font askfe fiom the diumistaiices, the hotel industiy, like other
infoistries, are adversely affected by boom-and-bust (ydes. The recession of the eaify 1990s
bottomed out the hoW industiy, and onfy in the last year or so have signs of a healthy recovery
appeared.
The hotel industiy will need to be very conscious offoe state offoe economy and make
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necessaiy adjustimenls to keep pace with it. The industiy can do so fay facing aware of
changes during a leoessôoiL Infheecoaomy,tfaeindustiy can leact with positive results when
and if &e economy should go intoamajof recession. The «itire industiy will need to respond.
Costs can be lowered, room rates decreased, and spedal marketing strat^ies can be
inqilemented in order to attract customers.
The tourism industiy is direct^ affected fay economic (xmditions also. When the
econony is healthy, more people are working and thus can affimi to go on vacaticms.
hxversdÿ, if the economy is in recession, people may be out of work and tbaefere unable to
afferd to take a vacation. However, â iœ are odier &ctors that dictate the flow of non-iesidait
travelers/tourists into Montana. Several of these Actors are environmental and sodaL For
exangde^theeadienii^wetwealharin 1995 læpt tourists firan visiting Glader National Paik
and oormng to Montana. The danger of ferest fires and natural disasters need to be considered.
Whik Acre is no wry to predict the occurrence of climatic and environmental probkrns, they
must always be considered a possible risk. Also, in 1995, the rumors that circulated
finoi^lKiut file nation saying fiiat GlacierNational Padc was closed because of bad roads didn't
h ^ to faring tourists to die state. This type of risk can be minimized fay a maiketing s tr a ta
that will keep potential tourists to Montana iqidated on the latest ccHiditions in Montana and
its tourist attractions sudi as Glacia: National Park. The social aspect affecting tourism is
primarily associated with the residents of Montana. Montanans are known for their fiâaidly
and hospitable acceptance of non-resicknt visitors to Montana. The inoease in tourists to
Montana may reverse this attitude. Conditions that could ctmtrifante to this change in attitude
are traffic congesticm, aowded recreational areas, low paying jobs, and a need for equity in
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paying fer services. Otber ccaattibuting fiictocs could indude increased costs for pdice and
fire protection, increased danand on municipal waste systems, and higjber demands on local
medical services. Although these may be ride foctœs, an investigation by the Institute fix'
TounsmandRecreationReseaidi^ResearehNote 15-June, 1992) indicated that Montanans
fix the most part ate fovcxably disposed toward the growfo and prosperity of tourism in
Montana. In summary; Montanans generally fiael good about having tourism as a conqxxieiit
ofttie date’s économie base. AMiough some Montanans do have oancem about the n^ative
ooQse(|]eiiDes oftoisism deuBlopoaen^ fitese oonoems do not ai^war to be critical at fiiis time,
and could be efifectivefy rkalt wifii forough appropriate planning. To combat these risks, a
conservative cash management policy will be adopted to withstand these uiqxedictable, yet
unesct^Mible events (Montana Entrepreneur's Ouid^ 1995).
Financing is a risk fiictor fix the lodge. The kx%e will need to borrow money to
firiarioefile construction, operation and managenaerit ofthe fedlity. Finandng brings with it an
inherent risk. That risk being that finaridng requires borrowmgrnoneyfiomalmcWWridi
needs to be paid back. The de&ult on a loan payment has devastating affects on a business. In
foe hotd/motd industiy, the risk of occupancy rates not being as high as projected can create
file possibifify that cash flows may not be sufSdent to sustain the debt payments. In order to
mininnizR foe tidf o f deht service^ financial planning is needed Performing eash management

and doing cash flow projections will he^ the lodge to identify cash shortages and take the
necessaiy stqis to covar these financial shorttalls. The lodge has the uniqpe advantage of
reduced risk in debt service in that it owns its own bank. The financing of the lodge will be
obtained'wifo assistance fixxn file bank which will hd^ to create a strong relationship bdween
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Ifae bank and lodge. Hus advantage wiH defiaitel^ help if stressed fiiwncial sitoati<Mis should

arise with the lo<%e. Evrai so, the Tribe and &e lo%e will need to adhae to a strict cash
management policy. The Tribe will also need to implement this type of cash management
policy in r^aids to cHitsideinvestofs vdio will paiticqnte in the financing of the lodge.
Thrae exists a poKtjcal/environmental risk to &e lodge in the fixm of feckral
legislation residing environmental laws, roles and regulations. The growing concern for
protection of the environment places die lodge at risk. Federal l^isktion involving
environmental laws vddch die lodge will be required to conqify with will have and affect
on it. Gongi^qng with any future laws would require modification of the fedhtys systems.
This will cost money to do vriiich in turn reduces revenues. This risk could be reduced by
maintaining a cash resove to med such changes. Also, the kx^e could take die initiative in
incorporating and devdc^nng a sound internal environmental policy.
The political risk die lodge feces is inthe foim ofl%islation <hrec% affecting the
financial situation rif the fedlity. Tax laws can be amended ornew ones created that craild
have an adverse affect on die financial position ofdie lodge sudi as the dianges to the Tax Act
of 1986. This risk can be reduced and prqiared fur according^ because tax l%islation is
usuaify passed well ahead oftime to allow businesses to adjust Ih any event, the lodge can
reduce dus risk fitdier fayudlizicg a cash management system that will talæ into account these
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10. The Financial Plan
IMGnandalposiüoiiofTRgfübmf

is one Wiich presents it to be a profitable

venture. The lodge's projected financial statemaits indicate it will have a profit after all
expense obligatims are covered. Revenues generated fixan rocan sales will maintain a
positive cash flow ftar the lodge. Although the lodge will have a profit, it will be mai^ginal
because ofthedqaedationofbuildii^ and equipment The marginal profit is consistait with
ftie lodging industiy because it is an equipmant intensive industty.
FINANCING
The financing of The Pikum Lodge will involve the Bladcfeet Tribe and a hotel
management conqiary The Bladcfeet Tribe will own ninety percent (90%) of the lodge and

fee hotel management c(xiq>aziy will own ten percent (10%).
The total project cost is $11,280,138. The Bladcfeet Tribe's share ofthe financing will
amount to ten million one hundred fifty two thousand one hundred twenty four dollars
($10,152,124). The hotel management share of financing will amount to one milli(m one
hundred twenty eight thousand thirteen ddlars ($1,128,013).
The Blackfeet Tribe and the hotel managanmt cmnpany will provide equity in the
project (Bladcfeet Tribe (75%) + hotel management company (25%) = 100%). The Tribe's
75% equity will amount to three million three hundred fifty one thousand two hundred fifty one
dollars ($3,351,251). The Tribe's equity will consist of three financial sources. These three
sources are (1) land, (2) other tribal revenues and (3) a letter of credit.
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The following table presents the Tribe's equity in the project:
PIKUNI LODGE
BLACKFEET TRIBE
PROJECT EQUITY
SOURCE OF EQUITY

AMOUNT OF EQUITY

PERCENT (%)

Land

$993,648

30%

Revmues

$ 857,603

26%

Letter of Credit

$ 1,500,000

44%

100%
Total
$3,351,251
Revîmes will consist of eccncxnic develr^nm^ grants and o1her tribal revenue sources.
Letter of Credit will be secured 6om the Tribe's bank, the Blackfeet National Bank.
%ehoW management company's equAy share will amount to one naillion (me hundred
twenty eight üiousand thirteen dollars ($1,128,013). The total eqpiity in the project by the
owners is four million four hundred seventy nine thousand two hundred sixty four dollars
($4,479,264). The following table presents the financial information fix’owners equity in the
project:

PIKUNI LODGE
OWNERS EQUITY
NAME OF OWNER

EQUITY AMOUNT

PERCENT (%)

Blackfeet Tribe

$3^51^51

75%

Hotel Management
Company

$ 1,128,013

25%

Total

$4,479,264

100%

The total project cost of $11,280,138 less the equity amount ($4,479,264) leaves a
remaining balance of $ 6,800,874 vhich the Blackfeet Tribe will need to finance with a hotel
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investment conq>any. The remaining balance of the project cost that needs to be financed
($6,800,874) is sixty percent (60%) of the total project cost This loan-to-value ratio of sixty
percent (60%) is within the range (50-75%) of the loan-to-value ratio observed by hotel
investment o<mq>anies vten th ^ consida: financing of hotel pnq)«ties (Cornell Hotel &
Restaurant Administration Quaitaty, 1995).
The Bladcfeet Tribe will finance the $ 6,800,874 wifit a hotel investment conqxiny at
an interest rate of ten pacm t (10%) f<x a term of 25 years (See Financial Bchibits).

BREAKEVEN ANALYSIS
The breakeven anatysisfer the lodge is onaparmcmth basis. The montbtybreakevai
point fix' the project is $215,414. The breakeven point ccmsists of fixed and variable costs.
The fixed costs amount to $161,991 pa: month and fire variable costs amount to 24.8% of
revenues per monâL The breakeven anatysis is presented in the financial adiibits and lists the
monthly fixed and variable cost pacart^es fix fire lodge.

CASH FLOW ANALYSIS
The cash flows fix Year 1puts fl% lodge in a strong cash flow position because of the
start-rp optai (cashonharid) at the b^irnm^ ofyear 1. Alfeor%hthe cash on hand may scan
like an unusually high amount, it is needed to meet any possible last minute purchases the
project may incur due to price changes in the country's eoxuxny. The uncertainty of costs
affecting the lodge's operations (i.e., wage increases, tax inaeases, etc.) due to pos^xmed
federal legislation in balancing the federal bucket would reduce the start-up capital quickly
The cash position at the begitming of Year 1 is $200,000. The cash position of the lodge stays
positive throughout the year. The lo(%e has sufficiait cash to meet its expenses and loan
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obHgadoos. As sales levenues increase, the cash flows also grow. The year-end cash balance
for Year 1 is $721,741. The change in growth patterns is due to seasonal sales.

INCOME STATEMENT
The income statemmt shows the difference between revenues and expenses. The
lock's income statanmts show a modaate profit throughout the three year anafysis. Trmds
in sales are idaied to the <xxiq»ncy rates ofihe lodge cma mcmthly basis. The sales generated
firan rocmi cxxnq>ancy was derived fiom infonnaticm obtained fiom Smith Travel Res^idi,
Travel Mcmtana and KwaTacÿ^ùk Resort Hotel. Smith Travel Research provided the
OTOupancy rate percent%es for the hotel/motel industiy in Montana. The occupancy rate
percentage vaiied fixan a low of 38.8% in December to a high of 89.1% in July. These
occupancy rates are consistent with the vaiiaticm in tourist travel to Mcmtana as well as
Glacier Naticmal Paik. Travel Montana and KwaTacgWc heh)ed to provide infonnaticm
r%arding the averse room rates. As with room cxæupancy, the rocmi rates varied with the
seasonality of the industry. Higher room rates are charged during peak tourists mcmths to
inoease revenues and lower rates are charged during the off tcmiist season to help maximize
revenues fiom reduced sales due to a reduction in tourists/travelers to Montana. Total month^
rocmi sales was calculated by multiplying the monthly cxxnqMncy rate (number of rocmis
occupied per month) times the average monthly room rate (Amount of U.S. dollars paid per
room per day).
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The foUowii^ table presents the sales to occtq>ancy rates information:

PIKÜNI LODGE
SALES & OCCUPANCY RATE
INFOR]MATION
Monfli
of
flieyear

Monthly
Occupancy
Rate
(•/.)
5-Yr Avg.

Maximum
Rooms
Available
for
Occupancy

Monthly
Occupancy
Rate
(rooms)

Average
Monthly
Room
Rate

Total
Monthly
Room Sales

January

41.2%

4,650

1,915

$72

$ 137,880

February

50.7%

4,200

2,129

$72

$153,288

March

54.6%

4,650

2,539

$72

$182,808

April

55.8%

4,500

2,511

$72

$ 180,792

May

61.7%

4,650

2,869

$85

$243,865

June

78.0%

4,500

3,510

$105

$368,550

July

89.1%

4,650

4,143

$105

$435,015

August

88.7%

4,650

4,125

$105

$433,125

September

75.6%

4,500

3,402

$85

$289,170

October

59.0%

4,650

2,744

$85

$233,240

November

44.7%

4,500

2,012

$73

$ 146,876

December

38.8%

4,650

1,804

$73

$ 131,692

54,750
TOTAL
Sources: Smith Travel Research, 1996.
Travel Montana, 1995.
RwaTaq^uk, 1995.

33,703

$2,936,301
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The revenue in Year 1 is $ 2,936,301, Year 2 is $ 3,039,072 and Year 3 is $
3,151,517. The profit level for Year 1 is $169,089, Year 2 is $ 209,514 and Year 3 is $
248,602. The expected profit

is 5.7% (Almanac of Business & Industrial Financial

Ratios, Troy, 1995). Gross margins are directly affected by the occiq)ancy rates as presorted
in the preceding table. The e}q)enses shown in die ino)me statements w y in prc^x>rtion to the
sales revenues for each year. The inorane statemmts project the gross margin will remain
positive at present sales levels. Howev^, in the first quarter and last quarter of eadi of the
first three years, a net loss is realized due to seascmal sales fluctuations. Return on Assets is
1-2% as conq)ared to the industry average of 3.0% (Almanac of Business & Industrial
Fmandal Ratios, Troy, 1995). The Return on Equity is 1-2%. There is no industry avaage for
a hotel with assets in $5,001,000 to $10,000,000 according to the Almanac of Business &
Industrial Financial Ratios, 1995. The Return

Equity will increase as debt is paid off

BALANCE SHEET
The balance sheet shows tire financial position of the conq)any and serves the purpose
of also showing the net worth of the cranpany. The lodge's balance she^ shows a stearfy
increase in cash, current assets, and owners equity. Total assets grow because of the increase
in cash and accounts receivaWe vhkh is greater than the decrease due to depreciation of fbœd
ass^. The current ratio is n ^ ji^ le because the company doesn't have any current liabilities
at start-up due to start-up capital and covering all current liabilities before start of operation
of the lodge. The industry average for current ratio is 0.9X (Troy, 1995). Althou^ widely
r%arded as a measure of short-term debt-paying ability, the current ratio must be interpreted
with a great deal of care. Some industries can operate on a current ratio of slightly over
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1 to i. The adequacy of a cuirenl ratio dep^ds heavily on the conqx>sitiQn of the assets
involved. The quidc ratio is also known as the "Acid Test Ratio". It is often used to estimate
the company's general liquidity. The traditional ratio of 1 to 1 has been considered a
leasooable standard, but it is jeopardized by the prospect that accounts and notes receivable
cannot be converted into cash at &ce value and at short notice. It is mcne reasrmable to
evaluate the ratio ftom industry experience, sudi as provided f<x^ by each asset size as
presented in the Almanac ofBusiness & Industrial Financial Ratios, Troy, 1995. The industry
average is .7 (Troy, 1995). The poject's quidc ratio is n%l%ible because again, the ccmqiany
doesn't have any current liabilities. In short, as with the current ratio, to be used intelligait^
the acid-test ratio must be interineted with one eye on its basic conqxxnmts.
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11, Proposed Company Offering
The proposed company ofifering for the project will be a private offering. The
Blackfeet Tribe will solicit investment capital fiom hotel investment firms w financial
institutions windr deal specifically with hotel/motel development. The Bladcfeet Tribe will
not make any public offering fisr investment in the lodge. The Blackfeet Tribe will use the
lodge as collateral in securing investment capital frcan perspective investors.
The Blackfeet Tribe and a hotel management con^*my will provide one hundred
percent (100%) coital investmart in the project. The Bladcfeet Tribe will provide 75% and
a hold management conqnny will provirfe 25%. The Tribe's 75% capital investment amount
is $3,35i;Z51 consnsting ofthree sources vdüch are (1) land, (2) other tribal revenues and (3)
a letter (rfaediL The hotd management company's 25% capital investment is $1,128,013. The
total owners' caphal investment is $4,479,264. The total project cost of $11,280,138 minus
the owners' capital investment amount of $4,479,264 leaves a remaining balance of $
6,800,874. The Blackfeet Tribe will finatKe the $ 6,800,874 with a hotel investmart company
or lending institutimi at an interest rate of tenpacait(10% )fis'atam of 25 years.
The Pikuni Lodge will be owned ly the Bladcfeet Tribe and a hotel managemart
company. The Bladcfeet Tribe will retain majority ownaship of the lodge. The Bladcfeet
Tribe's majority ownership wiH prove invaluable to the project because fixe Tribe as a
minority-owned company will qualify for certain federal incentives and benefits vhich will
be advantageous to the financing of the lodge. For exanqrle, bdng an Indian-owned firm
qualifies the Tribe in being given presence or priority in securing federal and state economic
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giant fonds as wdl as other financial fonds and resources. As the Tribe gains eiqiertise in hotel
managanent and inqnoves its financial position, it will eventually buy out the hotel
management compaig^s interest in the lodge and retain sole ownership.
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INPUT SHEET
Collections Schedule

Cash/Credit Sales
Cash
0,00%

xixNetaO:!::::;100,00%

Credit : : 1
100,00%!

: Net 90 1 Urw^Méct
0.00% !
0.00%

Payables Schedule (Materials)

Tax Rates
State

Net 60
0,00%

: 100.00%

e.QO%

Net 30
0.00%

QvOO%:

Net 90
0.00%:

Balance Sheet at Startup
ASSETS
S-TemAssale
OâSh
AccountamceNabW :::
tnventory
Other SrT Assets
Tad& TAase#»

Vtlus

UAm UTES
S-Tstm UahNMes

200,000

AdeduntsFaysWe

85,300
828SJ50O

TdWS-TUAWmks

1 ,2 1 6 ^

Land

" ■ 90

L^Toimllabimiss
Value
These Rgwesfmm Loams Sheet

These fifiwes fromA sssfe.D ^

AccÛep
EquipmentA
AçcOep
EqwtpmeN B
AdcLtep
EqufprneoiC
AocfDep
EumitUre::&f%dUPeS: :::
AccOep
Other L-T assets
AcdOep
roM L-T Assets

Value

0
6(%QQ0

lo â e l Amount
Loaa 2 Amount
Loan 3 Amour*
Total LrTtiaiiBtttss
ToJatUabSttSes

^800,874
0
0
5,800,874
6,B0QJB74

m m vf

Vahie

028,000
0
Common 3todk
Prem on Com Stock
Retained
Owners Ggu%f
Total Equity

1,543*360
Ü
0
910,494*838

T ew m w +B A #r

T tW A sw #

4,470,264
04,479,264
#1.260.136

1st Year Sales
FA m m rn ta i^
163268 m m m m

Mayj
180792 m m m ^

dun
368550

Jut: W M m ^
435015 m m m m

% Increase (Decrease) in Sales in Years 2 & 3
Enter as decimal Increase from previous year.
For example, if Year 1 sales are 100,000, Year 2 are 150,000, and Year 3 are 200,000;
Enter .5 under Year 2, and .33 under Year 3
V eer3

I

% Increase (Decrease) in Fixed Expenses in Years 2 &3
Enter as decimal increase from previous year.
3X»%]

[tw s

â.00%

1

Inventory increaise (Decrease)
Enter as decimal increase from previous year.
Year!3:::x:
Year2
3,00%
3,00%
$85,500
3:00%

Sep
act
268170 :!:!:!:;:::!:233240!

Now
146676

Dec
131682
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BREAK-EVEN ANALYSIS
C osts
AccountBig and Legal
Adverttar^
Car, Delivery, Travel
Depreciation
Direct Labor
Insurance
interest
M o rtals
Misc. Expenses
PayroM
Payrofl Expenses
Property Tauees- P ersP W
Prq>erty Taxes - Real E ^ te
Rent^Lease
P ^jairs & Maintenance
Sales Returns
Royalty
Teîepfiçme
UrKoBecfibies
WWes
Nationai Mecfia Ads

Fixed Amount
1,000
0
500
45,960

Variable %
0.00%
0,50%
0.50%
0.00%
0

m>
56,40a
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0.50%
10,00%
4.00%
0.00%
0,00%
0.30%
1,50%
0,£»%
4,00%
0.00%:
0,00%
0,00%
0.iK)%

48,000
O
1,CXK)
2,000

O
g g g g g g g # ;
1,OT0
2,aX)

C iear^S up p fies
Guest Room S ta te s
Unen/Laundry S t^ :# es
OUia' Suppües
Trav^& Entertairvnent
CakAe
A dverting Promo
CreefitC^d Expense

0.50%
0.50%
o,æ% :
0.50%
0
O
O
1.00%

0
o
TOO
1,100

$161,991

T O T ^S
BREAiGEVBN POINT

24.80%

$215,414

=

M onthly B reak-even A nalysis
500000

400000

300000

TOTAL COSTS

-O REVENUE
& FIXED COSTS

200000

100000

o
200

300

Thousands

GRAPH INFORMATION
REVENUE
FIXED COSTS
VARIABLE COSTS
TOTAL COSTS

$0.00

$161,991.44
$0.00

$161,991.44

$71,805
$ 161,991
$17,808
$179,799

$215,414
$161,991
$53,423
$215,414

$287,219
$161,991
$71,230
$233,222

$359,024
$ 161,991
$89,038
$251,029

$430,828
$ 161,991
$ 106,845
$268,837
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INCOME STATEMENT PROJECTIONS, YEAR 1
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INCOME STATEMENT PROJECTIONS, YEARS 2 & 3
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CASH FLOW PLANNING SHEET, YEAR 1
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CASH FLOW PLANNING SHEET, YEARS 2 & 3
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PROJECTED BALANCE SHEETS

ASSETS
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UNTIED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

CORPORATE CHARTER
OP THE

BLACKFEET TRIBE OF THE
BLACKFEET INDIAN RESERVATION
MONTANA

RATIFIED AUGUST 15,1936

(Seal)

UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON : 1957
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CORPORATE CHARTER OF THE BLACKFEET TRIBE
OF
THE BLACKFEET INDIAN RESERVATION
A FEDERAL CORPORATION CHARTERED UNDER THE ACT OF
JUNE 18,1934
Wheieas, tibe Blackfe^ Tribe of &e Bladcfe^ Indian Refœrvatioa of
Montana constitutes a iecogoi29ed Indian tribe oiganizedunckr a Ctmstibition
andBÿ^aws ladfiedby âkeTribe onNovecnber 13,1935, and approved by die
Seaetmyoftheliiterior on December 13,1935, pursuant to section 16 of die
Act ofJune 18,1934(48 Stat 984), as amended by die Act of June 15,1935
(49 StaL 378); and
Whereas, more than one-diiid of die aduk manbers of the Tribe have
p^tiooed that a diarter of incorporarion be granted to sudi Tribe, subject to
ratification by a vote of the adult Indians living on the reservation;
Now; dien^xi^ 1, Harold L. Idœs, Secidaiy of the Ihtaior, by virtue of the
audioriÿcon6nediqxmmebythe8aidActof June 18,1984(48 Stat. 984),
do hereby issue and submit dus dhaiter of inc(xporati(xi to the Bladcfeet Tribe
ofdie Bladcfeet Indian Reservation to be effective fiom and after sudi time as
it may be ratified by a majority vote of the adult Indians living on the
resavation.
Corporate
Existence

Perpetual
Succession
Membership

1. In order to further the economiG develc^anent of the
Bladcfeet Tribe ofthe Bladcfeet Indian Reservation in
Montana by conferring vpon the said Tribe catain
Corporate rights, powers, privil%es, and immunities:
to secure for the membas of the Tribe an assured
economic inrfepenc^ice; and to provide for the proper
exadse by the Tribe of various fimctions heretofore
pafonned by the Depaitmait of die Interior, die
aforesaid Tribe is haeby duutaed as a body politic
and corporate r^the Umfoi States d America, unda the
capmate name "The Bladcfeet Tribe of the Bladcfeet
Indian ReservatiaL"
2. The Bladcfeet Tribe ofthe Bladcfed Indian Reservation
shall, as a Fedaal corporation, have perpetual
succession.
3. IheBladcfeet Tribe ofdie Bladcfeet Indian Reservation
shad be a membership corporation Its membas caisist

(1)
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(2)

Management

Corporate
Powers

aUpeiscms now or beieafter a entitled to moiibears^p
in the Tribe, as provided by its dufy ratified and
approved Constitution and ^-law s.
4. The Bladcfeet Tribal Business Council established in
accordance with the said Constitution and %^laws of
the Trib^ shall exercise all of the corporate powers
hereinafter enumerated.
5. The Tribe, subject to any restrictirms contained in the
Constitution and laws of the United States, or in the
Constitutian and By-laws of the said Tribe, shall have
the following corpcxate powras, in additim to all
powers ahearfy conferred or guaranteed by the Tribal
Constitutim and By-laws.
(a) To adc^t, use, and alter at its pleasure a corporate
seal.
0>) To purdtase, talœ by gift, beqi^st, or ofeerwise,
own, hold, manage, (V^ate, and dispose of
prppaty of every d^caiptLon, real and personal,
sutgecttothe following limitations;
1. No sale or mor^l^e may be made
by the Tribe ofany land or interests
in land, including water power sites,
water lig ^ , oil, gas, and othar
mineral lights now or hereaftM^held
by the Tribe within the boundaries
of the Blackfeet Reservation. No
Tribe exceedâ% in value the sum of
$10,000 may be made unless
approved by a majority vote at a
referendum called fay the Tribal
Coundl as provided in Article DC
of the Constituti(m of the Tribe.
2. No leases or permits (vdiidi terms
shall not include land assignments
to members ofthe Tribe) (x timber
sale contracts covering any land or
interests in land nor or hereafter hdd
by the Tribe within the boundaries
offoe Blackfeet Indian Reservaticm,
shall be made by the Tribe for a
longer term foan ten years, and such
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(3)
approved by the Secretary of the
Intedor or % his duly authorized
representative; but oil and gas
leases, or any leases requiring
sdstaritial iinpDovenientsofdie larid
may be made for loi%ar periods
wbrai authorized by law.
3. No action shall be taken by or in
behalf of the Tribe vMch is in
oonffictwifo regulations authorized
by section 6 ofthe Act of June 18,
1934, or in any vfsy qrerates to
destroy <x injure the tribal grazing
lands, timber, or other natural
resources dF foe Blackfe^ Indian
Reservation.
(c) To issue interests in corporate property in eacharrge
for restricted Indian lands, as provided in Article
Vn, Section 6, of the Constitution of foe Tribe.
(cO To borrow nounieyfiom the Lidian Credit Fuiid in
accordance with the terms of Section 10 of the Act
ofJune IS, 1934 (48 Stat 984), or from any other
Governmental agmcy, or from any mmfoer or
assodatknofrnernbers offrieTiib^ imdtouse sudi
funds dhectfy frar pcodiutive tribal arterprises, or
to loan riKney fons borrowed to individual inernbers
or assKxâatioms of members of the Tribe, provided
foat foe amount üFindebtedness to vhidi the Tribe
may subject itsdf shall not exceed one hundred
thousand dollars, except with the ejqness approval
ofthe Secretary ofthe loteriw.
(e) To engage in any business foat will frnther the
economic well-bdng of the membas of the Tribe
or to undertake any activity any nature vdiatever,
not inconsistent with law or wifo any provision of
foisrfoarter.
(f) To make and p^(»m contracts aird agreements of
every description, not crmsistent with law w with
any provisions of this charter, wifo any person,
association, or corpcHation, with any municipality
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Termination
o fSupervisory
Powers.

or any oouniy, or wiQi fhe United States or the State
ofMcxitana, indhidii]^ agieemeots \vitti the State of
Montana for ü&e rendition of public services:
P ro \^d f Tbat any ccmtract involving payment of
money by &e ocxpoiation in excess of $10,000 in
aiiy <ne fiscal year shall be subject to the approval
offile Secretaiy ofthe iDterior or his duty authcnized
representative.
(g) For file purpose ofobtaining any loan, to pledge or
assign any chattels purchased with the proceeds of
sudi loans, or any incorne arising from activities of
file Tribe financed faythe proceeds of sudi loan, or
any income due or to become due on any notes,
lenses or contracts taken as security finr the leloan
fay the Tribe of the proceeds of swfii loani^n^ier
or not sudi notes, leases, or contracts, are in
existence at the time, but no pledge or assigomart
shall be made to any pason or agency, otha^ than
the Secretary of the Interior, without the rgproval
ofthe Secretary of fiie Interior.
To deposit corporate funds, fixan whatevw source
detived, in any national or state bank to the extent
fiiatsu(^ funds are insured faythe FecWal Deposit
Insuraiice Corporation, or secured faya surety Ixmd,
or othar security, ^iproved faythe Secrdary of the
Interior, or to deposit sudi funds in the postal
savii^ bank or wifii a bonded disbursing officer of
the United States to the raedit of the Tribe.
(i) To sue and to be sued in courts of conqietent
jurisdiction within the United States; but the grant
or exercise of sudi power to sue and to be sued
shall not be deemed a consoit faythe said Tribe, or
faythe United States to the levy of argrjudgemoit,
lien or attadunent upon the property of the Tribe
other than income or diattel specialty pledged or
ass^ned.
(j) To exacise sudi further incidmtal powers, not
inconsistent wifii law, as may be necessary to the
(xmduct of corporate business.
6. Up<m the request of the Bladcfeet Tribal Council fix*
the terminatioa of any supoviscxy power reserved to
the Secretary of tlie Merior under section 5b, (2), 5f,
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Corporate
Property

Corporate
Dividends

5g,5h, and section 8 this cbaiter, üie Secaetaiyoftiie
Interior, if he deems it wise and expedient so to do,
shall approve the tenninatiim and submit it fm:
ratification to the Tribe. It shall be effective upmi
iatificati<m by a majority vote at an election in vdiidi
at least thnfy per cent oftiie aduh m em b^ of the Tribe
residing cm &e rormvatiim shall vote. If at asxy time
afira^ ten years fiom the effective date of this diaitra^,
such request riiall be made and the Seoi^aiy shall
disapprove sudi termination w fitil to ^jprove or
disfgjprove it wiftrin ninety days afW its receipt, it may
tiien be submitted by the Secretary of the Intoior or fay
the Tribal Council to pcqnilar refoendum of the adult
members of the Tribe actualb^ living within the
resarvatimi and if apiaoved fay two-thirds of the
e%ible voters, shall be effective.
7. No property ri{ ^ oftiie Bladcfeet Tribe, as heretofine
coristituted,dian be in any way impaired fay anything
contained in this diart^, and the tribal ownaship of
unallotted lands, wfaetha or not assigned to the use of
any particular individuals, is haefay eqxiessty
recognized.
The individually owned property of m anbas of the
Tribe shall not be subject to any capaate defats a
lawful debts ofthe Tribe shall continue in face, excqit
as such debts may be satisfied or canceled pursuant to
law.
8. The Tribe may issue to each of its members a
the equal .share of each memba in the assets of the
Tribe and may distribute per capita, amaig the
recognized members of the Tribe, the nd income of
corporate activities including the proceeds of leases of
tribal assets, including oil royalties ova and above
sums necessary to defray caporate ob%ations to
members ofthe Tribe a to otha persons and ova and
above all sums vhich may be devoted to the
establishment of a reserve fend, and otha expenses
incurred faytiie Tribe for corpaate purposes. Any such
distribution ofprotits in any one year ainamtingtoa p a
capita cash payment of $100 or more, or amounting to
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Corporate
Accounts

Amendments

Ratification

a distritmtioQ of mote than mie-half of the accrued
suqdus, shall not be made without the ^)pioval of the
Seopetaiy of the Lxterior.
9 The o ffice of the Tribe shall maintain accurate and
conqdete public accounts of the financial affiiiis of the
Tribe,
Aall dearly show all credits, debts,
pk%es and assigrnnmts, and shall furnish an annual
Tribe to the Q}mmissioner (Sindian Affiiirs. The Tribal
Ckxundl shall elect fimmwithin or without their nurhber
a Treasure' of the Tribe vho, under their control and
directian, shall be the custodian of all moneys vhidr
come unda: the jurisdictioa w control of the Tribal
Coundl He shall pay out money in accordance with the
orders and resohitioos of the Council, and no
disbuTB^nents shall be mark without the signature or
r^iproval cf the Treasurer. He diall keq) accounts of all
receipts and disbursements and shall make written
resorts of same to &e Tribal Council at eadi r%ukr
and spedal meetings. He shall be bonded in siuh an
amount as the Council byresdution shall provide, sudi
bond to be ^jproved by fiie Commissirmer of Indian
Affîdrs. The bodes of the Treasurer shall be audited at
tibe directioa of the Council or of fire Commissioner of
Indian Afi&irs, and shall be
to inspection by
rriembers ofthe Tribe or duty authorized representatives
of the Govanmart at all reasonable times.
10. This diarter shall not be revdced or surraideredexc^t
by act ofCordless, but amaidmaits may be proposed
lÿresdutioos <^the Council vhich if approved by the
Secretary ofthe hrterior, to be effective shall be ratified
ly a majmty vote of the adult manbas living on the
resavatiott at a popular referaidum in uhich at least
30 p a cent of the eligible voters vote.
11. This diarta shall be effective from and afla the date
of its ratificatiai by a majority vote of the adult
manbeis ofthe Blackfed Tribe living on the Bladcfed
hidianResavation, provided at least 30 p a cent ofthe
eligible votas shall vote, such ratification to be
fertnalfy catified by the Si)^)efinta)deat ofdie Bladcfeet
hidian Agaicy and the Chairman of the Tribal Council
of the Tribe.
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Submitted the Seccetaiy of the httaior for ratification the Blackfeet
Tifoe of the Blackfeet Indian Reservation in a popular referendum to be held
onAi%U8t 15,1936.
Harold L. Ickes,
Secretary o f the Interior
[SEAL]
Washingtcm, B.C., Jufy 18,1936.
CERTIFICATION
Pursuant to section 17 ofthe Act ofJune 18,1934 (48 Stat 984), this dtaiter,
issued on Jiify 18,1936, by the Seraetaiy of the Intènor to the Blackfeet Tribe
of the B la d ^ t Res^vation, was duly submitted for reification to the adult
Indians lrvn% on the reservation and was on August IS, 1936, duly ratified and
accepted by a vote of737 for and 301 against, in an election in vhich over
thirty per cart of those entitled to v<^ cast their ballots.
Josq* W. Brown,
Chairman o f ûie Bladcfeet TribalBusiness Council
C.L. Graves,
Superintendent, BlackfeetAgency.

GPO 825533
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